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Abstract
The extraordinarily divisive nature of famine has inspired few plays that respond
to these devastating crises. Drawing on text and performance analysis as well as personal
interviews, this dissertation examines plays that represent Ireland’s an Gorta Mór and
Ukraine’s Holodomor. This dissertation addresses the following questions: How does
drama contribute to or challenge current notions of the efficacy of famine narratives?
How can the famine play expand our ecological awareness of famine in a nonmetaphorical sense, in terms of place and food systems?
Chapter One establishes context for the relative absence of dramatic responses to an
Gorta Mór. An analysis of the melodramatic tensions throughout the production of
popular dramatist Hubert O’Grady’s The Famine demonstrates a characteristic ambiguity
in Famine representation. An analysis of W.B. Yeats’s The Countess Cathleen follows,
exploring dramaturgical concerns relative to the materiality of the crisis. Chapter Two
considers the development of the modern famine play in tandem with growing
historiographical interest in the event, especially its agricultural context. Famine by Tom
Murphy is a powerful counterpoint to the argument that the Famine defies representation.
Chapter Three explores educational and ecological theatre pieces within contemporary
Ireland, such as schoolteacher Jim Minogue’s play The Flight to Grosses Île and Deirdre
Hines’ environmentally apocalyptic Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time.
In Chapter Four, I assert the importance of an urgent field of study, drama of the
Holodomor. The Ukrainian “terror famine” historiography’s dependence on oral
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testimony is analyzed in light of the Ukraine’s historically metatheatrical relationship
with food in particular. After considering the controversial productions of early Soviet
Ukrainian drama, this chapter examines two plays, Bohdan Boychuk’s Holod and
Natal’ia Vorozhbit’s Royal Shakespeare Company-commissioned play, The Grain Store,
highlighting their overt depiction of the effects of starvation on communities and
individuals.
Theatrical representation of famine is innovative, problematic, and unequivocally
ambitious. Ultimately, this analysis of representative plays from the late nineteenth to the
early twenty-first century not only extends the documentation of the plays of Irish and
Ukrainian playwrights heretofore overlooked, but also determines the ecological
significance and dramaturgical potential of the “famine play.”
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Introduction

Second Policeman: There’s no spark in them. Times I’m ashamed of them.
I wouldn’t starve so quiet, I’m telling you. And the fearful army of spectres
they’d make.
First Policeman: Gobs, I’m not going to complain about that.
Tom Murphy, Famine (1968)1

Death by famine lacks drama.
Ian Stephens2

Famine, a phenomenon of extraordinarily divisive nature in event and study, has
inspired a limited body of dramatic work over the last 150 years. Problematic both in
incident and in historiography, no “framing texts” such as those of war define when these
devastating crises begin or end, an ambiguity reflected in self-consciousness on the part
of playwrights in approaching the topic in dramatic form.3 The fact that many famines
stem from a place of abundance further complicates notions of material representation of
land and food on stage. Famine drama is worthy of historical analysis and performancebased study, particularly in light of a play’s potential to offer tangible context for an
experience as excruciating as starvation.
Famine is much more than figurative in many plays focused on the inaccessibility
of the most fundamental of resources.4 Famine plays often explore the extremes that
attend famine from an ecological perspective, in performance creating a space in which
uncertain ground is a given. The particular famines that took place on Irish and Ukrainian
1

soil are controversial catastrophes, a point that has hindered reactions to an Gorta Mór
and the Holodomor neither in literature nor in film. There are far fewer plays of famine.
Occasionally, though certain dimensions of famine defy representation, dramatists make
the effort.5
Project Overview
The aim of this project is to extend the documentation and analysis of several Irish
and Ukrainian plays that portray periods of food insecurity and starvation. Each offers
context for respective aspects of famine that have long been under scrutiny in a charged
historiographical context. Among the issues surrounding all fictional representations of
both an Gorta Mór and the Holodomor is a question of authenticity, extending into
analyses that aver the inefficacy of dramatic treatment of a crisis as unfathomable as
famine. This dissertation asserts that famine plays offer insight into the material and
ecological dimensions of the famine experience that may be unparalleled in otherwise
documentary study. While several of the plays have received critical attention as texts,
few studies have examined them in context. As it is dramaturgically developed, the
famine play often reflects concerns in setting, characterization, language, or action that
parallel the actual environmental and social effects of famine.
In examining representation of the Irish an Gorta Mór and the Ukrainian
Holodomor from primary examples to those of the early twenty-first century, I will not
only assert the importance of a sub-genre of the “famine play,” but also extend dramatic
documentation to include commemorative representations heretofore overlooked.6 The
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perspective I take on the plays is one that Irish theatre historian Christopher Morash has
conceded is a welcome one in light of “tectonic shifts” within cultural studies “to
consider literary texts as cultural artefacts rather than aesthetic objects to be assessed.”7
The famine play is not named unto its artistic significance alone. Each famine play
conveys the concerns that impel famine historiography at an artistic, educational, or
commemorative level. Through explication of playtexts and analysis of the dramaturgy
and circumstances surrounding original productions, the characteristics and
historiographical influence of the famine play can be determined.
Chapter One provides analysis of the relative absence of an immediate dramatic
response to the Irish an Gorta Mór, which, given a glut of literary answers to the famine,
is noteworthy. According to current scholarship, Hubert O’Grady’s Famine (1886) is the
earliest play dealing overtly with the Irish Famine. An explication of the tensions in this
melodrama reveals the characteristic ambiguity of early stage representation of famine.
An analysis of William Butler Yeats’s first play follows. The Countess Cathleen (1899),
the prototype of the famine play, demonstrates consequences related to the ecomateriality of its subject on stage. I assert that the paucity of dramatic representation of
the Famine to follow is rooted in the complications in famine representation that are
posed by these predecessors.
Chapter Two considers the development of the modern famine play in tandem
with growing historiographical interest in the ecological structure of an Gorta Mór. The
agricultural dimensions of the Famine begin to take precedent over political ones,
particularly in the research strategies of dramatists and the taste of audiences. Tenants-at3

Will (1945) by George Shiels serves as one example of the challenges of ambitious
dramaturgy, whereas The Black Stranger (1945) by Gerard Healy and Famine (1968) by
Tom Murphy are considered successful counterpoints to the claim of a lingering sense of
silence on dramatic response to the Famine. Certain changes in the treatment of the
Famine are innovative and problematic at the same time. The modern famine play reveals
a motivation to grapple with the past in a tone more ironic than reverential. The
acceptance of the Famine narrative on stage becomes inversely proportional to the
coherence of the characters and structure of the famine play. Reviews and reflections on
Murphy’s Famine acknowledge a potential considered unimaginable to audiences to date:
the Irish Famine becomes a topic of dramatic merit.
Chapter Three explores the famine plays of contemporary Ireland that have been
staged as a result of efforts commemorative and academic. Given the advent of the
sesquicentenary and the rise of interest in the Great Famine within academia,
contemporary Irish dramaturgy is not as attentive to an Gorta Mór as Murphy predicted it
would be. However, the consistent ambiguities and ironies of the fragmented Famine
narrative persist in pieces educational and experimental, namely Jim Minogue’s The
Flight to Grosses Île (1997). Apocalyptic problems related to place crop up in plays such
as Deirdre Hines’ Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time (1994) and Joe O’Byrne’s The Last
Potato (1994). The contemporary famine play refuses resolution by pushing the material
and ideological limits of the stage, not quite resolving the past so much as alternately
celebrating and demanding future ecological awareness.
In Chapter Four, I proclaim the importance of a nascent field of study, plays
4

depicting the Holodomor. I briefly consider Ukraine’s past relationship with
metatheatrical, persuasive Soviet narratives concerning food security in particular. After
establishing context in the grain procurement-oriented messages of controversial
productions of early Soviet Ukrainian drama, I explore the productions of two plays,
Bohdan Boychuk’s Holod (1969) and Natal’ia Vorozhbit’s Royal Shakespeare Companycommissioned play The Grain Store (2009). I consider the significance of these
productions through their representations and manipulations of sustenance.
Irish Background
In Famine: Social Crisis and Historical Change, David Arnold establishes a
useful distinction with respect to looking back at the Irish Famine: the ‘event’ is an
incident that may precipitate a famine, and is often a natural disaster, whereas the
‘structure’ of famine extends to the underlying factors, both social and natural, that
inform the entire period of time inclusive of distress associated with famine.8 This is a
useful construct for a brief exposition of the Irish Famine, at least with respect to its
causes and immediate effects.
The failure of the Irish potato crops during the mid- and late-1840s was the direct
result of phythophtora infestans, a fungus that caused late blight, which spread quickly,
and recurred frequently. Current studies often examine the blight associated with the
fungus through the lens of plant pathology and economic influences, which aids our
comprehension of the long-term development of the famine’s structure. However, in
order to understand the event of the Irish famine most fundamentally, we must
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understand “the role of the potato before the famine,” on a quotidian basis.9 The blight
constituted what Cormac Ó Gráda terms an “ecological shock,” an anomaly given that
major historical famines associated with natural events (such as drought or volcanic
action) have been more common.10
The blight was particularly inauspicious due to the reliance of the Irish population
on the potato. In 1845, the eve of the Famine, nearly forty percent of the population of
Ireland depended on the potato variety known as the lumper for the bulk of their diet.
Exports of meat, butter, and grain were high, enabled by the maintenance of local,
monocultural potato crops that provided ample sustenance—as much as ten pounds per
person on a daily basis.11 After a devastating failure of the crops during the winter of
1845-6, most Irish planted seed crop again, hopeful of a late summer harvest; following
an early summer drought, heavy rainfall spread the spores of the fungus into the tubers in
the soil. Though a seemingly bountiful crop emerged later that year, this time even the
flower and stalk of the plant itself “turned to putrescence.” As Richard Wilbur poetically
observes, these flowers were “beautiful only to hunger.”12
In contrast to this event, the structure of the Irish Famine was economically and
socially complex. Food was “always a major source of anxiety” for the laborers of
Ireland, and was influenced by the development and expansion of the agricultural system
of the country through the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. 13 The more fertile
lands of Ireland had been colonially appropriated, driving the most impoverished to the
mountainsides and bogs. The cultivation of the potato may be seen as “ecological
inventiveness,” given that it really was a prolific food, requiring little attention once it
6

was planted.14 Since most of the population was involved with the cottier (potato
cultivation on small, rented plots) and farm working systems, the potato provided the best
return for the acreage and labor invested.15 Landlords of the early nineteenth century took
a ‘capitalistically rational’ approach to subdivisions of land that initiated the replacement
of a consumption-oriented lifestyle to a production-oriented one for the Irish laborer and
farmer. By the mid-nineteenth century, the absentee landlord system tended toward
‘improvements,’ namely consolidation of the smaller landholdings into larger farms,
laying ground for future problems associated with grazing, labor-extensive grain farming,
and high rents often resulting in mass evictions.
The potato served as a link between a high and rising population and these
increases in agricultural production.16 When it failed, those who worked the land
certainly relied to a certain extent on other crops, especially grain; however, rises in
prices in Britain complicated this coping strategy.17 Many travelled to the coastline to
search the shores for seaweed, limpets, and fish in shallow waters.18 Birds of all species
were hunted for food. Every imaginable plant or weed was stripped from the landscape.
Given the geographical and climatic limitations of Ireland, starvation and fatal diseases
quickly followed.
Large-scale mortality began in 1846. By 1851, it is generally agreed that an excess
of one million had died from the effects of the Famine.19 Another million emigrated. In
sum, one quarter of the population was “missing” due to this catastrophe.20 Early relief
efforts, mainly public works employing nearly half a million people, brought temporary
reprieve. Yet official declarations that the crisis was over in early 1847 were erroneous;
7

the blight returned in summer 1848 and over one-eighth of the remaining population was
driven to outdoor relief. Deaths due to the spread of infectious diseases were high, both
among the workhouses and on the ‘coffin ships’ departing mainly for Canada and the
United States. Much of the land still lay in the hands of small landowners, and the Poor
Law Act of 1847 denied relief to those tenants holding even meager plots of land.
Destitute and starving, hundreds of thousands were evicted throughout the early 1850s.
In his introduction to a valuable collection of source documents on the Famine,
Colm Tóibín observes that those details beyond statistics can help us gain insight into the
event:
The Famine only comes close when you bring it close: when you read
about it, when you see a list of names, or when you start thinking about
evictions or half-naked people on the decks of ships being soaked by
waves, or when you hear a song about it, or see a mass grave, or a road
built during those years.21
Those who suffered greatly during this time were laborers, children, the elderly, servants,
farmers; none was necessarily immune to the effects of the Famine.22 However, those
who sought the most desperate measures to survive doubtless felt isolated, their authentic
experience unheard. In a play premiering in 2012, Belfast Girls, playwright Jaki
McCarrick lends a voice to those whose suffering was thus eclipsed. Judith shares a
pamphlet urging resistance on the part of the Irish to colonial oppression and injustice,
and Sarah asserts the reality of the Famine experience:
JUDITH: If we were organised – maybe we coulda done somethin’ about it.
That’s what I’m sayin’ – what this book is sayin’.
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SARAH: Aye. An’ did – (indicating to the book) those two fellas ever
crawl through a field on their bellies lookin’ for cress or nettles? I doubt
it.23
As Sarah does, many historians consider the body of Famine literature produced from
the mid-nineteenth century to the present day a series of tangents, a “textual creation” in
its own right, but not history.24 Nevertheless, many perspectives have influenced and
authenticated the Irish famine plays, which bring the Famine close.
Ukrainian Background
Every narrative of the Holodomor I have come across can be seen as part of an
urgent project to recover the events of 1932-33. Offering some historical background on
the Holodomor is thus imperative to establish a sense of the scale and magnitude of the
events that the plays represent. Yet objectivity seems virtually impossible, especially
given the way in which the historical details are framed; commemorative publications,
printed political speeches, and memorial efforts are but pieces in the act of puzzling
together the facts and figures of this atrocity. One example of the way in which this
famine is practically defined as a matter of contesting narratives is explicated in Ian
Hunter’s article “A Tale of Truth,” which considers the work of Malcolm Muggeridge
and Walter Duranty in the context of the journalists’ conflicting accounts of relative
starvation or stability in the early 1930s Soviet Ukraine.25 Delineation is inextricably
related to memorial of the Holodomor. As a result of the intertextuality of fact and
fiction, the historiographical stability of this famine is still a work in progress.
Though starvation conditions punctuate much of Russian history, the famine that
afflicted Soviet Ukraine most severely was uniquely catastrophic. Most scholars consider
9

the famine conditions of Ukraine emergent in 1932 and persisting through 1933 to have
been engineered through Soviet overzealous grain requisitioning tactics and Joseph
Stalin’s political aversion to the Ukrainian nationalist sentiment. Many deem it genocide.
The root cause of initial problems in the practices of collectivization is uncontested. The
campaigns were initiated not only to further Socialist goals and eradicate dissent from
this ethos, but also to extend a more long-term goal of assimilating Ukraine specifically.
Historically repressive measures such as the 1876 ukaz, which prohibited the publication,
performance, or distribution of all Ukrainian-language texts (including music and drama),
is one example of why the history of the procurement campaigns is not one of an acute
agricultural struggle alone.
The development of the kolkhoz (collective farm) system was among the highest
priorities of the Soviet State. In “Dizzy with Success,” Stalin cautioned against losing a
sense of proportion within the pursuit of socialist construction and shortly thereafter
stepped down the quotas for grain requisition in Ukraine. Even with this moderation, the
State did not mandate reasonable goals.26 After Soviet authorities in Moscow issued a
decree in May 1932 calling for an intensification in the grain procurements from that
spring’s harvest, the only permissive criticism of the establishment of collective
agriculture took the form of a kind of cultural war against the kulaks, independent
farmers of Ukraine who served as a ‘class enemy.’ The designation of a kulak, or kurkul
in Ukrainian, was employed to sublimate growing consciousness of hunger into directed
suspicion of the peasant farmer reluctant to join the cause.27
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While most estimates suggest that between 4 and 10 million people fell victim to
starvation or associated disease during the years of 1932-33, no consensus exists to date
on the statistics concerning excess mortality during the Holodomor.28 The figures that
emerged during the height of the famine were notably conservative, with an estimate of 4
million deaths “due indirectly to malnutrition in agricultural Russia in recent months”
considered “rather an understatement than an exaggeration.”29 As documents began to
surface in the early 1980s, demographic studies were conducted that began to shape the
narrative of the event as specifically focused on Ukraine; though certain areas such as the
Northern Caucasus were likewise afflicted, the way in which Ukraine’s countryside was
targeted was unequivocally an instance of orchestrated terror. The refinement of
statistical analysis had a somewhat ironic effect on the dissemination of the narrative of
the Holodomor. For instance, in his review of Davies’ and Wheatcroft’s archival study
The Years of Hunger: Soviet Agriculture, 1931-1933 (2004), historian Andrea Graziosi
reminds us that the ideological shifts during the various stages of socialist advancement
created inextricable roles of protagonists and antagonists.30 Thus, even an objective story
of the Holodomor is as much about revolution and spirit as it is about industrialization
and numbers. The result of purely demographic study, he warns, is “a history of human
tragedy almost without human beings.”31
Clearly, the Ukrainian famine emerged as a severe consequence of certain
processes. In Ukrainian history scholar David Marples’ words, the holod (hunger)
became the Holodomor (murder through starvation, or terror-famine) in an environment
of class warfare, transportation and organizational management issues, political
11

intransigence, and agricultural devolution, none of which can be attributed comfortably
only to ‘manmade’ or to ‘natural’ causes.32 In his widely influential book Harvest of
Sorrow (1985), Robert Conquest analyzed both factors in the context of the famine that
preceded the Holodomor: “The great famine of 1921 was not due to any conscious
decision that the peasant should starve. Nevertheless, to attribute it simply to drought is
quite untrue.”33 The historian turned from ambivalent to assertive rhetoric to
contextualize the Ukrainian experience of the 1932-33 famine, employing charged
phrases such as “terror-famine.” Conquest’s work established a precedent for ambitious
studies, subjective and objective alike.34
Plays based on the Holodomor must represent the human role in a rapidly
changing and manipulative environment. The gap between the myopic economic
imperatives of Soviet policies under Stalin and the tangible horrors of the famine
(particularly in the countryside, far from policy headquarters) afforded little opportunity
for Soviet drama to act as a coping—let alone a narrative—mechanism. Ukrainian famine
plays that follow this oppressive period deserve attention for their incorporation of details
that even documentary study often takes for granted.
Limitations and Methodology
Popular essayist and Irish drama critic Fintan O’Toole asserts that a world of
famine is one without reference points.35 A subject that is at once as far-reaching and as
abstruse as famine naturally presents the problem of reference with respect to production
selection. Although many plays and performance pieces indirectly address issues
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surrounding the deprivation and degradation characteristic of the Irish and Ukrainian
famine events, I focus on those pieces that I believe most overtly connect their narratives
to the famine experience. Tom Murphy’s Famine (1968) is perhaps the best-known of
these plays, and the dramatist himself declares that the play does not take place during the
most severe season of the Great Famine, often termed “Black ’47.”36 Nonetheless, the
atmosphere and material conditions of the play are those of food insecurity and true crisis
conditions.
A significant query of my dissertation is in what way a play or performance
concerning famine manifests its subject ecologically, which necessitates the inclusion of
plays set during escalating crisis conditions.37 Hunger persisting to the point of starvation
is manifest as a social and physical influence on the characters of the famine play, and the
consequences of disease and death are treated rather realistically in several performances
discussed throughout this project. Several plays steeped less in realism than in
existentialism, such as Bohdan Boychuk’s Holod, reflect not only an imaginative tactic
on the part of the dramatist grappling with the dire event of famine, but also the context
of a time during which the Holodomor was not yet a topic of public discourse. In my
interviews with them, several playwrights explained that their plays are as concerned
with the ethics of creating dramatic art about their subject as they are with documenting
the subject. This ambition is the final reason why I focus on several plays that anticipate
more than embody the famine. In all instances, evident dramaturgical concerns about the
subject matter contribute to my understanding of the famine play’s development and
implications for future production.
13

One of the major concerns of this dissertation is the efficacy of famine plays in
light of reevaluation of the historiography of their subject. My analysis of selected plays
in most instances is based on this mode of inquiry or a certain expectation of
performance, so the scope of my project is limited by those plays about which I garner
evidence concerning production. There are notable exceptions that deserve future study,
such as Maude Gonne’s Dawn and Colin Henry Hazlewood’s Emerald Heart, or, A Poor
Man’s Honour, only half of the playtext of which is available, but in the form of a
promptbook, suggesting a history of performance.38 Insofar as this study considers
famine theatre history a component of famine historiography, this project also raises the
challenge of isolating discrete sociopolitical factors not only in one particular
geographical area, but also on one particular stage at a time. To maintain this focus, each
chapter is primarily concerned with professional productions, though the adjacent efforts
of commemoration and education encourage further study into the implications of
community- and classroom-based famine plays. Each production is analyzed within the
context of events that likely would have informed the initial audience reception of the
piece.39
Dramaturgical Considerations
Throughout each chapter, I address the textual content and dramaturgical
development of the central plays, as well as production concerns relevant to the creation
and maintenance of the famine environment on stage. The shift from a missal painted
background in Yeats’s The Countess Cathleen to the laborious creation of soil beds in
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Tom Mac Intyre’s The Great Hunger and Andriy Zholdak’s Lenin Love, Stalin Love
exemplifies the evolving primacy of setting in the famine play. The notion of appearance
and authenticity provokes additional concerns regarding the rationale behind
representation of these crises. Famine culminates in disappearance and absence; erasure
proves an elusive subject of study. In an article interrogating the lack of studies into
famine’s social dimensions, anthropologist William Torry wonders, “if food crises
oppress so much of humankind, and concomitantly, afford unique perspectives on the
human condition, why do so few researchers go out and study them?”40 The challenge of
determining how famine operates after the event takes place is shared by the scholar as
well as the famine dramatist. As a theatre historian, my analysis of the dramaturgical
development of reactionary, commemorative, and intercultural representations of the
famine event varies according to the availability and subjectivity of information
regarding each experience.
The many perspectives offered in dramaturgical notes, reviews, supplementary
production materials, and interviews with actors, directors, and playwrights inform the
diversity of my analyses, hopefully presenting potential strategies for future theatre
historiography concerning the famine play. I approach dramatists and theatre artists
involved in the production of famine plays with objectivity relative to my own concerns.
Many scholars warn against the presupposition that famine can be grasped at all. In light
of the skepticism surrounding famine historiography, I respect such reservations as those
of famine scholar Ó Gráda, who cautions against deference to a vaguely collective
imagination as a defining construct for famine studies.41 Interviews were conducted for
15

this project in order to frame the aspects of performance contemporary theatre artists
consider unique and plausible with respect to the subject matter of famine. The dramatists
discussed in this project are for the most part generously reflective on that point. This is
apparent beyond this project in the work of dramatists grappling with pressing, global
issues. For example, at the metatheatrical apex of Fram, a National Theatrecommissioned play concerning the Russian famine of 1921-22, the character Sybil
Thorndike claims that a theatre artist is perfectly capable of portraying a Russian famine
victim; she—and playwright Tony Harrison—are obstinate in their conclusion: “The
collective imagination of the audience will summon / the freezing snows of Saratov, the
starving woman.”42 Throughout this dissertation, we will see that heightened engagement
with the creative process is characteristic of the famine play, in performance making
demands which an audience may or may not be willing or able to meet.43
Finally, the exclusion of plays about contemporary famines, such as those which
center on present-day African or Latin American food crises, for example, or plays
concerning historical famines such as those in India or China, is a byproduct of the
precise scope of this dissertation, which nevertheless posits the future explication and
inclusion of such texts and performances.44 I share the preoccupation of many of the
featured dramatists with the focus on contemporary food systems and issues of security
and availability; these concerns in large part motivated this project.
While each playwright responsible for creating a play about famine has distinct
intentions for his or her work, the proximity of the play to the event of famine
complicates methodological consistency. Whereas performance reconstruction may be
16

valuable for plays with volatile receptions at the initial time of performance, such as
Yeats’s The Countess Cathleen or Boychuk’s Holod, analysis of the playwright’s
dramaturgical strategy is beneficial for later, more reflective famine plays. Several
ambitious instances represent meditative acts of reconstruction or storytelling in and of
themselves, such as Tom Murphy’s Famine or the recent account of the Holodomor,
Natal’ia Vorozhbit’s The Grain Store. The latter play, commissioned by London’s Royal
Shakespeare Company, is a project to examine not only events of the past, but also
playwriting of the future.45 This exemplifies the fact that many famine plays can be
traced to a certain event of commemorative significance.
Among the necessary considerations throughout this dissertation is not only the
intention behind documentation of famine but also the motivation for dramatic
production. Alongside development of characteristics of the famine play, such as
inversion of traditional dramatic structure, this project seeks to address the following
questions: How do dramatic representations of famine contribute to or challenge current
notions of the efficacy of famine narratives? How might we delineate the ‘famine play’ as
a subject, for scholars, audience, or theatre artists? How can the famine play expand our
ecological awareness in a non-metaphorical sense, as in terms of place and food systems?
Ecological Considerations
This project draws from a range of ecocritical approaches in current circulation,
complete with their own tensions and disputes. Lawrence Buell points out in “The
Ecocritical Insurgency” that the general ecocritical movement may lack the “kind of
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field-defining statement that was supplied for more methodologically-focused”
discourses.46 In theatre ecocriticism, however, analysis (and activism) concerning such
issues as global warming, dwindling energy resources, and food insecurity has
demonstrated a refined approach. The drama ecocritic posits probing questions for text
and performance, with particular attention to the consciousness and interconnectedness of
space, place, and materiality. Echoes of Una Chaudhuri’s lament that theatre ignores
ecology when it offers but a “wholly social account” emerge in multifaceted famine
studies that insist on the currency of disciplines with one another.47 Her work incites
ideas that are explored and explicated in working groups in theatre and ecology at
American Society for Theatre Research (ASTR) conferences and that have informed a
triennial conference, Earth Matters on Stage (EMOS), the next meeting of which will be
in May 2012.48
In an ecocritical reading of Willy Loman’s environmental experience throughout
Death of a Salesman (1948), Theresa J. May asserts that crises embedded with ecological
meaning implicate “identity, concerned at once with our most basic needs and our most
abstract notions of who[m] we conceive ourselves to be in the web of life.”49 This
dissertation is concerned with how the famine play may or may not give its central event
such ecological resonance. The contemporary famine play in particular invites us to “take
a stand where we stand” in consideration of the subject matter.50
The recent pedagogical book Teaching Secondary English as if the Planet Matters
(2011)51 offers several useful principles that inform my use of ecocriticism throughout
this project:
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1. Ecocriticism makes the environment and the non-human central to the
interpretation of the text.
2. Ecocritics challenge the idea of nature as only existing in language.52
3. Ecocriticism can seek to show the extent of environmental crisis.53
An ecocritical approach to famine plays reveals the implications of the mundane more
readily than those of the artistic.54 Ecocritical practices such as what May calls “reliteralization” involve a rejection of the “habituated” metaphors with which we often
approach nature.55 Famine plays distinctly suggest the necessary interdependence of the
eco-material and sociological implications of the famine narrative, both on the page and
in performance.
Exercising these concerns allows me to focus on environmental factors, which
constitute important forces despite the absence and degradation suggested by famine.
Finally, this perspective urges me to argue that such plays in performance demonstrate an
evolving perspective on what constitutes famine ecology, an issue as of yet unresolved in
the critical sphere. Ultimately, I believe that the relationship between the human and the
desolate environment in the famine play bears meaning on stage that extends beyond
metaphor.56 The land exerts agency on its inhabitants; characters recognize aspects of
their own and the environment’s external suffering; food is manipulated beyond
recognition of its most basic potential. These interconnections and discrepancies compel
an ecocritical reading of famine drama founded on the work of such theorists as
Chaudhuri and May.57
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Throughout my analyses of the ecological aspects of the famine plays, land and
food provide the material points of reference. Struggles over the production and
consumption of food have been dramatized in performances on local and global stages
increasingly often over the last ten years, as the rhetorical assumptions of globalization
are replaced with more literal analyses of local practices, of lived experiences and
representations of agrarian societies in particular. Presented as part of Dublin’s original,
Irish project-centered Passion Machine’s anniversary season, Joe O’Byrne’s play The
Last Potato speculates: “Sir Walter Raleigh brought the first potatoes to the British Isles
many years ago, and where would we be without the humble potato? But there are many
possible ecological scenarios that could create a situation [in which] the potato would no
longer grow…and what then?”58 Such questions are anachronistic on the one hand, yet
are fundamental on the other to famine’s inclusion in dramatic ecocriticism. In Soviet
Ukraine, acute struggles over remaining grain, livestock, plants, and even human flesh as
sustenance are represented in famine plays as means of survival, thus historically revising
the specious objectivity of the terror and collectivization campaigns. With the advent of
public availability of official documentation of the time as well as eyewitness testimony,
Ukrainian writers will likely explore graphic depictions of the Holodomor in the
ecological context of the collapse of both idealism and intended abundance.
Unfortunately, current interests in the future of food source and sustainability
contribute to the ecology of famine largely through rhetoric of fear. For example, in the
fall 2008 issue of National Geographic, a development specialist in Burkina Faso
suggests that the setting of a famine-stricken land is little more than a void; her
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prescription is fatal: “The only people who stayed here had nothing—not enough to
leave.”59 When loss is imminent as it is during famine, the drama of a land’s people can
become less intriguing, their movement away from disaster the more compelling.60 Yet
proponents of famine studies in the humanities argue forcefully that the absence of
records give the “people who stayed” one critical possession: the dramatic story. Famine
drama’s aim to maintain ecological integrity in the face of imminent loss is my concern.
Motivating a breakdown of a community that mirrors that of the land and its natural
resources, famine crises present an uncanny ecological paradox: land becomes the site of
controversy, ever gaining meaning as it loses its ability to produce food or sustain its
people. Famine dramatists grant agency to the land on which famine occurs, even if they
leave the land to do so.
I employ ever-developing theories of ecological thinking in theatre history studies
as a way not only to mediate the plays themselves, but also to determine their potential
ecological integrity. The famine play represents the ecological history of famine as an
inevitable byproduct of its form (aesthetic and ideological) and function (as material
performance). Therein lays the merit of counting the famine play among our many
ecocritical considerations in drama.
Literature Review
Several key studies of the last decade deal with the Irish Famine in a literary
context.61 Most take a necessarily interdisciplinary perspective that evidences the
complex nature of famine. A successful example uniting the concerns of famine studies
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and those of the humanities is Margaret Kelleher’s notion of the “feminization” of the
event in depiction. Her methodology has drawn attention to the fairly transparent
boundary between the metaphorical and the real in the context of catastrophe.62
Kelleher’s ideas create a scholarly forum for discussing the potential expression of the
“inexpressible,” not only to a cultural but also to an historical end.63 The Feminization of
Famine: Expressions of the Inexpressible? (1997) is a strong influence on this project, in
particular given the way in which Kelleher examines the meeting across geographical
boundaries of writers and their subject, extending her argument to representations of the
Bengal famine of 1943-44.64 While she acknowledges the “great potential power” of
Murphy’s Famine in particular, the famine play is not the subject of more than a few
pages of her analysis.65 This dissertation extends to the stage representation of famine
Kelleher’s literary study of the manifestation of famine in metaphor and symbol.
Christopher Morash—whose 1995 contribution to the historiography of Famine
literature, Writing the Irish Famine, was only the beginning of his engagement with Irish
drama of this specific purview—takes a critical stance regarding the pressure of the
famine play to meet its own demands. He describes a characteristic Famine text: “it
exposes through its structural collapse the pressure of ‘the enormity of the fact’ on the
literary representation of atrocity.”66 Though Morash generally arrives at inadequacy in
his journey through the Famine plays, he reminds us that it is the very “absence,” of food,
culture, and human beings, that defines famine in the first place; therefore, we must not
be “overly hasty” in dismissing the silence that has stigmatized the study of Famine
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literature in the first place.67 His suggestion at the end of his latest essay on the subject
invites the material aspects of my analysis:
There is an argument to be made…that keeping the Famine alive through
renewing its metaphorical language performs an ethical function in the
present, creating a communal conscience that provides a necessary
historical context for dealing with issues such as economic refugees in
contemporary Ireland…At the same time, it could well be that the Famine
recedes…approached only through the misdirection of metaphor.68
I am concerned with the directions provided through dramaturgical and performative
aspects of the famine play: namely, in what way may these plays strategically eclipse
metaphor? Morash’s ambivalence influenced my attempt to see how the tension between
context and lack of context within the famine play yields a more literal Famine than we
might expect in narrative form.
In a collection of essays configuring the emergence of melodrama as a genre, Julia
Williams and Stephen Watt develop promising material concerning famine drama with
respect to the history of Irish stage performance.69 At its best, “Representing a ‘Great
Distress’: Melodrama, Gender, and the Irish Famine” asserts that literature of famine,
including drama, might represent a revision of Irish stage stereotypes. In the authors’
pursuit of a working definition of the genre of Irish melodrama, famine fictions are
analogized with indirect historical depiction, itself representative of audience taste.70
Famine as a specific concern in performance is decentralized, which the authors
acknowledge is due to the inconsistencies inherent in representations of famine: “given
the devastating realities…such an energetic plot formula can hardly be sustained.”71
Communications scholar Jerome Joseph Day’s essay “Feeding on Gossamer, Caught in
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the Web: Famine Tensions in Yeats’s The Countess Cathleen” alternatively asserts the
potency of the famine text. Day’s work includes what may be the only book-length study
that attempts to catalogue plays of the Famine, his dissertation tracing the rhetorical
power of hunger in Famine texts.72 What makes my project unique and necessary are the
many ways in which famine plays are distinct from other instances of Famine literature:
in the former, setting is more than metaphor, while in the latter, land resists or even
denies literal interpretation. The primacy of metaphor (in particular with respect to the
trope of hunger) in these studies, while not antithetical to this project by any means,
nonetheless eclipses several palpable, disturbing, and effective qualities unique to
theatrical representation.
Many of the plays portraying the Ukrainian famine of 1932-33 are created in
tandem with (and as a result of) the release of information concerning this event,
beginning in the 1980s and continuing with renewed interest due to the 75th anniversary
commemorative activities across the globe. Drama depicting the famine is examined in
the work of Ukrainian theatre scholar Larissa Onyshkevych, whose expertise in
Ukrainian existential and nationalist dramaturgy informs her theoretical approach. As
part of a special issue of Canadian-American Slavic Studies on the now colloquiallytermed Holodomor, Onyshkevych asserts that the relative dearth of plays dealing with the
subject is the consequence of “certain specific historical factors,” not least of all the fact
that abiding by Socialist Realist tenets during this time of unrest was a “possible
compromise” rather than an easy means of expression.73 Her long-term commitment to
this material inspired me to investigate plays of the Holodomor both before and after the
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focal point of her work in this vein, Boychuk’s Holod, and to make contact with the
artists associated with this production. Onyshkevych posits that among the challenges the
country has faced, the Holodomor was “pushed to the back of the communal memory” of
a newly independent Ukraine that might seek a “non-threatening bridge to the present” in
these plays.74 Beyond her articles and forthcoming book on the subject, Englishlanguage historiography of the literature of the Holodomor is limited to several key
articles, such as Leonid Rudnytzky’s “Note on the Holodomor in Imaginative Literature”
and Jean-Pierre Cap’s “The Holodomor in Historical and Literary Context,” both written
for the seventy-fifth anniversary of the famine and focused mainly on the poetry and
novels of eyewitnesses.75 All encourage more in-depth study of the aesthetic qualities of
the Holodomor’s dramatic reflections, as well as the potential historiographical
significance of the literary arts in the context of commemoration and nation-building for
Ukraine.
Recent commemorative exhibits and conferences surrounding the Holodomor have
incited interest not only in the few plays published in the United States concerning this
Soviet-era famine and the challenge of these playwrights to portray such tragic events,
but also in the continuing interest in the famine and the art it provokes if not sustains.
Several of these projects may be considered studies of the literary or folkloric history of
the Holodomor itself, such as controversial Ukrainian director Andriy Zholdak’s Lenin
Love, Stalin Love (2008), an experimental stage version of Vasyl Barka’s The Yellow
Prince (1963), a novel widely considered the most effective representation of the
Holodomor in literature to date.76 Ukrainian-born Virko Baley’s opera Red Earth, a
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project initiated in the 1980s and deferring completion to sometime after 2012, is another
example of the metafictional dramaturgy of the famine play. Baley was inspired to create
this musical meditation on the Holodomor by Boychuk’s Holod.77 A gap between
acknowledgment of these projects and scholarly writing about art commemorating Soviet
famines urges me to establish a working genre of famine drama inclusive of such inspired
and dramaturgically complex events.
Significance
The early twenty-first century marks a vivid meeting of intercultural perspectives
that resituates famine in a more global context. Harvard’s Ukrainian Research Institute
held an inspiring conference concerning the Ukrainian famine of 1932-33 in fall 2008. In
March 2009, the first national commemoration of the Irish “Great Famine” of the 1840s
took place in Ireland, Canada, and other nations; in September of the same year the Royal
Shakespeare Company premiered an “urgent” account of the Ukrainian Holodomor as
part of a larger project commissioned by the British theatre company concerning the
future of theatre artists. Accounts of the planning and proceedings of such projects use
nothing less than the word “epic” to describe the event of famine, which poses a
challenge to playwrights and theatre practitioners alike: given the gravity of famine, do
dramatic representations of famine have a place in the analysis of this subject? If so, do
these plays have a responsibility to cite either human or natural forces as the cause of
famine, on what ecological scale, and to any historical end?
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One of the major assertions of this dissertation is that the connections between the
historiography of famine and the history of the famine play have more in common than
the critics of famine narratives admit. The world’s preeminent economic famine theorist,
Amartya Sen, claims that the shock to social mores is often the most destructive thing
about famine.78 What is dramatic performance if not an opportunity to interrogate the
social and ecological effects of famine on a population?79 The surprisingly tentative
treatment of famine in theatre history may be attributed to the overwhelming and morbid
aspects of famine.80 While the drastic conditions of starvation call for more immediate
relief efforts, the inexplicable and lasting social and ecological effects of famine inspire
investigation and reflection in which dramatic representation plays a part.
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Chapter One
Staging the Irish Famine
The famine play has a responsibility shared by many other representations of
social and environmental struggles. In our age of interest in global crises, an activist may
envision its role as one of mediating the events themselves; a historian may insist that it is
one of filling gaps “left by standard documentary sources.”1 Proponents of folklore hold
that accounts of the “ideology or morality of rural action” may constitute the sturdiest
frame for the Irish Famine story in particular.2 Few have suggested that theatre can shape
our consciousness of such catastrophes. The challenging subject matter of famine,
marked by absence and enervation rather than by presence and dynamism, is manifested
in a few plays that are rarely performed more than once. Irish Famine plays constitute an
overlooked dramatic sub-genre that is bound together neither by quality nor quantity, but
instead by what Christopher Morash deems the “substitution of the ethical for the
aesthetic.”3 His words prescribe an expectation that those plays focusing on the Irish
Famine will yield meaning outside the bounds of critical or popular appeal.
William Butler Yeats’s ill-received first drama The Countess Cathleen (1898),
Tom Murphy’s dark, minimalist success Famine (1968), Deirdre Hines’ pragmatic postpastoral Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time (1994): these and their dramatic cohort find
inspiration in the social and ecological factors that decimated the land and people of midnineteenth century Ireland. The reception of such plays often proves divisive. As we see
in early reviews of Hubert O’Grady’s melodrama, The Famine (1886), one audience
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member found the depiction of crisis in harmony with the time, “as heartrending as any
scene that has yet been presented on the stage”; another attended the same performance
and found the way in which the playwright “piled on everything” offensive to the artistic
and ethical sensibility.4 The Irish Famine is manifest in metaphor and narrative in over a
dozen novels before the first famine play is produced.5 Clearly, dramatists represent the
factors that contribute to famine at the risk of certain consequences.
Known in the Irish language as an Gorta Mór, or “the Great Hunger,” the
Famine’s name alone connotes a certain intangible quality.6 While Famine literature often
seeks this characteristic through metaphor, Famine plays often reveal (and sometimes
betray) something authentic, or literal, about extraordinary suffering. The “dramaturgy of
the real”7 required by this task is fraught with theoretical ambiguities with respect to
expressions of what Margaret Kelleher has noted may be inexpressible.8 Occasionally
Irish plays refer to the causes and effects of the Famine in subtle textual references. Brian
Friel’s Translations (1980), for example, alludes to the possibility that the potato crop
may fail.9 Yet this is a play whose dramatist insists is “about language and only about
language.”10 Tearmann (2009), a dance-drama produced in west Ireland’s National Folk
Theatre, by contrast, situates its story palpably in the crisis of the Great Famine by
turning the stage into a crop.11 The latter is a ‘famine play’: a phrase that I consider the
cornerstone of my project, distinguishing a handful of plays that make the anticipation of,
experience of, or reaction to famine the central, material crisis of their stories. I have few
illusions that this is a practical categorization; in fact, a famine play complicates more
questions than it answers. Dramatists who make the Famine their subject invite the
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challenge of a cataclysm. Eminent playwright Tom Murphy, for one, is incredulous that
the famine has not inspired a greater body of dramatic work.12 At the same time, he
admits that the catastrophe may grow “tired” of both history and its playwright.13 From
the critical assertion that it is a failure of representation that most precisely locates the
Famine in Irish history, to Tom Murphy’s concession of the weariness of its pursuit,
scholars and artists alike admittedly struggle to confirm dramaturgical success in
representations of the Famine.14
Two plays, Hubert O’Grady’s The Famine (1886) and William Butler Yeats’s The
Countess Cathleen (first performed in 1899), are likely the sole predecessors of the Irish
famine play. Both employ an ambiguous famine setting that is strongly reminiscent of the
tragedy of 1840s Ireland. Given only these examples, it proves difficult to determine the
centrality of famine in these early plays. The insight into the Irish Famine that the plays
provide is related to the material qualities of the crisis—its causes and effects—that are
essential to the story on stage. In order to foreground the belated development of the
Famine dramatic narrative in the twentieth century, this chapter will explore the
dramaturgy informing two earlier plays.15 Of critical concern is the way these
representations represent famine materiality, intentionally or otherwise.
One of the problems in determining the origins of the Irish famine play is evoked
by Niall Ó Ciosáin’s rhetorical question concerning folklore: “can all narratives which
are set during the Famine be described as ‘Famine narratives?”16 The answer is one that
may exceed the intent of the dramatist. O’Grady employed famine as an event to inspire
the melodramatic action of his play. Famine may seem inconsequential to the plot;
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however, the plot is the consequence of the Famine. Though O’Grady fails to conduct
more than a perfunctory “inventory of suffering” in the prologue, The Famine is worthy
of consideration, as it briefly exposes the long-lasting effects of its inciting incident.17 In
his first version of many, Yeats set The Countess Cathleen in sixteenth-century faminestruck Ireland, which drew parallels to the more recent famine regardless of historical
distance. He later denied the play any specific historical reference.18 Nonetheless, the
play became controversial largely because of the material implications of the famine
experience.
The confidence with which a dramatist must unite elements as disparate as those
of famine in a dramatic event was one that William Sharp believes Yeats lacked, insisting
that there must be “that faculty…which can relinquish the literary idea for the visible
actuality.”19 The environment in which an Gorta Mór took place, forcing great strain on
the land as well as the people of Ireland, must be a consideration of the famine dramatist.
But in these prototypes of the famine play, it is a tangential one. The ecology of the crisis
will eventually inform the dramatic efficacy of the modern and contemporary Irish
famine play, long after the examples of O’Grady and Yeats demonstrated the Famine’s
material potential as a dramatic subject.
An effective rendering of the Famine begins with the playwright. My specific
concerns lie in the dramaturgical decisions of O’Grady and Yeats that foreground famine
eco-materially. In one sense, my agenda is akin to that of developing post-colonial
ecocriticism, in which creative works are assessed “in terms of whether they portray the
realities of social oppression and environmental devastation accurately,” which, as Ursula
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Heise aptly points out, is a crucial question, but not one to which literature tends to
provide the strongest answers.20 It is important to acknowledge that O’Grady and Yeats
do not try to engage the ecological dimensions of the Famine in this manner in The
Famine and The Countess Cathleen. Thus, the evaluation of each play is predicated on
the material implications of the famine setting, though famine is not consciously the
central idea of each play. I am concerned with the moment at which the famine becomes
literal on stage. It is no coincidence that these are the moments during which such plays
become controversial. However uneasily received, the famine play provides a place in
which the overwhelming events of the Famine—material loss, environmental change, and
physical death—can be made more explicit than they may be through other means.
In the Moment: Hubert O’Grady and The Famine
Striving for a coherent national identity and a passionate audience, Irish theatre in
the decades following the Great Famine was in negotiation with much more than a recent
tragedy. Unease could be unearthed in the landscape as well as the literature of the time.
Though the work involving “uniquely Irish ambiguities towards place”21 is largely
unacknowledged until the work of John Millington Synge, the agricultural atmosphere is
reflected in earlier Irish melodramas.22 Peat bogs, rocky hills, and valley bottoms had
long been manipulated within the Irish agroecosystem, in which long stretches of land
were devoted to grain for export and smaller swathes were confined for the peasantry and
potato crops. This practice had several discernibly positive effects on Irish society, such
as the development of tight-knit communities. However, the peasantry faced disruptive
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changes brought about by the Famine. The bleakness of the “morbid cabin ruins”
throughout the once strongly-populated boglands and hills of rural Ireland was a
discomfiting backdrop for the Irish image already persistent in British media.23 In
particular, misrepresentation of the countryside and its inhabitants was manifest in the
stage Irishman, a personification of sociopolitical stereotypes that harbored issues from
years past and ongoing.24 As is asserted in several recent studies that remove Irish
popular drama from the shadow of British entertainment, revision of the “buffoonery”25
of this characterization as well as perspectives on the land issue contributed to the
controversial appeal of rural plays.26
The paucity of late-nineteenth century representations of the Famine on stage is
symptomatic not only of the lack of stability of this time and place, but also of the
profusion of ideas concerning modes of representation. Amidst the distractions of late
nineteenth-century Ireland, history was not yet something to exhume, but rather to
reinvent in bold characters of mythic, not merely human dimensions. Irish nationalism
became an artistic priority that complemented the narration of history as a chronology of
resistance. Despite this emphasis on looking back at moments spirited and heroic, Irish
dramatists were nevertheless responsible for figuring immediate political and cultural
biases in their work, an endeavor often belied by criticism of the most popular theatrical
mode of the times, the melodrama. Though frequently haunted by stock types of the
theatre in England, the Irish melodrama provided a lively, communal atmosphere and
strategically explicit depictions of recent events. Ironically, it was British entrepreneur J.
W. Whitbread who instilled in Dublin’s Queen’s Royal Theatre the precedent of an Irish
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play for an Irish audience.27 Catering to a packed house proved easy for his colleague,
Hubert O’Grady, founder of the Irish National Company and master of the popular—and
political—melodrama.28 His 1886 play for the Queen’s, entitled simply The Famine,
played to Dublin audiences growing fond of what Morash deems “communal
condemnation” of a villain.29
This melodrama is driven by characters in whom the late nineteenth century Irish
audience could have confidence; their predictable actions and hyperbolic emotions made
for popular entertainment. The Famine’s treatment of its namesake crisis is staid by
contrast. Billed as ‘an Original Drama in a Prologue and Four Acts,’ the play takes place
largely ‘fifteen years’ following the play’s “somber and thoughtful” beginning. 30 The
prologue is composed of three scenes that together constitute more than a perfunctory
start to the play, although one fraught with ambiguity with respect to sequence. The
desperation with which hungry farmer Vincent O’Connor pleads with overseer of relief
works Lumley Sackvill for proper employment in order to avoid eviction could situate
the prologue just after the amendment of the Poor Law in 1847. Yet Sackvill recounts
O’Connor’s support for the Land League and participation in the aim of the No Rent
Manifesto, which places O’Connor in a position of resistance and the year of 1879. In
this way, The Famine constituted a reaction to contemporary controversies, such as the
Land Act of 1870.31
The primary acts of the play are set “fifteen years later,” inviting the question of
whether the plot plays out before these contemporary land issues take hold, just following
the Famine, or after, in what would have been the future, given that the premiere of The
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Famine took place in 1886. These many years following their father’s humiliation and
their mother’s onstage starvation, the O’Connor daughter, Nelly, turns out to be
Sackvill’s former slave and secret love interest. The O’Connors’ indignity persists as she
is accused of insanity, while her brother John is suspected of murder. Both are acquitted
by the time the curtain falls, emotionally relieved by Sackvill’s demise at the hands of a
desperate lackey. The characteristic hunger of the Famine set off this series of events,
embodied by O’Connor’s wife’s onstage demise, and is thus crucial to the story. But this
graphic starvation is scarcely acknowledged. The appeal of the Famine as a dramatic
background just decades after the late 1840s lay in the opportunity for O’Grady to
unite—if also to embroil—a playgoing audience in a series of battles between good and
evil, thereby entrenching the Famine experience in ambiguity.
The chronological frame of the play demonstrates a deep manipulation of the
materiality and divisiveness of the subject matter of the Famine. Even if the prologue was
set during the early days of the Land League, for instance, the death of O’Connor’s wife
would have been a palpable reminder to The Famine’s audience of mid-century mortality.
The play thus manages to refer to the Famine without representing it directly. The
prologue defies qualification as solely either an “event in the audience’s present” or a
kind of “fictive truth”32 concerning the Great Famine, demonstrated by O’Grady’s
employment of
a concise repertoire of clearly defined images: a group of starving men
waiting for non-existent relief works, a family huddled together to die in a
cabin, a family unjustly evicted from their holding.33
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Morash’s observation that these are known and worn images is apt; nevertheless, when
they are staged, the palpability of time passing in the theatre conveys meaning through
what might otherwise remain metaphorical. Take the final scene of the prologue, which
involves O’Connor’s obdurate assertion that his wife and children “will not die of hunger
this night”: he carries the proof in a stolen loaf of bread.34 Sackvill quickly becomes the
stock villain of the informer, barging in with the sergeant who takes the loaf—now proof
of guilt—and gives the poor farmer but a moment to speak to his wife before heading to
jail. The transformation of the significance of the bread on stage is harsh and immediate.
This extends to Mary, wife and mother, who dies right there on stage, an atrocity for
which O’Connor’s progeny will seek revenge in the remaining acts of the play. Arguably,
in relegating signs of the tragedy of the late 1840s to an expected repertoire, The Famine
actually managed to distance itself from its ancestral event. Alternatively, the harsh
literalization of the signs of starvation exemplified what Famine history was becoming:
representation.
The Famine’s preoccupation with the O’Connor’s food insecurity appropriately
conflates the past with the present insofar as Ireland did meet with a minor famine in
1879-80. O’Connor’s intransigence with respect to leaving his family in order to apply
for the workhouse is reminiscent of the 1840s while anticipatory of Home Rule and the
issues of the Land League.35 Therefore, the images offered represent history as well as
timely truths. However, O’Grady’s thematic aims are neither clear nor effective in the
eyes of such playgoers as William Barrett, whose attitude toward Irish drama of the day
is one of opprobrium: “We have been living through real dramas, and have had no time
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for dramas of the imagination.”36 Impatient with the tangled threads of past and present in
O’Grady’s plays, Barrett called for a drama of “the man at the plough” and thus conveys
an implicit desire for social realism.37 A desire for acknowledgment of the agricultural
materiality of the post-Famine landscape is also suggested. The setting of the early Irish
famine play may be seen as not only an imaginative but also a realistic space “wherein
occur actual events that have terrestrial consequences.”38 Stephanie Sarver asserts that
this “middle space” is imperative for our understanding of the depiction of land in
writing.39
The Famine begins in the Irish village of Swords. The members of an “excited
crowd” of Irish locals are begging Sir Richard Raymond, the British government
inspector, for food. 40 Clearly unable to provide immediate relief for the hungry and
impoverished, Sir Richard presses Lumley Sackvill with questions concerning the state of
affairs. In reaction to the inspector’s inquiries into issues timely for the play’s audience,
such as employment and the landlord-tenant relationships, Sackvill expresses specious
concern for those in distress. The relief works officer claims that he always carries out
“the principle of returning good for evil,” in reference to Irish negligence with respect to
the Land League.41 Once alone, the play’s villain proclaims an ulterior desire to obtain
retribution for what his family has “suffered through these so-called honest and virtuous
people.”42 Albeit rooted in a timely dispute over rents, a feud between Sackvill and the
O’Connor family quickly devolves into romantic and petty entanglements. As Morash
points out, a genuine reflection on the Great Famine would necessitate a more complex
negotiation of often contradictory sources.43 In The Famine, an implicit need for order
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after a past crisis is subtly manifest in the latent bitterness between the overseers of relief
and the O’Connor clan. Yet this resentment pulls inspiration and focus alike from the
localized food shortages.44
The Famine operates outside its historical implications. It is problematic as an
early famine play with respect to documenting its referential event, in that such causes of
strife as starvation and class inequality are not closely examined on stage. However, on
its own terms as a melodrama, the political situation of the mid-nineteenth century is
well-negotiated by the theatrical conventions of the genre.45 Mistaken identity, a chaste
sister wronged by a former lover, a murder, a traitorous accomplice, a family torn apart
and brought back together: The Famine has moral equivocation and resolve alike. The
play flaunts a rebel hero and boasts a conciliatory ending.
The play’s more subtle legacy as the predecessor of the Irish famine play is its
sublimation of its initial subject. The horrifying death by starvation of the mother
happens on stage in an untidy end to the prologue, but is of no authentic consequence to
the plot. Neither food nor famine are mentioned again until the very last line of the play,
which attributes every agitation to the Famine, thereby establishing a kind of referential
loop: “if you will only look back to the years gone by, you cannot but be convinced that
all our trials and troubles can be traced to the great distress during The Famine.”46 It is
not until the youngest O’Connor has the final words that the story is linked to the
historical crisis. Rhetorically, his words are as dismissive as they are condemning. The
bitter resignation with which the play ends is complicit with the ambiguity characteristic
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of its setting. Performances of The Famine thus paid homage to the Irish Famine without
evaluating its causes or its long-lasting effects.
The play decontextualized the significance of 1840s Ireland, but the media made it
conspicuous. The production toured the Irish countryside, its continued success
propelling it to foreign countries, reaching as far as New Zealand by 1892, hailed by
antipodal newspaper cries of “sensational Famine! Famine! Famine!”47 Such oxymoronic
advertisement implies how The Famine focuses not on its namesake crisis but instead on
tangential, lively responses to it. Death is frozen in the tableau of dead bodies. Bolstered
by the likability of the stock peasant and despicability of the character of the informer,
the melodrama invited an anthropocentric identity into the theatre that ignored the
realistic ecological conditions of its setting.48 The only way in which the environment
featured in production of The Famine can be traced in advertisements that promise
‘exciting scenes’ and novel set pieces.49 The employment of the famine as mere
motivation for contemporary spectacle encourages identification with the past without
interruption by any element of uncertainty. O’Grady obviated the disruptive impression
that material details of the Irish Famine could make on his audience.
An Gorta Mór was at this point neither completely past nor consciously present in
everyday experience. The Irish people did not need to rely on literary allusions to ‘Black
’47’ alone for an understanding of food shortages. Tensions between the Irish tenants
who worked the land and the landlords who owned it were running high as O’Grady
drafted his script. Following a failed harvest, famine struck Ireland during the winter of
1879-1880. Despite this strong point of reference, ecological context was obscured in The
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Famine by the modern fervor among Irish theatre audiences for histrionics. O’Grady
concentrated his audience’s attention on the satisfying spectacle of the human
punishment of Sackvill over the course of the play. The contemporary issues of land
struggles throughout the 1880s offered a potentially powerful, contextual frame for a
dramatic portrait of the Great Famine. However, the fact that the actual Irish agricultural
sphere was undergoing extraordinary transformation constituted concerns secondary to
that of sublimating rural Ireland into pastoral pastiche. The question of genre of this
peculiarly relevant play emerged when the production travelled to England, where
O’Grady’s other plays were deemed “Historical” and “Legendary,” while The Famine
was billed as an “original high-class Irish Drama.”50 Such adjectives support the effects
of melodramatic action, but in this instance belie the cause.
Even in the prologue, the characters of the play are notably reserved in discussing
the condition of extreme hunger. We see this in the ambivalent comments of Sackvill, as
he responds to the outcries from the Irish tenantry: “Show no favor to one more than
another. We must act justly with these poor people…We must show no malice on that
account under the present circumstances.”51 Despite imminent starvation, O’Connor
refuses to apply himself to the workhouse, as it would take him away from his family.52
Though Sackvill insists “that is the law,” O’Connor refuses without explanation.53
Between the myopic desire of the government inspector to deny the past and the
hesitation of the farmer O’Connor to exercise justice for its sake, neither earnestness nor
activism clearly characterizes The Famine or its cast. Intriguingly, O’Connor’s
stubbornness and Sackvill’s callousness resemble each other. This ambiguity with respect
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to character development and articulation of the subject will persist in the famine plays to
come.
The Famine’s importance lies in how it touches on certain consequences of the
crisis without implicating them directly in the representation of the post-Famine
experience. For one, the maudlin prologue demonstrates how integral the relationships
are among famine victims along familial lines. Though, as Cathal Póirtéir laments
concerning Famine folklore, the “attitudes, beliefs, and feelings of the survivors of the
Famine” are not typically at the center of Famine histories, in drama they must be.54 The
Famine likewise influences the Irish melodramatic genre to take on a “sharper, more
directly political edge,” partly through the employment of popular theatrical devices,
such as that of the tableau.55 One instance of political commentary in The Famine is
constituted by a mere three-line scene that froze to depict a real-life Fenian attack on a
police van in Manchester.56 O’Grady’s favoring of this device was doubtless the result of
many factors. The Queen’s theatre held a noisy, occasionally riotous audience. A
situation such as the execution of three men for lashing out against political forces was
prime material for the melodrama. Notably, the playwright’s reckoning with the familiar
was not altogether satirical, nor wholly objective. Father Barry, a priest and the first
character to whom a government inspector appeals at the outset of The Famine, summons
relief in his hope that “we may live to see her [Ireland] with her own Parliament
controlling her domestic affairs and ‘Eviction,’ ‘Famine,’ and ‘Emigration’ banished
forever from our native land.57 It was not lost on the Queen’s audience that this
capitalized subjects corresponded to the titles of O’Grady’s recent stage successes.
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Beyond the commercial motivation behind the production, The Famine
demonstrates the contrast of urgent social continuity to the belated cultural agency of the
famine in memory. Just as reticence characterizes early Irish famine history, so too does
it mark the narrative of The Famine. Given that his family is starving, the Irish peasant
Vincent O’Connor notes that there is “not time for enquiry” concerning his situation. The
fact that the protagonist in a play entitled The Famine possesses neither the time nor the
emotional energy to confront his imminent starvation is not mere irony. O’Connor’s
recondite attitude may not clarify the Famine experience, but it does explain the seeming
inconsistency of the famine play: this is a crisis that is unsettling, desperate, and not
particularly conducive to linear or objective explication. When it comes to human
behavior, even deeper ambivalences persist. Vincent O’Connor cries out that his children
will not die of starvation as his wife is slipping away in front of their eyes, but focus is
shifted away from this inconspicuous tragedy by the fervor characterizing his agenda.58 It
is such moments that provide a realistic sense of the human devolution motivated by
famine. Though The Famine was entangled in its own moment, its failings as a
documentary piece are perfectly the province of the early famine play.
Locating the Irish Famine Play Ecologically
Rhetorical frustration expressed in reviews of The Famine and famine plays to
come express an urgent desire to know the events, as though the historians and artists who
work to chronicle famine are necessarily implicated together in a project of authenticity.
The demands of this project often have the opposite effect on the artistic representation of
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the famine event. In the overlapping timeline of The Famine we see that the more
complex the non-fictional framework becomes in a play of this subject matter, the greater
the ambiguity of its material implications.
To examine a famine play ecocritically is to establish how the play operates on
both a material and a sociological level. Early reactions to the Irish famine play dictate
such an interest in the efficacy of stage representation. A ‘Dr. Mac’ of The Irish Playgoer
observes that a particular responsibility to cater to the desire for the sensational yet avoid
the “clang” of overbearing reality fell upon the Queen’s Theatre:
The palm for steering clear of political gunpowder cannot be awarded to
[O’Grady]. Still, at the same time his titles are sufficient evidence of his
trend of thought, as they get fair warning. “The Famine” has had long runs,
and always may be relied on to furnish situations both strong and vigorous,
though lacking evident finesse and stagecraft.59
While his opinion is grounded in the penchant of the time for innovations in scenography,
it also speaks to the burden of representing the complexities of famine on stage. From a
contemporary perspective, O’Grady’s choice to foreground his plays in the Famine
without establishing its ecological effects may seem surprising. Melodrama appears to
deal in “action that is [only] temporarily serious,”60 whereas famine yields ecological
effects both lasting and grave. When O’Grady did employ more material means to make
his dramatic points, he often made a mockery of his subject. For example, one of
O’Grady’s other political melodramas, Emigration, was met with criticism with respect
to its crude portrayal of a turf war that becomes literal. One character goes so far as to
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pelt his enemy with clods of earth, a material gesture to issues of land management and
abuse, but one that appeared to the audience more silly than substantial.61
Contributing to the Irish Famine’s problematic presence on stage is the human
dimension of the tragedy, implicating tense British-Irish relationships and the flawed
decisions made concerning agricultural management. The impulse to negotiate the
sociopolitical dimensions of starvation has foregrounded nationalist and revisionist
history, preoccupying textbook pages with offering more information about whom to
blame than about the places that were most gravely affected. Subsequent difficulties in
narrative and stage representation were due in part to the sensitivity marking the
demographic and environmental shifts in everyday Irish society following the Famine.
Nature writer Michael Viney argues that the Famine experience of deprivation and loss
led to a pervasive sentiment of distrust of the natural world, which led to ambivalence
regarding accurate narrative representations of the environment.62 John Wilson Foster,
who has traced the traditions of Irish attitudes toward nature over many centuries,
contends that the Irish reticence in this regard is specifically located in colonial Ireland.
So long as the Irish were represented as “unregenerate,” they would avoid representing
their landscape thus.63 Prevalent in British journalism covering the disaster were
renderings of the Irish peasant that undermined the ecological severity of the Famine. As
starvation set in, accounts questioned the integrity of the persistent hunger:
They are suffering a real though artificial famine, Nature does her duty; the
land is fruitful enough, nor can it be fairly said that man is wanting. The
Irishman is disposed to work, in fact man and nature together do produce
abundantly. The island is full and overflowing with human food. But
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something ever intervenes between the hungry mouth and the ample
banquet.64
Such accounts demonstrate the difficult question of ecological representation of Faminestruck Ireland, betrayed by both land and authority.
Without a doubt, an Gorta Mór involved an ecological disaster. In part due to the
early nineteenth-century’s temporarily efficient agricultural system, an effective use of
resources transformed into a dependent one. The effects against which the people
struggled most immediately were biological. Basic needs were met—or failed—in the
earth. In August 1845, a fungus termed phythophtora infestans struck the potato crops,
the failure of which triggered threats to the health and lifestyle of nearly half the
population of the nation. As a means of studying the relationships that comprise this
entire system, famine ecology unites perspectives both social and environmental. The
relationships that suffer during famine are not only those among families, towns, or
countries, but also those among people, the land, and everything the land sustains or
sacrifices. The urgent, ecological dimensions of these ‘bad times’ pose the challenge of
realism to the dramatist of the early Irish famine play. The actual environment was not
the “mystical and allegorized” atmosphere that William Butler Yeats intended to create in
his first play, The Countess Cathleen. The harsh truths of this landscape loomed onstage
nonetheless. Famine experience is one that “[blurs] the lines between human and
inhuman,”65 a material reality that Yeats accidentally conveyed in his crafting of The
Countess Cathleen.
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A historiographical tendency to focus on social factors may render it difficult to
apply ecocriticism in the context of famine studies. Authors Graham Huggan and Helen
Tiffin posit that an ecocritical perspective on postcolonial situations in particular risks
equivocation when its concerns are more defensive than inquisitive with respect to
change.66 This is a particularly potent observation in light of the entrenched narrative of
the Famine in Irish history, manifest in ambivalent forms and resistance to resolution that
betray a certain deflection. Haggan and Tiffin employ ecocritic Lawrence Buell and
ecologist Donald Worster in their argument that treating natural “forces” (such as
landscape and animals) as “self-standing agents” rather than support “structures for
human action” enables integration of human, material practices in a more
environmentally inclusive context.67 Theresa May’s insistence that ecocriticism of theatre
addresses “injustices felt in the body—the body of experience, of community, of land”68
likewise evokes the question of integrity during famine times. In the context of The
Countess Cathleen, we see one character after another determine how best to adapt to
disaster. The young boy Teig’s observation of his mother Maire’s starvation reveals how
ecologically complex the issue of survival becomes when value systems are tainted, or
lost: “She would not eat / One crumb of bread bought with our Master’s money, / But
lived on nettles, dock and dandelion.”69 Yeats aspired to the symbolic, but his characters’
strongest acts of defiance concern earthly survival.70
I contend that the eco-materiality of the Famine emerges in The Countess Cathleen
from Yeats’s inclusion of ecological forces, despite his insistence on the play’s symbolic
implications. Yeats’s meticulous work on his first play reveals the challenges he faced in
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wresting material aspects of the famine setting to work within his vision. Representation
of famine becomes a new challenge for the dramatist, one that defies his use of the
symbolic, and invites perceptions of the environment.71 The way this plays out poses a
particular challenge for the poet that is part of a larger trend. Though it begins as text, the
famine play has an opportunity to move beyond metaphor, to become material. Following
The Countess Cathleen, dramatists will purposefully develop the ecology of famine
through their representations of the crisis.
I believe Yeats’s first play can serve as a case study in how subtle dramaturgical
choices can influence the ecology of famine on stage. The famine playwright’s task is
unlike that of an artist who works with words alone. In sending a father out into the forest
to forage for an animal with which to feed his family rather than slaughter their own
livestock, Yeats reminds his audience not only how the ritual meaning of a meal shifts
during times of famine, but also how material poverty influences human relationships
with the other-than-human environment. Revealed in his journals, Yeats’s own hesitation
with respect to the dramatic efficacy of the many material qualities of the play
exemplifies the equivocal nature of a characteristic human approach to land as something
to revere but also to control.72 The troubling characterization of the Countess as
essentially landlord and savior of the Irish peasantry further complicates the ecological
significance of the play.
Yeats pronounced the aim of his work as one of expressing subjective moods, and
to that end he believed in the connections between humans and the rest of the natural
world as a means to bridge past earthly experience toward the divine.73 Yet The Countess
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Cathleen is a play that relies on the mundane. Even Yeats’s imperious heroine espouses
concerns ecological. In a meeting with soul-dealers, the pessimistic leader of a group of
Merchants seeks to exploit Cathleen’s selfless pragmatism, offering a threatening
description of the famine:
There is no sign of change, —day copies day,
Green things are dead—the cattle too are dead,
Or dying—and on all the vapour hangs,
And fattens with disease and glows with heat.
In you is all the hope of all the land.74
Cathleen fires back, “How can a heap of crowns pay for a soul? / Is the green grave so
terrible a thing?”75 Given her own immunity from poverty, a possible complacency belies
her concern in such a response. In her travels from the peasant cottage to the grounds of
her house and back again, the Countess notably takes in the changes to which the
Merchant alludes. Her subsequent melancholy could be as much about the degradation of
the environment as it is about the people who inhabit it. Yet later dramaturgical
development of the play removes the Countess from this eco-material world, which is, as
argued by Adrian Frazier, clear from her mellifluous arrival “a heavy-handed way for the
playwright to establish that the countess suffers a spiritual sorrow only music can soften,
while the best the peasants can do is suffer a physical hunger.”76
Total Inversion: Yeats and The Countess Cathleen
While Hubert O’Grady had a melodramatic plot formula to sustain his expression
of the Famine, William Butler Yeats found no such solace in convention for The
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Countess Cathleen, staged for the opening of the Irish Literary Theatre in Dublin on May
8, 1899.77 The play centers on the desperate, famished peasantry, who receive visits from
both soul-dealing Merchants and an affluent, landowning Countess. Cathleen’s selfsacrifice upon discovery of the plight of the Irish peasantry beyond her own verdant
gardens is complicated by her ancestry in Irish mythical tradition and parallels to the
absentee landlord of the recent past.78 A story wherein “an aristocrat…is noble and selfsacrificing” for dealing in her soul while the peasantry “are venal and ripe for
subordination,” The Countess Cathleen was controversial from the start, its implications
far more tangible than its textual guise admits.79
In the first of many articulations of change in the play, fearful son Teig recounts to
his mother Maire the sight of a man “who had no mouth, / Nor ears, nor eyes; his face a
wall of flesh,” insinuating the horror provoked in a place under such duress as starvationstruck Ireland.80 Though Yeats’s poetic predisposition as a writer suggests forces
mystical, the sinister symbolism is belied by the reality of decaying perception, people,
and all living things during the play’s professed—if ambiguous—famine times. In one of
many lines that Yeats later sanitizes of the word “famine” through omission and revision,
the playwright evokes a peasantry that has “gone crazed with famine,” yielding behavior
that offended many among his Irish audience.81 The Irish Literary Theatre poet-turnedplaywright took responsibility for the “discomfort” of his audience members in response
to such moments as the peasant Shemus kicking a Catholic shrine to pieces in frustration:
“In using what I considered traditional symbols I forgot that in Ireland they are not
symbols, but realities.”82 The poet would face even more vitriolic criticism with respect
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to his portrayal of the Irish peasantry as willing to sacrifice their faith for food.83
Throughout his extensive revision process of the play, Yeats would struggle with the
maintenance of his metaphors, all the more easily misconstrued when met with the very
material aftereffects of the Famine.
The narrative arc of the play traces the Countess Cathleen’s martyrdom to save the
Irish peasants, who are so desperate for sustenance that they have become willing, even
eager, to sell their souls to the Merchants who come to barter with the starving in “what
each man has.”84 Theirs is a night wherein devils are welcome and evil that “fable has
not dreamt of” has usurped the day.85 Neither such indiscriminate reception nor such
narrative power met the play on stage. The Countess Cathleen in performance proved to
hit a nerve in its initial audience, sensitive to the material and ethical implications that the
“hunger-shaken” setting provoked.86 In the words of the Irish Times review released the
day after the premiere, Yeats’s production was “neither a play nor a presentment of either
the ideals or actions or motives of Irish men and women.”87 The insinuation that an
Irishman would sell his soul, even for food that he so desperately needed, offended many
who named the depiction blasphemy even as they knew the issues of food insecurity and
land disputes to be a recent reality.
One objective of looking at The Countess Cathleen as a predecessor to the Irish
famine play must be to examine the historical controversy it raised in light of the material
objectification by the audience of Yeats’s intended symbolism. Yeats’s reflections about
his work on the play show that he was aware of the demands of a new theatre audience,
disillusioned with stereotypical characters and stock plots; consequently, critics to this
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day express surprise that somehow the incongruity of the actions of the play with respect
to an audience sensitive to unflattering—albeit historical— depiction eluded him. Despite
its inconsistencies, The Countess Cathleen clearly emphasizes both the extreme dearth of
resources during times of famine and the general abasement of the landscape in a way
revelatory of the gravity of ecological crisis. The setting of The Countess Cathleen
suggests no particular time period except for “old times,” yet certain details insinuate that
famine is drawing near, as “the whole land / Squeal like a rabbit under a weasel’s
tooth.”88 Where we may read biological necessity, the audience saw ethical depravity in
the play’s representation of the Irish people lacking in moral imperative, willing to sell
their souls for gold.
The Countess Cathleen evidences Yeats’s indebtedness to symbolism, folklore,
and the occult. Nonetheless, the play, like the horrific experiences it calls on, merits much
more than stylistic touches.89 The palpable materiality of his scenes betrays the vacancy
characterizing famine. The reference to the Irish experience of the late 1840s is
immediate. The Countess Cathleen begins in a simple cottage room, wherein a peasant
woman, Maire Rua, is grinding corn by hand in a quern, waiting with her son in
trepidation for her husband to return with food other than “carrion crow.”90 If Yeats
intended his story to speak to peasants, for whom in his mind ‘everything is a symbol,’
these early moments invoking material necessity were grave mistakes on his part. Maire’s
husband, Shemus, is less concerned with mood than with matter; he comes in with a dead
wolf on his shoulder and throws it on the table, his spoils for the day.91 In the later stage
version, Shemus appeals to his fellow man, sitting “among the beggars at the cross59

roads” and holding a “hollow hand” among them, but gains nothing for the table.92 Either
way, the family is set to starve before the Countess arrives. The disruption of social
norms that characterizes such desperation is evidenced in Shemus’s querulous demands
of his children, his wife, and even the air: “Who’s passing there? / And mocking us with
music?” he cries out, hearing Cathleen’s attendant Aleel playing a stringed instrument
outside as they approach.93
The landscape of The Countess Cathleen is one clearly altered by the
environmental effects of famine. The atmosphere is animate, invoking relationships
influencing food availability. At the start of the play, Teig enters his family’s cottage, his
arms laden with turf. He comments that “now the land is famine struck / The graves are
walking.” The presence of the dead is palpable, as if the boy is carrying more than mere
soil. The ensuing conversation surrounding the blurring of boundaries among man and
beast and bird evoke the tone of an eco-material experience of famine, wherein awareness
of the crisis is not limited to human society alone. What might have remained symbolic
and supernatural within the stanzas of Yeats’s poems comes to life in images of the
family fighting each other with sticks and clods of dirt, their fears resonating in the calls
of animals outside. Early disturbances are noted by Maire, who takes her cue from the
animal world: “Why did the house dog bay? […] What fluttered in the window?”94
Yeats’s sense of pride in the Irish landscape is a point on which the poet
equivocated, yielding an ambivalent pathos with respect to his portrayals of Irish peasants
who worked the land. He notes in his Reveries over Childhood and Youth that a
connection to his environment was present, if perplexed: “I longed for a sod of earth from
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some field I knew, something of Sligo to hold in my hand. It was some old race instinct
like that of a savage, for we had been brought up to laugh at all display of emotion.”95
Yeats’s internal contradictions play out in criticism of The Countess Cathleen intent on
determining whether he intended sympathy or judgment for his capricious characters,
who are apathetic one moment, and desperate the next.
The play clearly demonstrates the fact that starvation transforms the quotidian into
the deplorable. Throughout each scene, Yeats’s characters frankly observe the misfortune
and disfiguration resulting from living in a state of fear of “what’s above or what’s below
the ground.”96 An evening together at the dinner table becomes a caustic, primitive
quarrel over whether to cook what’s left in the face of such dearth. Alarmed by
overwhelming doubt and dealings, Maire asserts the fundamental insecurity and chaos
characterizing famine times: “Those scruples may befit a common time, / I had thought
there was a pushing to and fro, / At times like this, that over set the scale / And trampled
measure down.”97 Here, she speaks to the lack of logic that defines famine even as it
obscures it.
The characteristic chronological ambivalence of The Famine persists in The
Countess Cathleen. Here it yields to Yeats’s contemporary as well as personal concerns.
In what he termed “a bundle of ideas,” Yeats crafts his scenes of hunger, quarreling, and
despair around the aphorisms of the woman of his admiration, Maud Gonne, employing
folkloric elements about a selfless woman wandering Ireland to help the impoverished
and starving.98 While Yeats alludes to his muse’s admirable political sentiments in his
characters’ necessary betrayal of spirituality, these material acts of survival are eclipsed
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by the blasphemy of renouncing faith for fortune. The benthic moment of the play occurs
when a crowd of peasants has gathered around the soul-dealing merchants, ready to barter
their souls. An ironic litany of survival behavior ensues, recounting such lives as that of
an old peasant woman who has “but little set down here against her; / She stole fowl
sometimes when the harvest failed, / But always went to chapel twice a week.”99 The
woman is told to take her money; for want of her soul, fear is needless. She curtseys, then
screams as a pain goes through her and her “red gold pieces glitter.”100 All merit in her
will to survive is lost, degraded by a supernatural act that Yeats fails to connect back to
her real hunger.
We can glean much that is authentic concerning the famine experience from what
was considered offensive in The Countess Cathleen. Starvation conditions in the play
spark an inconceivable survival instinct, rendering it difficult for its audience to watch
relationships founded on “mixed up truth and lies” play out on stage.101 Contradictory
human behavior is the norm during a catastrophe of this measure. Conduct in such times
of crisis is the result of skepticism toward, not faith in, humankind. Yeats’s peasants
determine that in famine times, man is worthless; nature will no longer be moderately
harvested. After all, if animals and plants cannot survive, little hope exists for a hungry
man. This cynicism is manifest in the observations of the peasant Shemus and his family
concerning the natural world, which exerts a stronger presence as other aspects of their
materiality lose value. Upon his return to his family, unsuccessful in his attempt to find
food, Shemus speaks of foraging as a harrowing void in which he has found little, “for
the very rats, / Badgers and hedgehogs seem to have died of drought, / And there was
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scarce a wing in the parched leaves.”102 Though Yeats believed that his audience would
understand that spirituality is a higher aim, survival is the imperative for Shemus and his
family. “For who can say what walks, or in what shape” is the poet Aleel’s warning cry
as he and the Countess first enter the peasants’ home.103 Though sensing the venality
associated with the Merchants, Shemus will share “what bread and meat is in the house”
with the devilish figures and subsequently “curse all men and women.” This equivocality
is not an exaggeration on Yeats’s part. In times of famine, values are inverted, and
therefore humanity is synonymous with trepidation and ambivalence, not with trust and
comforting care.104
In the multiple revisions of The Countess Cathleen and its reception in
performance we find a critical context for famine drama: wherein the famine dramatist
seeks to tell, he betrays; wherein he seeks to historicize, he mocks; wherein he seeks a
spiritual dimension, he blasphemes. One of the most aggressive moments wherein a
group of Merchants harasses the peasant family is conveyed in thus imperative terms:
“Go wring the neck o’ that fowl / Scatter the flour and search the shelves for bread. /
She’s in a faint […] We’ll turn the fowl upon the spit and roast it / And eat the supper we
were bidden to.”105 Though simply descriptive, the neglect and abuse of Maire (who is
the only peasant who resists the temptation to sell her soul) is reinforced theatrically. By
the end of the scene, she has collapsed onstage.106 Yeats’s work explores what it means to
stage such quotidian, extreme moments of famine, wherein elements of the ecosystem
such as food become more central to a character’s transformation than do motivation or
morality. A bowl of soup such as the one that meets an old woman’s lips moments after
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the Countess sacrifices her soul does more to represent extreme hunger than do poetic
conversations about ethics or politics. The need for food is immediate. The interaction
among characters is utterly subsidiary, even detrimental to this urgency. Albeit difficult
to integrate within the limits of stage representation, processes such as that of starvation
evoke instincts as seen in the scenes discussed above.
Yeats developed The Countess Cathleen from a folktale he had previously
published in his Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry (1888), “The Countess
Kathleen O’Shea,” itself an adaptation of what turned out to be a French tale, only
credited by Yeats in later publications.107 Beyond the obvious dramaturgical complexity
of multiple adaptations and revisions, one of the aspects with which Yeats himself
believed he struggled most was the development of a definitive heroine. Though she
sacrifices her possessions, comfort, and eventually her own life, Yeats considered the
Countess “not transformed enough” truly to save the Irish people. Her would-be
companion, the poet Aleel, is not practical enough in his dreams to pose an alternative to
spiritual sacrifice. Yet both of these figures grapple with the material effects of Famine, if
not within the spiritual dimension to which Yeats sought to give shape. In the earliest
scene, the Countess surrenders what little money she has in the moment, though it is not
enough. Aleel wanders in, offering music, which is rejected by the peasants, underlining
the inability of culture to salvage their lost affinity for society. Clamoring for other means
through which to survive, the most troubled characters of the play reject all elements of
life that typically hold value, not only cultural or spiritual but also tangible: clothing,
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heirlooms, even human touch. This inversion of cultural and material norms further
characterizes The Countess Cathleen and will influence famine plays to come.
The Countess, inspired perhaps by Ireland itself, hails from a once-bucolic setting
where “the paths are overgrown with thickets now.”108 Given the spiritual failings of the
play’s characters and the ominous portrayal of the landscape, The Countess Cathleen in
performance belied a tacit, characteristically Irish reverence for the land and the stories
untold in recent history. Yeats made explicit that he had hoped with this play to distract
the Irish people from a now “despised external setting,” a sentiment that betrays an
abiding struggle to accept the Irish landscape, literally and culturally, post-Famine.109
However, his attempt to introduce his audience to a “non-representational art” and “a
landscape of internal consciousness” was overshadowed in initial performances by the
portrayal of the Irish as shameless and eager to renounce their souls for want of an earthly
life.110
Much has been written concerning the Countess’s symbolic connections to the
island of Ireland itself. Of particular critical concern are the implications of her status as
one who rules over the peasantry, complicit with the discourse of the Protestant
Ascendency despite her roots in an ideal Celticism. Her odd characterization is
underscored by a parallel ecological ambivalence. She inquires as to “what rumours and
what portents of the famine” meet her rural subjects, and is quick to “blame the famished
season” and encourages a troubled herdsman to “let the world drift by” as he tends to his
bare mountain.111 Her dismissive compassion eclipses the ecological consequences of the
reality, as it is not rooted in her own material experience of the famine.112 In the later
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stage version, Cathleen’s curiosity concerning her environment renders her even more
remote from her subjects. In the 1911 Abbey revival production’s text, she is prone to
such rhetorical whim and wondering: “Surely, this leafy corner where one smells / the
wild bee’s honey, has a story too?”113
In contrast to the pastoral import she places in “tales” of the environment, a more
remote pragmatism characterizes Cathleen’s decision to sacrifice her soul. Cathleen
perfunctorily offers the contents of her purse, promising to alleviate the poverty of
resources afflicting the peasants. Greater than her compensation for the peasants’
suffering is her hope of reviving her own garden. The Countess sighs, revealing an
environmental attitude more imperative than her commitment to her people: “When will
this yellow vapour no more hang /…/ …and grass show its green shoots?”114 The
audience of the play wondered: how could earthly means to survive on the privileged
Countess’s soil outweigh the spiritual merit of the peasants’ cottage-bound faith? How
could the landlord, the despised villain in O’Grady’s popular Famine play, become the
heroine? The Countess’s compassion for her subjects was demonstrated in dealings more
material than spiritual, yet was sublimated in messages on the contrary.
Critical weaknesses of The Countess Cathleen represent strong characteristics of
the famine play, which tends to obscure rather than explain.115 Manifest in the weakening
of human senses, the loss of intimate and communal relationships, and the transformation
of non-human elements of the landscape, The Countess Cathleen exemplifies the famine
play through its emphasis on the devolution and degradation of the environment. Maire’s
concern for her husband as he scrounges in the “hateful forest” directs antagonism toward
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the land. Shemus enters, balking at “the dead leaves and clauber of four forests” that
cling to his footsole.116 Though an accurate representation of the urgency of hunger
threatening starvation, the audience witnessed a scene “without action…consistency…or
truth” in its reflection of Irish life.117 The objection of its audience members to what were
arguably nonfictional aspects of its subject matter is the first of many tensions that the
play poses in context. Another example lies in a scene between the Countess and her
Gardener who recounts the “ugly lean-faced rogues” who climbed her garden wall at
night and absconded with apples, asparagus, strawberries, and plums. Yeats punctuates
their offense with murder of the gardener’s tailless dog.118 This scenario is in keeping
with reports of thievery and violence during times of rural upset. Albeit aptly mirrored in
the starving peasants’ conduct, the deleterious effects of famine were perhaps rejected in
The Countess Cathleen’s premiere, indicated by the fact that Yeats excised them in
subsequent revisions.
Throughout the play we see how inevitably the famine play’s material
implications collide with historical realities. Yeats’s initial audience took Cathleen’s
actions and those of the peasants as an exploitation of history more than a negotiation of
the Famine’s ongoing effects on Ireland and its people. Curiously, Yeats intended neither,
claiming ahistoricity as the play’s aim. The context of human struggle certainly lent an
imperative tone to Yeats’s drama, but he conceded the difficulty of aspiring to anything
beyond a piece of “tapestry” or harsh stylization in his storytelling of its dire events. 119
The postulation that to craft a play about famine was to try to manipulate (or, as in
Yeats’s case, avoid) history is reinforced by Jerome Joseph Day, who comments that the
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fact that “Yeats’s body of work would never return to the Famine in any substantive way
suggests the degree to which the intrusion of historical reality and contemporary politics
disrupted his sense of order and possibility.”120 In the eyes of his detractors, Yeats’s
critical misstep might have been simply that he employed famine as his subject matter in
the first place. If the Great Famine indeed “mocks representation,” Yeats had failed
before he even began.121 The tension between the folkloric and the historical elements of
the play reflected that in a post-Famine Ireland, audience members were not ready to be
confronted with material representation of the harsh effects of the catastrophe, yet were
able to read and see those effects clearly on the stage.
When The Countess Cathleen opened on May 8, 1899, its subject matter was
already embroiled in controversy due to attacks launched by Frank Hugh O’Donnell in
the Freeman’s Journal. 122 The critic had read the script in its prose form in early spring,
and he pronounced it full of “wild incoherencies… revolting blasphemies and idiotic
impulses which sicken and astonish.”123 O’Donnell’s comments were later published in a
pamphlet, Souls for Gold (1899). The title’s allusion to the play’s central material crisis
demonstrated that the moral failings of its characters belied the mystical ambition of
Yeats’s famine-struck setting. It proved virtually impossible to extricate the
environmental elements of famine from those that were then seen as an “instrument of
conquest” that countered the Irish nationalist aim.124 The problems that the writing,
revision, and production of The Countess Cathleen posed are sharpened in Day’s
observation that Yeats’s ideas “impale themselves on history, politics and audience
reaction.”125
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Yeats’s work on The Countess Cathleen speaks to the impossibility of staging
famine through symbolism alone.126 The opportunities in performance not only to refer to
but also incorporate the Famine environment are many throughout the first stage version
of the play. In later revisions, Yeats frames such effects in a fashion more poetic than
dramaturgical. His interest in symbolism persisted, complemented by his admiration of
Gordon Craig’s screens, employed in the Abbey revival of The Countess Cathleen in
1911. Enchanted by such design trends, Yeats’s rewrote the backdrop of the peasant
scene to resemble a missal painting, the effect of which was remote from the gritty reality
of the scene in the foreground. The poet sought distance from much of his initial aesthetic
in this conflicted play.
Given the ease with which he captured the fluidity between the earthly and the
ethereal in his poetry, Yeats was surprisingly and expressively regretful that the dramatic
form can actually withhold vitality from the intended narrative.127 These problems with
representation of the Great Famine will not remain unique to Yeats’s early effort. The
demands of the Famine in particular as a dramatic subject pose the question whether
representation can accurately or respectfully convey the setting with necessary gravity.
Inversion of cultural as well as dramatic expectations becomes characteristic of famine
plays. In The Countess Cathleen, however, representation of the behavior of the starving
Irish was more than untimely; it was unacceptable. Marjorie Howes notes in her analysis
of the play that its unique contradictions stem from its historical inspiration: “it…used a
famine setting…usually associated with criticism of the grim social reality created by the
exploitative tenantry system as the setting for the play’s central affirmation of an
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idealized version of that very system.”128 This observation raises a very specific concern
with respect to the role that the famine play can play in documenting or evaluating the
famine event. As Melissa Fegan notes in the opening pages of her study of the Famine in
print, the dearth of critically accepted texts inspired by the Famine led to an assumption
that perhaps “the proper medium for the Famine was silence.”129
Conclusion
A nascent famine drama emerged at the turn of the century in Ireland. The
Countess Cathleen failed to reconcile the human and the divine with respect to the
material subject matter of famine. Yeats had been preoccupied with moving beyond
material acquisition and experience in The Countess Cathleen, yet chose to foreground
his ideas during a time of extraordinary physical need. By “providing the metaphors and
examples of the inspired intuitions of the mind,” Yeats meant for others “to look beyond
accidental forms, beyond the laws of nature and necessity.”130 Ultimately, the stage
proved more tangible than Yeats had anticipated. Despite having experienced success to
this point as a poet, he deemed certain qualities of the play a burden to its dramatic
imperative, “the dialogue turning aside at the lure of word or metaphor.”131 In his very
first attempt at the dramatic form, Yeats was inspired by the familiar territory of Irish
folklore, yet unable to synthesize a fantastical ‘contemplation of life’ with an Irish famine
reality.
The Famine and The Countess Cathleen foreshadow the enduring characteristics
of the Irish famine play, such as ambiguity of sequence and troubled characterization.
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Though perhaps accidentally, The Countess Cathleen remains an imperative predecessor
of the famine play. In the following century, Irish playwrights in will begin to pursue the
Famine as a primary subject and use history and representation interchangeably.
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Chapter Two
Famine Plays: Modern Perspectives

The Irish famine plays to come only belatedly emerge from the steady
preoccupations of dramatic developments of the early twentieth century. This is not to
say that history was not a popular source for drama; on the contrary, many longed for an
accurate representation of the life of the Irish people that turned to such incidents as the
Irish Rebellion of 1798 for inspiration.1 Yet representation of the Famine was largely
ignored by various initiatives to create a resilient, national theatre. A 1906 clipping from
the National Theatre Society contends that much of the subject had yet been dealt with
appropriately: “The poignancy of Irish emigration has never got across the
footlights…the plays that have represented it…have depended, not on the truth of the
picture, but on its grotesque exaggeration.”2 Only after many decades of little explicit
discussion of the Famine within the drama of Ireland will the theatre attend to the
inscrutable crisis that resulted in mortality, emigration and other lasting effects.
Characteristic throughout the turn-of-the-century Irish theatre movements is the
dominance of the rural setting. Did the ‘peasant play’ reflect the poetic drama of Yeats
and the Irish Literary Theatre, which was one more of idealism than reality, with
“pretensions to authenticity” that yielded controversial representations?3 Many saw the
peasant play as a reaction against the artificial style of pieces like The Countess Cathleen,
a rejection of the use of English actors in Irish drama, complete with the charms of the
peasant in his “natural state.”4 Theatre artist and theorist Frank Fay offers an explanation
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for the ubiquity of these plays in his account of the early days of the Irish National
Theatre Society:
Most of the plays in the company’s repertoire are peasant plays, that is,
plays dealing with peasant life. They are dressed exactly as in real life…and
the properties are exactly correct. The actors have most of them peasant
blood, if they are not the children of peasants, and instinctively talk, move
and act as peasants would […]. It has been a common complaint that too
many peasant plays are produced; but authors will only write what interests
them; and (at any rate in Ireland) it is among the working classes and the
peasantry that you can find the real live Irish.5
The authenticity of the peasant play setting is an additional concern of the times, one not
as nostalgic as it is practical. Twelve feet high and sloping down in back, twenty feet
long, twelve feet wide: this is a scale manageable both for the representation of a typical
Irish cottage of the West and generally within the limitations of the spaces available to
theatre artists at the time.6 The setting of the peasant play thus exemplifies a blend of
pragmatism and theory that may be eclipsed by such pure sentiment as that of Fay. The
appeal of the kitchen and hearth of the Irish home relied on its perfect execution on stage
as well as its symbolism of security. To represent the Famine might threaten of the loss of
this space, the horrific dislocation of the peasantry to the wild or the workhouse for tasks
degrading or debilitating.
The proximity of the Famine to the development of Irish drama worked against the
possibility of the catastrophe’s portrayal on stage. However, a couple of projects emerge
from discrete corners of the Irish dramatic movements of the early twentieth century that
respond to and reshape some of the characteristic aspects of the early famine plays.
Activist Maud Gonne incorporated the topic of famine and subsequent issues of hunger,
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poverty, and eviction into her rhetoric and visual displays for the masses. She organized a
magic-lantern slide show for the Royal Jubilee of 1897 abounding with scenes of the
prior decade’s evictions interspersed with statistics concerning the Irish who had died of
starvation under Victorian rule.7 Gonne’s participation in the patriotic Inghinidhe na
hEireann (‘Daughters of Erin’) is relatively well-known,8 though the details of her
personal contribution to the causes of the poorer class are often conflated with those of
nationalist drama in general, expressed by David Cairns and Shaun Richards as “the
sacrifice of the individual desire for national advancement.”9 Her playtext Dawn,
published in The United Irishman in 1904, would have been complemented by her
emotive use of eviction lantern slides in her various polemical activities.10 However,
Gonne’s dramatic rendition of a woman widowed by a husband who fought for her land
and evicted despite her daughter’s impending starvation and son’s defensive maneuvers
was never performed.
Both Dawn and Padraic Colum’s unevenly received verse drama, The Miracle of
the Corn (1908), are often written off as problematic tributes to The Countess Cathleen.11
Yet both plays represent the effects of starvation and other material effects of famine in a
way unique to the development of the famine play, not simply derivative of one of its
examples. Bride, the main character of Dawn, represents the land situation and the
material threat of hunger, keening for her lost family members from her “ruined, roofless
cottage by the roadside on the edge of a bog.”12 Kathryn Conrad establishes an
imperative distinction between the allegorical dimensions of The Countess Cathleen and
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Dawn in her observation that the latter employs Bride as a symbol of Ireland in a more
domestic, determinate fashion than her Yeatsian counterparts.13 “The relationship
between literal and symbolic is synecdochal,” she muses, and Bride’s need to defend the
Irish land thus practical as well as symbolic in this “real” version of the peasant play’s
familiar cottage.
Colum’s story of “want” turns to the supernatural to resolve the hunger and
suffering of its characters.14 Laid in “the old time,” like The Countess Cathleen, the
allusion to the Famine emerges as the characters watch in horror as “black rain” destroys
the corn “before it was out of the ground.”15 Despite their fear of the broken spirit of her
husband Fardarrougha, Sheela and her daughter Aisleen give away the corn in the bin in
which they have collected it until their charity has left them fit to starve. A hunger-crazed
husband returns to find the bin magically restored of its contents. The decision whether to
keep one’s door closed or open to those in need during the Famine is explored throughout
the short one-act, with simple but effective references to “the poor wasted ground…and
the broken things like you and me,” drawing appreciation from some audience members
for the detailed situation, despite its forced conclusion.16
Emerging much later in the age of the “peasant play” is George Shiels’ Tenantsat-Will. This famine play, performed at the Abbey in 1945, was roundly criticized as a
tedious tragedy. Actor and playwright Gerard Healy’s The Black Stranger emerged that
same year as a more revelatory representation of the famine’s tragic dimensions.17 Two
decades later, Healy’s viscerally determined play would inspire Tom Murphy to take on
the challenge of dramatizing the event in his Famine, produced at the Abbey in 1968.
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Murphy’s response to what he deemed a cultural need to break the silence is meticulously
researched and creatively inspired. His is a tendency to exhume the past while
maintaining the integrity of contemporary issues, dramaturgy that becomes a standard
ambition for the famine dramatists to come. At the same time, Murphy’s Famine
questions narrative coherence and lacks resolution, showing that the modern Irish famine
play is one in which facts and fiction refract one another.
Treating the Material Honestly: The Famine Plays of 1945
The hold of the rural setting on Irish drama is undeniable. Eager in his affirmation
of the lively portrayals so popular at the time, Irish literature advocate and nationalist P.S.
O’Hegarty comments on what he hopes is a staying power:
I venture to think that, in years to come, when these times are being written
upon, people will turn to these plays…like Mr. George Shiels’ (illuminating
play[s] on rural conditions in time of disorder), rather than to the ponderous
historian who counts nothing but what he calls facts.18
The derisive attitude above towards “facts” demonstrates the preference at the time for
the rural comedy. Such plays presented the opportunity of imaginative reconciliation of
past and present tensions associated with a woolly Irish wilderness. Most of Shiels’ work
existed at a remove from reality while commenting on it to an entertaining end. Tenantsat-Will was distinct in Shiels’ repertoire. Despite a subheading of a “Comedy in Three
Acts,” the reality of the play was “all too tragic.”19 Shiels certainly provided a more
defined narrative frame than his predecessors, but Tenants-at-Will shares the ambivalent
resolution characteristic of the early famine plays.
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In general, Irish plays of the time were more transitional than formative, reflecting
the neutral pastoralism of the peasant play while occasionally “propos[ing] a critique of
it…[in] an interrogation of the ideal.”20 The modern famine play’s relationship to this
pattern is an abstruse one. Both Shiels and Healy were engaged in the work of the Abbey
at a time during which it could afford to take very few risks.21 It is not surprising that
their famine-themed plays grapple with certain expectations regarding the entertaining
rural play. In acknowledgment of the scope of his subject, Shiels meticulously researched
the Famine, imbuing Tenants-at-Will with a sense of compassion for the tenant life
heretofore unexplored to this extent in Irish realism. Healy’s The Black Stranger speaks
openly about similar socioeconomic issues. As Ireland becomes more modern and less
agrarian in practice, these honest representations of the Famine experience of poverty and
the abused tenantry are desirable on a certain level, in theory if not in practice.
Environmental philosopher Kate Soper asserts that such a correlation between the
degradation and the idealization of the countryside speaks to an urban affinity with the
poor peasant: “The desire to preserve or return to the time [and] space of the rural order is
not…to be viewed as merely whimsical or nostalgic, but as an inevitable response to the
accelerated pace of environmental transformation.”22 By contrasting the modicum of
success enjoyed by Shiels’ Tenants-at-Will with the lasting impression made by Healy’s
The Black Stranger, we will see how this Irish reaction plays out. Close analysis reveals
that Tenants-at-Will struggles with the very non-fictional ideals through which The Black
Stranger succeeds.
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In an intimate portrait of the dramatist, David Kennedy reveals that George Shiels’
impressive dramatic output is due to a “systematic and sustained application” to his craft,
one that infuses the Dublin theatre scene with much-needed energy.23 The prolific career
of the playwright is credited by no one less than Yeats with keeping the doors of the
Abbey Theatre open during a time of distress for both theatre arts and Ireland.24 Toward
the end of a catalogue of more than twenty plays that the dramatist produced for the
Abbey in as many years, Shiels’ famine play Tenants-at-Will opened on September 10,
1945, and ran for eighteen performances. Set in April 1844, the play moves from the
starving Sheegan family’s cabin to the rent offices in which investigatory trials take
place, concerning a commission on tenants’ rights with respect to occupation of land. In
probing the ambiguity of the past, Tenants-at-Will deals with the sociopolitical climate
with a mildly satirical tone.
The subject matter of Irish tenantry at will is ambiguous. Though objectively
progressive, the stabilizing socioeconomic efforts of what came to be known as the
Devon Commission did little to thwart the concerns of Irish agitators. The Land League
and issues of Home Rule yet to come almost mock the temporary abatement of injustice
brought about by the commission on the eve of the Famine.25 Shiels’ dramatization of the
commission’s proceedings fosters the same equivocality. Dealing with the iniquitous
landlord-tenant relationship on the precipice of catastrophe, Tenants-at-Will is difficult to
decipher in comparison to Shiels’ considerably lighter successes, such as the popular
Paul Twyning (1922) and Professor Tim (1925). Though topical, the playwright’s work
typically posed issues through an uncontroversial idiom. Tenants-at-Will is unique in that
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it looks back at a history lacking a clear vocabulary. Rather than a narrative claim to
Famine history in its own right, the play bears the burden of ethical resolve in hindsight.26
Shiels conducted extensive historiographical research in order to make his
depiction of the Famine conditions authentic. Kennedy reflects on a period of time during
the late 1930s during which the dramatist was preoccupied with the subject:
In the summer of 1937 I brought him a copy of Liam O’Flaherty’s novel
Famine and the reading of it prompted him to reveal his own deep feelings
about this tragic period. …He said he would give ten years of his life to
write three plays about this period but mistrusted his power to deal
adequately with such a great subject. Over the next five or six years he
returned to the topic several times. A note of 17th February, 1941 says, ‘I
still have an inward urge…to write a play on the famine. But to do so one
would need to read a whole library of books and I haven’t got them.’27
Shiels pored over George O’Brien’s economic history of Ireland, and later encountered a
summary of the work in 1845 of the Devon Commission, in documents which he had
“carted” to him by his artistic proponent. The playwright spent the winter of 1943 with
these four folio volumes, reading “between the lines of the evidence to the underlying
human misery.”28
Within the play, the Sheegan family is met with insensitivity regarding the
material experience of the Famine. For example, Michael Sheegan reads a letter from an
old friend from working on railways abroad, insinuating that he must not follow his
friend’s lead in emigrating if his own suffering is real: “Do not encourage any halfstarved men to come here, Michael, for the spade and barrow work is the hardest I have
seen anywhere.”29 The aspiring spirit of the struggling farmers is subject thus to
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disappointment and thwarted plans throughout the play. The obdurate tenants, who are
unable to pay their rent for years on end, represent the failure of a system that is not fully
investigated until the second act, during which a conversation marked by the “gruesome
hypocrisy of bailiffs, ‘moral agents,’ and other ghoulish creatures” of the Commission
establishes that the Irish poor cannot sustain themselves on two acres of land alone.30
Because the first act is an intransigent attempt to prove that the peasantry can survive the
threats of starvation, raiding, and eviction, the second act is likely obvious and even
offensive to many in the audience. The Devon Commission was integral in its historical
time in determining the culpability of the landlord-tenantry system, and isolating that
issue from speculative notions of overpopulation. But on Shiels’ stage, the peasant family
has been exploited by that system from beginning to end. By the third act, the misery and
destitution of the peasant families becomes maudlin rather than cathartic.
Originally, Shiels drafted a more immediate interrogation of the flawed tenantry
system: the members of the Commission were meant to have been on stage, watching
over the rural scene throughout the second act. This may have achieved a greater sense of
the Commission’s complicity in the woes that befell the Sheegan family, or at least have
encouraged an interrogative attitude on the part of the play’s audience. Perhaps the
presence of the Commission members would have offered opportunities for the tenant
characters to refer to them. However, the Abbey Theatre directors considered this overly
stylized, and demanded expansion of the illustrative rural scenes. Rather than advancing
the central moral or political claims of the play in the way Shiels had wanted, the third act
of Tenants-at-Will returns to the cottage setting, yielding a passive tragedy at best.
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Similar to Yeats’s experience with The Countess Cathleen, the dramatist gave much of
his time and energy to this play relative to his other productions, without critical
validation.
Actor and dramatist Gerard Healy’s The Black Stranger, which preceded Shiels’
famine play by mere months, was far more unsettling and truthful in the eyes of its
audience. Following a period of Irish drama wherein the plot often hung in the balance
between one rash decision or another, Healy’s farmers live in a constant state of
ambiguity, without any resolution experienced by their melodramatic predecessors.
The Black Stranger centers around two families with adjacent landholdings on an Irish
estate, the Corcorans and the McCarthys. Three acts take us from the summer of 1846 to
the autumn of 1847. Healy is the first dramatist to offer such precise timing by situating
his famine play during the most severe seasons of an Gorta Mor. Despite the foregone
conclusion associated with the setting, Healy creates characters so desperately hopeful as
to maintain suspense.
Unlike Michael in Tenants-at-Will, who entertains the possibility of emigration,
the Corcoran and McCarthy children of The Black Stranger struggle with the fact that
they are stuck, not strong enough to leave, but too weak to hang on much longer. Michael
in The Black Stranger laments this purgatorial situation:
I went to all the charity places again. I had to tell them who I was an’ where
I came from, an’ then it was the same aul’ story—they have to feed the
people that’s worse off first—them that has fever an’ them that has no
homes. I told them how we couldn’t get work on the roads because we’re
known to have seed, They said what could they do? They said they if
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they’d enough corn to dam the river, it still wouldn’t be enough to feed all
in need of it. Maybe tomorrow, or the next day, or the day after.31
Each character leaves and then reappears, reinforcing the indeterminacy of the Famine.
This pattern works both literally and metaphorically. Danny Corcoran’s wife Mag passes
away onstage only to haunt her husband’s imagination spectrally. Sean, the fool of the
play, acts as a vocal agent for the “Stranger,” who is simply starvation personified. Bart
Corcoran vanishes, seemingly having emigrated, only to return. This final exchange
punctuates the monosemous relationship of return with death:
Bridie: So, you didn’t go after all, Bart?
Bart: No.
Bridie: Why not?
Bart: I don’t know. I just came back.32
The play ends here, obviating finality yet intimating the family’s demise. The inherent
lack of resolve and resolution of the characters is crucial to the storytelling process of the
Famine on stage.
The dramaturgy of the modern famine play is influenced by a general uneasiness
with the subject matter. The failed juxtaposition of the tenants in Tenants-at-Will with the
proceedings of the Devon Commission, for example, was in part due to the Abbey’s
rejection of the playwright’s structural strategy. The original version was considered
“broadly panoramic,” yet the revision produced at the Abbey played as a “too simple
view of the plight of the small farmer.”33 Nonetheless, as a historical documentary,
Tenants-at-Will was deemed a “new departure” for Shiels by The Irish Times; even
though the dramatist had produced non-fictionally inspired pieces before, none was as
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sentimentally or politically bold as was this famine play.34 Initially titled On the Brink of
Famine, Tenants-at-Will and its dramaturgical development may have been affected by
what was deemed appropriate for representation at the time. For instance, the results of
the Folklore Commission of 1945 suggest the historically unfathomable nature of the
Famine, and that issues of cause and effect might still be less than stageworthy.35
Agricultural Developments
Both Tenants-at-Will and The Black Stranger illuminate the development of the
modern famine play. One of the most significant advancements lies in their explicit
portrayals of the agricultural concerns of the peasant farmers. The first scene of Tenantsat-Will is entirely concerned with what food the family has, and how they might maintain
the ecological integrity of their lives. Sheegan’s son Patrick is anxious about the effects
of the impending starvation on the well-being of their existing livestock, and enters the
cottage more concerned with “lumpers for the pigs” than with the five year’s rent
overdue.36 Sheegan’s mother, known only as “Granny,” is able to distinguish the fruits
grown in their own “poor bit of soil” from turnips stolen by her son from a farm “that has
the fat of the parish in it.”37 This is the first famine play not to resolve urgent hunger
through supernatural means. Instead, Shiels creates a long opening scene during which
the family remains staid in discussing the meteorological and biological forces that push
them to acts of thievery and deceit that no outside force will resolve. In her essay
“Literature and Ecology,” Louise Westling refers to such philosophical implications of
the sciences as they may be engaged in literature: “Writers imagine situations that help
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readers experience ethical problems…to make ‘visible’ through fictional situations the
‘invisible’ environmental dangers that their readers could not have imagined.”38 The
engagement of the other-than-human world in The Countess Cathleen evoked a landscape
more mystical than it was literal; on the Sheegan’s plot of land, distress is an
uncompromising and tangible reality.
The Black Stranger deals with cultivation of the land (and the limitations thereof)
explicitly. Patrick Corcoran’s sons, the elder Michael and the younger Bart, are trapped
on land that they see failing before their eyes. Nonetheless, both hope and fear prompt
them to stand constant watch over it. A subtle sense of antagonism towards the land
develops, as the young men discuss the smell of neighboring fields burning at the hands
of landowners desperate at sight of their rotten, blackened potato fields. Death is no
longer sacred to them, Peter McCarthy claims, as he notes to the Corcorans that there’s
“death lyin’ rotten in every ditch…and mongrel dogs attin’ the bodies.”39 Moments later,
he collapses, and though he notes that he’s “all right for a while, anyways,” the
discussion to follow of the food they lack forebodes the worst.40 Complementing an
uneasy attitude towards the land is a pragmatic sense of reality: “The only way people
like us can live is to grow the food an’ eat it” quips Patrick’s daughter Kate, in response
to the escalating tension regarding the proper course of action.41
The threat of losing a “few fields of potatoes” looms over the two families, who
may be in denial of the scope of the blight, but are ever aware of their pressing need for
food. The struggle over commodity and necessity comes into sharp focus as father and
son argue over their basic needs:
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Patrick: We’ll have to pay the rent whatever happens, Michael, and the oats
is for that purpose.
Michael: But if we’ve nothing else to eat?
Patrick: Well, God help us, that’s all. But the oats is for the rent.
Michael: Did you ever hear such nonsense in all your life? The oats is for
the rent!42
The arguments remain neither rhetorical nor civil, as the families struggle to
maintain perspective on the future despite starvation in the present. Upon Danny
McCarthy’s demand for a few potatoes from his neighbor, Patrick Corcoran avers
“Take one step forward now an’ I’ll split your skull wide open. I’ll smash your
brains out.”43 Such flatly aggressive statements bespeak the anxieties of an Ireland
moving slowly past the isolationism of World War II. Christopher Murray, in
asserting that Irish plays of this time are of interest almost exclusively as cultural
documents, notes that “Until 1845 Ireland was in a protracted ‘emergency’, as the
Second World War was officially known.”44 The country’s neutral status during
the war left Ireland open to self-critique of the survival tactics and relief efforts
executed during the Famine. The current “well-fed” position of Ireland as
compared with the rest of Europe rendered 1945 a peculiar turning point in
Ireland’s consciousness at the centenary of the Famine.45
The Black Stranger is responsible for bringing certain ecological and social
symptoms of the Famine to light for the first time on the Irish stage, such as female
prostitution and infanticide. McCarthy’s son Danny has only just finished pronouncing
that “no right girl’d do it, no matter how hungry she was” when his sister Bridie comes
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into the cabin, exhausted and dismissive.46 In the spirit of the many discussions
throughout the play of how the others have managed to beg or steal food for their
families, Bridie is interrogated until the truth about her means comes out, and “her
hysteria changes to defiance” as she senses their recognition of her self-prostitution.47
The Black Stranger’s “chill presentation” of such unthinkable realities is welcomed as
authentic in stage reviews, but is also noted as more contrived than compassionate.48
Though Bridie and her family are clearly suffering for want of the grain she is able to
procure, they all disapprove of her means, and she is left wanting to put it out of her
mind, “the same as if it never happened.”49 This reveals a common issue among
narratives and even fine art of the Famine. The decision whether to pursue literal or more
abstract representation of the harshest realities of the Famine involves separating the
educational from the sensational. A 1995 All-Ireland drama festival performance of The
Black Stranger appeared melodramatic at times to adjudicators, one of whom cited a
“missed opportunity” to obviate the bleakness of Bridie’s return by focusing on the
advantage of the sustenance that she has sustained: “I wanted someone to go to the bag
and check out the meal and run the grain through their hands, to give it some reality.”50 It
is difficult to determine whether the judge wanted the players to distance the scene from
Bridie’s actions or to punctuate them.
Preoccupation with the enormity of the task of crafting a play about the Great
Famine is evident in the modern famine play, perhaps intended for an emerging audience
of Irish drama, yet defined by its own dramaturgical and historical insecurities. Though
the centenary of the Famine corresponded with the plays produced on the subject, the
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commemorative implication of the famine plays was not as warmly received as was the
more “lighthearted fare” of the mid-century. This fact is not lost on Shiels, revealed in his
notes on the subject following the tepid audience reception of Tenants-at-Will:
The play is two-thirds creative and one-third documentary which means
that one has to be analytically correct and at the same time to think with
imagination…it’s my small contribution to the literature of the period, a
literature which our great Anglo-Irish poets and dramatists left severely
alone, and maybe when the centenary comes round again some eccentric
student will dig up the little book and read it to a few friends.51
Healy’s more sensational version of the narrative did not fare much better after its strong
premiere. In a review of The Black Stranger revival at the Abbey in 1947, one audience
member notes a peculiarity in the ill-attended performance at the Gaiety theatre:
Still, this is the centenary of 1847, and 1947, for many European countries,
will carry as tragic a burden to folk-history as does the ballad which is the
leitmotif of The Black Stranger, a play whose chief fault in this feckless
spring weather is that it is non-escapist.52
The perplexity of The Black Stranger is a matter of both distance and intimacy: it
certainly allows neither its characters nor its audience to escape, but it brings them closer
to the Famine than ever before.
Tom Murphy’s Attempt at History: Famine
Both Tenants-at-Will and The Black Stranger explore the agency of the Irish
peasant farmers during a time of severe agricultural crisis. The plays show that a realistic
famine representation is one demonstrating connections to the earth, to the materiality of
the stage and setting. Though this material frame does much to advance the authenticity
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of the famine play, it also yields to the famine play’s central ambiguity. The characters do
not go anywhere, and we do not know precisely why. The agricultural context begins to
figure even more prominently in Tom Murphy’s narrative on the same theme. At the start
of Famine, members of a farming community participate in the necessary conversation
about the blight:
Dan: There was nothing on them this morning getting up, d’ye know.
Fr. Horan: Wha’?
Mark: Speckles.
Liam: Do you think—
Fr Horan: Sure I’m not a farmer, Dougan.53
As the Glanconor townspeople of Murphy’s 1968 play Famine discuss a potato crop
within viewing distance, Father Horan’s dismissive attitude implies a rejection of
responsibility with respect to the inexplicable, the inability to pronounce the precise
cause of famine.
Ever aware of the “unlikely conjunctions and broken narratives” within Irish
history, playwrights grappling with the events of the Famine each demonstrate an affinity
towards a particular version of Ireland’s past.54 Their aims result in such potent
representations of the past that, as Morash insists, the Famine itself becomes primarily a
“retrospective, textual creation.”55 Fiction and fact intermingle, as we see in the midcentury premieres of Tenants-at-Will and The Black Stranger. The public grew weary of
an often unpleasant narrative, and decades will pass before a dramatist will attempt
another famine play. Murphy’s Famine, according to an Evening Herald reporter, was its
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1968 Dublin audience’s first encounter with the narrative of the Great Famine in such
depth of context: “it is a record of hopelessness. It is one thing to read about it, but to get
the smell of death is quite another matter, and all praise to Murphy for bringing us the
reality of death by slow starvation.”56 This attitude bespeaks a fine line between
representation and reality that reflects scholarly concerns, too.
In response to the ironic tendency of narrative to act as a surrogate reality, social
historian Frank Neal comments that “a great deal of writing on Irish history is about
literature.”57 Murphy began his research for Famine from this assumption, reading
William Carleton’s The Black Prophet and Cecil Woodham-Smith’s The Great Hunger.
Even as Murphy’s archival notes reveal his meticulous attention to the nonfictional
details of the Famine agricultural and sociological context, they also demonstrate his
tendency—similar to Yeats’s—to graft the mythical and the folkloric where
atmospherically appropriate. Murphy’s notes indicate that by the time he was ready to
cobble together several distinct scenes of the play that would become Famine, he evoked
a place where those who die ingloriously might be sent. The early title of the play, The
Abode of Hela (subtitled The Irish Crisis), is explicated in a note scribbled under his cast
of characters:
Hel or Hela in Scandinavian mythology was is queen of the dead. Her
dwelling is dark clouds, her dish hunger, her knife starvation, her servants
tardy-feet, her bed sickness, her bed-curtains splendid misery.58
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These early notes indicate Murphy’s desire to situate the events of the play, however
ephemerally, a tactic that ended up playing out much more materially in scenes with titles
such as “The Wake” or “The Quarry.”
It is with Famine that I undertake a second case study in the dramatic
representation of famine ecology. In this modern piece, facts biological and agricultural
authentically influence the lives of its characters. Ambitious in scope, the play is
meticulously focused on the ecological factors that influence periods of starvation.
Murphy’s notes for the development of Famine indicate that factual studies, far from
yielding only statistics, present connections between the material needs of the land and
those of the people tending to it.
We witness throughout the visceral scenes of Famine glimmers of Carleton’s
novel, Woodham-Smith’s history, and Murphy’s distinct storytelling power, proving that
“stories layer upon one another like geological strata; they are both invasive and
indigenous; they are ecological forces as potentially powerful as hurricanes.” 59 Theresa
May’s observation is apropos in that the modern representation of famine in drama
engages the crisis in conversation with narratives that precede it. The language of
Murphy’s play is novel in famine narrative in its candid and violent qualities (invasive),
yet is colloquial and intimate, reflecting eyewitness diary entries and descriptive scenes
from his sources (indigenous).60 The point at which chaos meets continuity emerges in
the first community exchange in Murphy’s Famine. A group discusses the fog and other
ominous signs:
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Brian: But worst I seen—
Dan: In ’22— In ’22, Lian, I counted 14 dead by the roadside in one
journey, and me own father one of them.
Brian: A child, an infant—
Dan: Some of them green from eating the grass, and yellow and black from
fever…
Seamus: And last year didn’t I starve two of me own last winter to keep
seed for that crop in there?61
What they do not say is that another one of town leader John Connor’s children has just
died. The townspeople mutter under their breath at the latest young victim’s wake; they
blame the fog, the sheep, the crop, and even Connor himself for the girl’s starvation.62
Mirroring the ambivalence exhibited by Yeats’s peasantry, all that defines life and death
begins to frighten the townspeople as much as comfort them, such as when a cripple,
Mickeleen, yearns for a day when the earth “refuses them graves” and instead offers up
its contents “for the fox and the dog, the rat and the bird.”63
Famine explores issues of population and ecological management, implicating
issues heretofore too sensitive for the stage. In one respect, dramatic representation of
famine draws on a universal quality: everyone has expectations concerning resources. Yet
not everyone knows what it is to go without—specifically, to experience hunger. In
Famine, this hard-pressed epiphany is not only imagined by his lead character, but also
lived out to its bitter conclusion: “What would the world be if any could come and take
what he felt like?”64 Famine exposes its namesake threat to the environment by
answering the town leader’s rhetorical question, which is perhaps Connor’s most brave
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inquiry, albeit in defense of passivity. This parallels some of ecologist Frank Golley’s
same questions: “The final question is, is there a limit to human use of nature to satisfy
human demand?”65 Roots, weeds, livestock blood, human flesh: all will be implicated in
a campaign of ecological desperation.
Yeats’s Cathleen supposes that everyone has the right to steal rather than starve;
Murphy’s John Connor never reaches this kind of moral clarity. His passive sentiment
“Well, we’ll withstand it” devolves into the shocking resolve of a murderer. Ecologically,
the inquiry of the play is one of human lifestyle: if our environment is merely an
extension of ancient trends, is taking action in crisis as simple as determining right from
wrong?66 Murphy’s modern narrative will neither offer us this point of reference in his
main character nor suggest that such focus is sustainable. The play insinuates that
resolution is impossible in a world wherein survival itself is hubristic. Murphy avers that
this instinct circumvents accepted values:
John Connor stumbles on to his sacred strength: …he does not understand
it: it is an instinct to survival, above morality as we know it, a resource
greater than his own mere existence or his family’s existence, so elemental
that it is sacred.67
Murphy’s protagonist acts on imperatives beyond the biological and social. Famine
exposes the harsh interactions under the influence of these needs:
JOHN: You’re getting the right to talk now, Malachy, and only that. And
I’m giving you the right: remember that too.
MALACHY: Tell me who’s fault? [sic]
JOHN: The blight.
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MALACHY: Naaw!
JOHN: The blight—the blight!!68
John obviates the decision of who is at fault by blaming uncontrollable environmental
factors. The suggestion of one failing potato crop may not suffice in representing an
entire afflicted country, yet the keen focus on it in Famine pushes the representation far
beyond politics or metaphor.
The confidence with which playwright Tom Murphy approached the topic of the
Famine, relatively taboo in drama to this point, was in part a matter of context. Modern
Ireland proved a landscape appropriate for Irish dramatists grappling with difficult
subjects. Initiated in part by Samuel Beckett’s work during the 1950s and early 60s,
elements offstage haunting characters onstage, landscapes suggestive of wasteland, and
generally “angular and odd” perceptions of reality became part of the modern Irish
theatrical mode.69 Note in critic Fintan O’Toole’s exposition that absence was conducive
to meet audience expectations in the midcentury theatre:
In the 1950s…the idea that Irish reality could be depicted only through the
use of strange and surreal imagery suggested itself to many people. As
emigration became a flood, people began to imagine Ireland as a place in
which what was absent and unseen was as real as what was present and
visible…A cartoon in The Irish Times showed one unsuccessful entrant in
an Abbey playwriting competition telling another: ‘I suppose my
dramatisation of The Vanishing Irish was a bit avant garde: just a set—no
actors.’ Equally, in 1950, the critic Thomas Hogan wrote in Envoy that
‘among my unwritten plays there [is one]…that presents possibly
insuperable technical difficulties for it is designed for no actors at all.’70
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Tom Murphy’s vision of the reality of the Great Famine within the context of modern
Ireland managed to shame jokes into reality.
Murphy sustains a wide focus throughout a dozen scenes that comprise the
downfall of an entire village beset with starvation and ineffectual leadership.
Sardonically, O’Toole commented upon viewing Famine in a revival performance that in
“this next-to-nothing world, what comes to seem remarkable is that the people are still
there at all.”71 As with most stage representations of the crisis thus far, Murphy’s play
concerns itself with a time period outside the most severe events, but it does lead right up
to “Black ’47,” insinuating the consequences to come. By dramatizing the primary causes
of late nineteenth-century emigration, the effects of which were widely considered
manifest in similar patterns in modern Ireland, the play is the first to demonstrate the
lasting agency of Irish landscape on its people on both an ecological and cultural level. 72
Murphy was in tune with the social as well as theatrical potential of Famine. Many
realities of its events are inconspicuous in literature at this point.73 In the context of
challenging what is termed “The Great Silence,” Murphy considers a contribution to the
Famine narrative an opportunity neglected at the peril of losing history to creative inertia.
Inspired by Woodham-Smith’s widely read and controversial work The Great Hunger
(1962), the playwright was surprised that the incidents as depicted in the novel had not
already inspired “a half dozen” plays earlier in the decade.74 “She was assiduous in her
use of archives,” comments Famine historian Christine Kinealy on Woodham-Smith’s
contribution to the discipline, which had long ignored the environmental narrative of the
time.75 Following Woodham-Smith’s lead, Murphy incorporated into his play the impact
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of harvest failures alongside complex sociopolitical dynamics, available in a broad range
of literary and historical materials.
Murphy makes clear in his drafting of the play and his commentary decades later
that he “resisted” the play—the characters are despicable, their actions incoherent—but
that the story urged him on.76 Written over a century after the fact, the play concedes an
inability to present a tidy narrative. Though it loosely centers on the Connor family, the
play also tells of relief committees and roadside murders, unresolved scenes to mirror
ambivalent chapters of the Famine history.77 The consistent self-consciousness of the
famine playwright toward the limitations of his medium is sublimated by Murphy in his
eager pursuit of available environmental and historical details that inform his fragmentary
scenes. Throughout his introduction to a later edition of the play, Murphy conveys
freedom, even whimsy, with respect to the “broad approaches” one might take to
portrayals of the Famine, including the historical, the biographical, and one that he
suggests might be the only viable option for the playwright of his time, “as a play”:
“It has, as a play, a life of its own and, tired of history, tired of me, it
continues its own process of discovery to its own conclusion, now with me,
the author, not in the ascendancy but in pursuit.”78
Here, Murphy imbues the Famine with an ephemeral tangibility that reflects the restless,
ecologically rich play that Famine is on the stage.
Ecological Realities in Famine
Recounting rural village Glanconor’s decline during autumn 1846 through spring
1847, Famine centers on exchanges about resources. At the height of their suffering,
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Connor dismisses the questionable actions of the townspeople with a wave of his hand:
“Ara, they didn’t mean it. They don’t mean to be this way. It’s only the hunger.”79 He
denies the authenticity of human behavior. The audience is reminded in this moment that
famine undermines our ability to speak truthfully, to communicate past hunger. Distrust
of the oral medium has long been the only legacy of the Famine in theatrical form,
yielding skepticism toward dramatic rendition of the time period, much to Murphy’s
disappointment. His project to bring this crucial historical moment to the stage
demonstrates that in pursuit of a Famine narrative with integrity, one must observe more
than human action. Throughout the play, colloquial, charged conversations become
increasingly inarticulate. Throughout his body of work, Murphy’s demanding dialogue
demonstrates that the playwright’s dramaturgy is undeniable: words are in tandem with
circumstance. These circumstances are often palpably dark, as noted by Irish actress (and
Murphy favorite) Rosaleen Linehan’s husband, who remarks that among the “big, long
convoluted speeches” are “great, rolling floating clouds, lit by flashes of lightning.”80 In
Famine, the emotional turbulence that so often characterizes Murphy’s caustic, probing
dialogue finds such a counterpoint quite literally in natural disaster.
Murphy’s spare use of language in Famine times belies his ability to create
characters driven by their desires to express themselves. As T. Gerald FitzGibbon notes,
Murphy’s instinctive characters may seem conversationally disabled, yet the physical
world of his plays “answer[s] a need that language cannot even define.”81 Note the
wayward affirmation in John’s remarks among himself and the restless men of the town:
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Liam: (angrily.) Well, what do ye say? What do ye say we can do?…’Hah?
John: —Oh, carry on!
Liam: Hah?
John: (angrily.) Well, we’ll withstand it!
Dan: Sure, we’ll have to.
Liam: But how?
John: Yis!
Liam: What?
John: Aye!
Liam: Hah?
John: Wait on.
Liam: For what? Hah? You said a plan.
John: Yis, I said—Yis—I—That’s what I—we’ll withstand it! (Turns
angrily on MOTHER who is stirring the pot.) What are you foosthering at
it there for? You’re knocking the good out of it with your poking.82
Though Famine does not overtly undermine the theatrical medium, the dialogue
throughout is reticent. The occasional articulate speech throws the issue of food resource
management into harsh relief, but remains ambivalent.83
Ambitiously, Murphy juxtaposes such disparate scenes of family and spiritual life,
political and labor issues, and the state of the environment in stark, Brechtian scenes:
“The Wake,” “The Quarry,” and “The Springtime,” to name a few. The resulting
complexity of the play is demonstrated in the way in which Murphy’s research not only
shapes the sociopolitical dimensions of a few scenes, but also heightens the ecological
complexity of the famine condition. His draft notes reveal the meticulous development of
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the environmental qualities of the play. In his notebook, within the margins of scribbled
lists of chief varieties of potatoes grown in mid-nineteenth-century Ireland, for example,
are Murphy’s speculations about possibilities for these and other statistics concerning
farm animals and population figures, in particular how he might implement them in the
culture of the play.84 Among these notes are comments on “uses/methods of saving bad
potatoes” and tactics of tenants in taking measures to save their land, such as “placing
trees in road as barricades.”85 In addition to methods of survival or resistance, Murphy
notes the process of disintegration of community through burial methods. Communal
coffins with trap-bottoms were employed “on sort of hinges or something, and when
you’d take a corpse to Creggan burying-ground, you’d let the corpse out of the coffin and
use it again.”86 Roger McHugh’s late nineteenth-century Famine accounts doubtless
served as inspiration for such a scene, during which John Connor and his cohort place his
son Donaill alive, face down in a coffin, working with the loose catch for “a bit of sport”
and steely practice.87
Before Murphy’s foray into the subject, no other play dares to make explicit many
of the material sacrifices endured during famine, which Murphy deems only one among
the “other ‘poverties’” that attend famine.88 The material and the spiritual become
inverted in certain desperate measures, such as when Connor’s wife, known only as
Mother, deems the “pile of auld boards” suitable material for coffins that they might sell
to those in the countryside who need them.89 An audience might believe they are
witnessing this Mother’s grief, not mere pragmatism, until Dan interjects: “Yis. They’ll
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be in demand. They will.”90 The interplay between typically disparate forces persists
throughout the play. Environmental metaphors typically employed as coping
mechanisms, as animal cries and overgrown weeds are in Yeats’s ethereal Irish
landscape, become articulated as analogies between the human and the natural world.
Hunchback Mickeleen exhibits such manic, violent behavior: “(laughing and crying): But
why should we starve like dying plants? Hah, Seán? (Crying, continues kicking JP.)”91
The alienating mode of the play, composed of splintered scenes that fail to resolve
the crisis on either ethical or environmental terms, contributes to a more holistic
understanding of famine as an unprecedented decline in expression that implicates every
creature, living or dying. How Murphy seeks answers to ecological questions concerning
survival and resource management inspires a new mode of dramatic exposition and
understanding of famine. Concerning the play’s desperate acts of thievery, love, and
murder, Theresa May’s observation resonates: “Foregrounding environmental history
often lends chilling dimensions to our understanding of representation on stage.”92
Famine figures a human dimension of its crises by way of delineating environmental
awareness and responsibilities.
In performance, the pared-down dialogue of Famine informs the ecology in which
famine operates. The play opens with John Connor’s child’s wake set in the foreground
of a failing potato crop, evoking an intimate sense of loss on several levels. The blighted
crop is not simply a backdrop. The land’s presence is manifest in the hopes and fears that
circulate among those who comment on it. This 1877 description by A. M. Sullivan
conveys the reality of such an atmosphere: “Blank solid dismay, a sort of stupor, fell
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upon the people. […] It was no uncommon sight to see the cottier…seated on the gardenfence gazing all day long in moody silence at the blighted plot.”93 Moments into Famine,
the townspeople attending the wake convene outside, many among them in a ditch,
exposing what has been planted. The unpredictable influence of natural elements on
human resources looms over them, as literal as fog and rain:
A silence.
MARK: (nervous staccato voice). But—but—but, ye see, last year the first
crop failed but the main crop was good, and this year the first crop failed
but the main crop will be—will be—will be…
DAN: Hah?
BRIAN: Oh, you could be right.
LIAM comes out of the house and joins them. A silence.
MARK: But—but—but, we didn’t see none of that quare fog we had last
year?
LIAM: What?
BRIAN: No.
MARK: Isn’t that what I’m saying? And that crop in there now—(He
points to the crop but then quickly changes his mind.) That’s what you’d
call the ghostly fog. Last year. The clouds of it rolling—
LIAM: That wasn’t why—
MARK: Not wanting to rise, but clinging to the stalks, and slow. And not
sure what piatie could grow right with it…We had nothing like that this
year?
LIAM: We had the rain, we had the—
BRIAN: No faith now, we had narys the fog.
DAN: That’s correct, Marcus.
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MARK: Certainly! And—and—and I seen my own crop last year, and the
stalks as black as—as—as—as…
BRIAN: Oh, yis.
LIAM: Ach!
MARK: Yis! And what’s on them in there now today but a few speckeleens
the flies’d cause?
BRIAN: Oh, you could be right.94
Most of the scenes of Famine center on fear as it recounted above, provoked by the
potential failure of the latest crop. Despite his urgent optimism, Mark foresees the blight.
The relationship between the men and their land is at once intimate and divisive. The
lingering hope that this year’s main crop will provide for its people is dismissed by both
Mark’s inarticulate delivery of his predictions and the group’s failing confidence in the
land itself.
Throughout Mark’s appeals he clearly directs his companions’ attention to the
tangible, to the earth. The crop itself momentarily silences Mark as he “changes his
mind,” and thus concedes: he simply cannot control his environment. Theatrically,
Mark’s stammering provokes observations of the play as one in which “words are thrown
away”; the interactions provoke “questions, not answers,” as one reviewer asserts.95
Likewise, the contemporary, global task of articulating famine accompanies a paradoxical
situation in which man must both relinquish his presumptuous control over the ecosystem
and take responsibility for those actions that have already influenced that system.
Performance ecocritic Baz Kershaw notes that this positions the human “both as object
and subject, cause and effect of this potentially devastating evolution—enter[ing] an age
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of profound and inescapable uncertainties and responsibilities.”96 The modern famine
play as exemplified by Famine explores these nuances by rendering human characters as
aware of the land as they are of each other. Murphy demonstrates the dissonance between
social issues such as faith or politics and environmental realities in moments often
unspoken. When Father Horan “looks at the crop, but only for a moment”; his denial of
his constituents’ imminent peril contributes to the famine’s silent ecology. Though facing
a subject abject in its hopelessness, actors and audience alike comment that Famine is
“absolutely vital,” and a true effort to “make the inarticulate articulate.”97
Instrumental in the play’s contribution to the historical narrative of the Famine is
an appreciable shift from generalized insecurity to true crisis conditions. After
equivocating about the weather and harvests past and present, the farmers turn the
discussion to issues of blame. In an attempt to quiet the din, townsperson Dan cries out,
“(Suddenly, like a first realization) Food! Food, isn’t it we need?”98 A clear evolution
takes place in the famine play when the situation shifts, as pronounced by Dan above,
from what can technically be termed “food crisis conditions” in the Countess Cathleen’s
verdant garden landscape to devastating “famine conditions” in the village of
Glanconor.99 According to contemporary socioeconomic standards, famine occurs when
humans become aware that the crisis centers on their own food availability.
This acute awareness is reflected in Famine through the circulation of “gossip”
concerning climate and seasons, seed and harvest, all of which betray that the ultimate
insecurity that the people of John Connor’s village face is one rooted in the earth.100 The
place of Glanconor bears scars of failed crops and land management abuse. While the
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farmers express moments of frustration towards their situation, they respect the land as
home on both a spiritual and a practical level. Throughout the first scene, Murphy’s stage
directions indicate the power and reverent quality of the men’s fears: “The men in the
ditch are reluctant to leave their vigil.”101 Given the presence of a wake, the devotional
allusion is clear. The implications are beyond issues of sleeplessness or faith; man and
land are linked as reliance on earthly resources becomes increasingly literal. Observations
concerning the interconnectivity of place and person are clear in many reviews of the
early productions of Famine, such as that of the Northern Ireland premiere, wherein the
reviewer highlights the “human and environmental desolation” in tandem: “disintegration
is conveyed on two levels—the purely physical and the mental,” Ray Rosenfield
observes.102
David Nowlan’s comments in his review of a Dublin Project Arts Centre revival
indicate the potentially disorienting effect that words “lost through diversionary physical
activity” can have.103 Murphy creates characters in whom “intelligence becomes
cunning” through marked devolution of traditional communication.104 Speculation turns
to debate, becoming antagonistic and desperate. The often belligerent Malachy and his
hunchback brother Mickeleen exemplify this as they crowd each other in the ditch. Upon
repeated denial that the “piaties” are rotten, Mickeleen cries out, “The smell will blind
you into seeing!”105 His tortured body, provoking laughter and insult from the farmers,
reminds us that his ironic play on words is intentional. Through words of inquiry, the
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potential food source becomes a tool of silence: “Are they black are they? Are they
black? Are they? Are they? Are they black? Are they black? (Silence.)”106
As the men demonstrate through their anxious consideration of tactics, famine
conditions merit ecological consideration. The men of the village scramble to their knees
in an effort to determine what could have gone wrong with respect to their potato crops:
MARK: We should have et (Eaten.) the seed.
LIAM: Maybe we should have sowed them deeper.
BRIAN: Maybe if we leave them for a while…
DAN: …Hah?
MARK: The fog if we expose them.
LIAM: John?
DAN: The sunshine might dry them—or—But it might damage them too
if…
MARK: We should have et the seed.
DAN: Johnny?
John belatedly responds to the men’s speculations by “pushing them aside roughly” and
jumping over the ditch to “root some plants, scattering them about him, digging in the
earth with his hands…showing them the blighted potatoes.”107 This tangibility escalates
further beyond metaphor when the apples of the earth become weapons. Mark, his
desperation no longer masked, “throws the rotten potatoes” at Mickeleen:
MICKELEEN: Did ye think ’46 wouldn’t folly (Follow.) ’45? That bad
doesn’t folly bad? That all is to be bad! That ye’ll all folly my style of
thinking yet!
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MARK: Aa, get—get—get up off your knees, you gadhahaun!108
The farmers have much to consider concerning aspects of their relationship to the land,
both those outside their control and those within.
Historically, the ability of the Irish to provide for themselves, while politically
troubled, was not always under such duress. Though pre-Famine times were by no means
easy for farmers under absentee landlords and the cottier system, Ireland’s farming land
did yield food enough to feed many families and to export abroad. However, by the time
starvation became more than a threat, the flaws within this colonial agricultural system
were exposed, and Irish resentment developed towards official mismanagement and the
ground beneath them in general. Famine takes the stage a century later, drawing
connections between these environmental and emotional aftereffects that are in other
narratives often divorced from one another. In Scene Two, “The Moral Force,” for
example, we witness a scuffle dramatizing the opening line from Amartya Sen’s
influential, economic essay on poverty and famines: “Starvation is the characteristic of
some people not having enough food to eat. It is not the characteristic of there being not
enough food to eat.”109 Murphy foregrounds this imbalance—and that between anxieties
natural and socioeconomic—in palpable ways. The stage becomes the opportune place to
reveal the way in which famine victims operated within their material reality. At the top
of the scene, the Connors are quietly active, willing to “redig” and “forage” for available
food sources. In contrast, the townspeople grow bitter as they count corn-carts
approaching in a convoy:
BRIAN: That’s fifteen.
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MARK: (calling to JOHN). The fifteenth one passing!
Though the carts remain abstract, meant to be heard as a noise offstage throughout the
scene, the actors make what could remain symbolic a literal representation of their
hunger:
BRIAN: The nineteenth.
MARK: But why are they exporting it so early this year?
MICKELEEN: Hah, Seán?
JOHN: (quietly.) Because I think they’re afeard we’ll eat it.110
The ironic fact that Ireland’s agricultural system remained fairly intact through the early
Famine years, yet millions starved, takes sardonic shape in Mickeleen’s call to John’s
daughter, Maeve: “Would you like a maum (A handful.) of oats in one of them carts? …
(laughs.) Oh, that’s for the ports. To the ports of soft English bellies.”111 On the stage,
this observation is nothing less than an indictment.
Despite the enormity of the famine event, performance can exercise the power to
clarify the historical complexity of maintaining typical agricultural patterns in Ireland.
The exchanges between characters on stage in Famine attest to the direct relationship
between economics and hunger, as seen in Mickeleen’s subversive comment to a
policeman guarding the convoy as it passes:
FIRST POLICEMAN: Clear the way like a good boy.
MICKELEEN: We won’t eat it! …
SECOND POLICEMAN: Close up now, or I’ll soon fasten your tongue.
MALACHY: Never attempt that, peeler.112
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LIAM: We’re hungry! –
DAN: Hit him, Malachy!
LIAM: Why should we starve? – And look at it! (The cart has stopped,
off.)113
Mary Trotter notes that in the wake of their “palpable” panic, the farmers’ elation when
they finally overturn the corn cart is
predicated by the carter’s inability to grasp why the farmers would sell their
oats when they had nothing to eat, not realizing that they sold their oats to
afford their rents. The absurdity…that blinds even witnesses of the famine
to the truth of the situation is overturned, like the cart, by a more primitive
and straightforward act of survival of the fittest.114
Her observation is reminiscent of ecologist Golley’s conclusion about the ongoing
question of human interaction with the environment, in which he holds that the
“resiliency and resistance of many systems [to human abuse] are poorly understood.” 115
Investigation into the limitations of both the built and the natural environment to sustain
human demands can inspire us, Golley suggests, to better define our truly “vital needs.”
As a playwright approaching a topic that represents need in the extreme, Murphy
concerned himself with these limitations even before he established his characters. First
and foremost, Murphy sought to define historical expectations and anxieties concerning
the environment.
Dramaturgical Developments in Famine
Famine is a departure from Murphy’s established reputation for elegant wordplay.
The desire to imbue the play with musicality is evident in his notes. In the instance of this
project, however, the gravity of famine’s power to erase social norms may have
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precluded certain signature details. For example, accompanying a page of notes on
livestock and crop statistics is the note “(possibly a song: O for a lumpen)”.116 The only
songs in the play are the keening of the Connor family and the discordant “howling” and
“owl-hooting” of the characters as they lose the ability to relate to each other in words.117
Murphy proves that the agency of the environment can overwhelm that of language and
human sound, leaving both utterly transformed by the demands of famine. Other aspects
of production of Famine indicate Murphy’s search for communication true to the daily
lives of famine victims leading up to the most trying times. Actor Neal Tóibín, who
played John Connor in the original production of Famine at the Abbey, notes how
Murphy’s habit of “absolutely jealously guarding every syllable” in his direction of the
play demonstrates how committed Murphy was to approximating rhythmic qualities of
speech, despite the threat that words signified very little in this period of
inexpressibility.118 Murphy’s ambivalence concerning the ballads discussed in his
research betrays his anxiety that to write too much into his dialogue for Famine would
undermine the gravity of the subject. In an early draft, Murphy appears to be both
advocate for and disparager of famine storytelling: “writing impeccable—songs etc. But
no action.”119 The dearth of words in Famine spars with a glut of anxiety.
Famine implicates the natural environment in the human struggle to survive. The
denotations of ‘plot’ converge:
MOTHER: But what’s to become of us? No roof, no plan….And I don’t
know what I do be thinking, walking over the dead scattered about. And I
want to tell you about Brian’s turf.
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JOHN: Whist. Sleep.
MOTHER: His turf. I stole it—
JOHN: Don’t.
MOTHER: I as good as killed him. I stole his turf for flour.120
No heroism resounds in such a confession in Famine. Instead, the play continues to
provoke ambiguity and restlessness with respect to the human relationship to the
environment and the agency each has upon each other. In particular, it contributes to
ecology inclusive of the direct relationship between humans and the landscape that
sustains them.
Murphy’s characterization of John Connor is anything but sympathetic, and in the
eyes of many, anything but sensible given his situation. Although Connor refuses to make
decisions, he represents a new type of character for the famine play. He looks to the earth
for other resources, namely ‘famine foods’ that substituted for the typical diet.121 In
Scene Three, “The Resolution,” Connor suggests that they share weeds, drink cow’s
blood, and collect up what they can. In the eyes of his fellow townspeople, his approach
renders him stubborn, even callous. Whereas Brian quivers in fear at the memory of a
child eating his own mother’s breast, and Dan laments the colors of the suffering people
he’s seen—green, yellow, and black—as a harbinger of doom, Connor refuses not to live
in this affected landscape: “Go home: Redig: We dug them fields too fast and, I’m sure,
missed a lot that’s edible. And collect up whatever roots and nettles ye can.”122 In
Famine, Murphy explores the devolution from a primarily built environment to a natural
environment, in which humans have little control over the availability of resources,
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despite their sense of purpose. Connor is the most ecologically aware that notions of
inferiority need to be dismissed.
Consistent in Murphy’s approach is his preoccupation with the ordinary.
Inconsistent throughout the play are his characters and his landscape: he who is articulate
early on is the first to lose his voice; the setting of a love scene is eventually revealed to
be an impromptu graveyard. In his Introduction, Murphy suggests that Famine’s
protagonist accomplishes something distinct from his predecessors: “John
Connor…appeared to be contradictory, selfish, dishonest, questionable rather than
questioning—ordinary.”123 The play reveals a man who buries the reality of imminent
starvation in the perfunctory demands of quotidian existence. John Connor clings to
tradition even when it is inappropriate, and holds more hope in passivity and acceptance
than in struggling to survive.
Admitting the shortcomings of both its narrative and its characters affords the
famine play success and theatrical acceptance in Murphy’s instance, noted in critic Leslie
Faughan’s observation that “[Murphy] fails, but well.”124 Murphy’s own ambivalence
with respect to creating the character of John Connor is evident in his confession that he
questioned Connor’s place in the play, even as he wrote around him: “The main thrust of
the story was beginning to hang on John Connor and I didn’t know that I wanted that; as
a lifeline he was choosing a form of pacifism: I didn’t know that I wanted that either…I
resisted him; the play went on insisting.”125 In development of the play, Murphy was
clearly uncertain as to whether Malachy in particular, embodying fury, might become the
central character of the play. In the playwright’s personal notes on the potential action
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that would follow the murderous actions of “The Quarry”, the potential storyline
concludes paradoxically: “Malachy leaves. Malachy stays.”126
Famine’s audience is presented with contradictions throughout the production.
John Connor as an antihero provokes an intense decline in anthropocentrism that is fitting
of the characteristic ambivalence of the famine play. Instead of performing the expected
duties of a father and a leader, John’s first action in response to those who question him is
to begin to make coffins to sell to people of the country, at his wife’s command.127 The
people of Glanconor begin to invest in human mortality rather than betting on survival.
Though these choices are bleak, identification with his central characters is not Murphy’s
goal. In her review of the premiere of Famine, Faughnan notes that the tenuous
connections between character and storyline might be purposeful on Murphy’s part, who
“deliberately [does] not use a strong line of plot that might force his characters into
distorted action, exercising will and strength that in fact he sees as atrophied.”128 The
degeneration of Murphy’s characters is manifest in Connor’s equivocality concerning the
severity of events as they pass. In response to townsperson Dan O’Dea’s simple inquiry
“What do you think of the piaties,” John mutters “Oh, what does it matter!” to himself,
only later to default to the roots as their only hope: “Dig them, first light, and save some
of them. Then we’ll see.”129
As the audience witnesses in John Connor’s inability to act, the slow, sure erasure
of social norms operates at the expense of human import and communication, and in the
eyes of some, “at the expense of enjoyable entertainment.”130 Others see in the play an
ability to transform ugliness into art. The remarkable appeal of this play after a string of
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relatively unsuccessful famine plays lies in the potential of the most arresting, harsh
realities of starvation to captivate on stage. In its frankness, Famine reveals the
horrifying physical effects of starvation in portraits that are otherwise relegated to the
margins of textbooks, if that. Sean Page offers an example of the “revelation” on stage of
Famine’s factual accuracy: “a girl, having taken a swig of poitin on an empty stomach, is
obliged to run retching from the house and crouch in a heaving human lump between
drills of rotting potatoes. Would you believe this could be a scene of surpassing dramatic
beauty?”131 Alternately, the intensity of such manifestations of the subject matter results
in, for some, a “mosaic of pain” that fails to depict the dimensions of the tragedy without
repelling its audience entirely.132
By the end of the play, townsman Dan deliriously considers the past as he lies
beside the body of his starved wife: “What year was I born in? 1782 they tell me, boys.
There’s change since…? There is, a mhac. And Henry Grattan and Henry the Other and
prosperity for every damned one. Hah? Yis—Whatever that is.”133 Glanconor’s fate is
more emaciation than evolution, undermining the vague promise of great historical
change on which Dan reflects. This reality poses an enormous challenge to the famine
playwright: the degree of change that the crisis actually inflicts upon this society is so
startling as to make representation dubious. Murphy was successful because he was
willing to develop the ecology of famine and implicate his characters in what often
resemble meaningless attempts to survive.134 The imaginative denial exhibited in such
claims as John Connor’s that “there are more ways to live besides food,” for example,
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offers context for the human impulse to adapt, even in times of hopelessly extreme
deficiency.135
In moments such as the tender “Love Scene” set on a stage littered with bodies,
the playwright does not allow his audience to escape the ironies on which famine thrives.
Many reviews of the premiere of Famine fixate on this ephemerally romantic scene,
wherein a young man encounters the Connor’s sole surviving daughter. Liam enters
carrying apples and nuts, which he hides from Maeve. Though their conversation
involves a proposal of both marriage and emigration, they are both “transfixed” by their
environment, neither able to enjoy their flirtation nor escape the scene. Liam finally
shares his food with Maeve, who “becomes a 16-year-old girl again” through the act of
eating, a ritual that takes place as those around her are dying.136
Famine stops short of catastrophe. Initially staged in the more intimate Peacock
venue before moving to the Abbey, Famine found success despite the playwright’s
concerns that although a play might be the most appropriate mode of expression for this
history, it still cannot “do justice to the actuality of famine.”137 What dramatic qualities
are to be harvested from the slow, sure erasure of social norms and community?
Murphy’s dramaturgical development shows painstaking work on behalf of compelling
moments for the theatre and the history of the Famine.
Murphy concedes that the reality of Famine draws from his own fragmented and
personal history. As a child, Murphy recalls a pivotal evening watching The Black
Stranger, which “for one reason or another…must have been magic for me sitting in the
theatre.”138 Though he admits that it may have been his imagination playing tricks on
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him, Murphy believes that he had sat “motionless” through the play, “stepping out into
the darkness” afterwards, and walking home “in comparative silence which now I would
like to attribute to what we had seen.”139 Murphy often deals with public material in a
very private fashion, as his memory of witnessing this modern famine play suggests.
Murphy allows himself to digress for a page or so, sharing the mythology with which he
grew up. Yet he catches himself wandering—“But I’m talking about famine”—and
begins to share a story about his father, a direct descendant of Famine survivors, building
coffins, even on Sundays; his uncle, a bachelor, peeling a potato with one thumbnail
much to his nephew’s embarrassment; his mother, a widow, lamenting her mortality as
her son admired it.140 None of these family members knew of starvation firsthand, but the
dramatist insists that their effect on his characters in Famine is quite obvious, along with
touches of the factual, past and present.
Indeed, from his own observations to the stage history of the play, it is unclear
where Murphy’s testament to his personal experience and that of an incomprehensible
series of crises begins and ends. Recently pressed for his most important work, Murphy
replied: “Famine – it was a public landmark. I expected a wave of plays with the same
theme afterwards, but there wasn’t. I was surprised by that.”141
Conclusion
Murphy set out to write from an “historical approach…to the degree of [his]
ability and judgment,” and to that end, Famine is as “accurate” in its imagined ecological
devolution as any famine play to date.142 Drawing inspiration from the historical
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proclivity of both of the centenary famine plays, Tom Murphy relentlessly pursued
primary sources. Famine exemplifies the potential of the famine play to represent the
ecological reality of the historical event, not exclusive of, but rather in tandem with
cultural repercussions. Murphy’s approach is characterized by many of the same
difficulties with which playwrights have met the topic of extreme starvation: selfconsciousness about the medium, thwarted audience expectations of characterization, and
a fundamentally bleak plot. These challenges of the famine play will be met and enriched
in contemporary efforts, exploring the tension between the mythic, symbolic, and
memorial an Gorta Mór and the origins, experience, and repercussions of this
transformation of the land and its inhabitants. Most prominently, Irish Famine plays of
the later twentieth century will exercise great scrutiny with respect to determining cause
and effect patterns. Many will deal explicitly with the effect of the crisis on perceptions
of Ireland, especially with respect to the staggering emigration patterns and intercultural
relationships among its people. The contemporary famine play will further the definition
and ecology of the stage representation of its subject by bringing distinct academic and
cultural fields into conversation with one another.
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Chapter Three
The Contemporary Famine Play
Notable in a surge of interest in Irish historiography during the 1980s and 90s is
the impulse to explore the Famine in a way that transcends any boundary between the
academic and the cultural.1 Heritage centers, local museums and monuments, educational
initiatives, and socioeconomic studies all exhibit a desire not only to commemorate but
also to define the catastrophe. This impetus is delineated in George Cusack’s introduction
to Hungry Words (2006) as “attempt after attempt to find the proper historical, political,
mathematical, social, or literary lens through which the thing itself will finally come into
focus”2; more optimistically, Jerome Joseph Day asserts that Famine literary studies at
this time prove ready for explication in such diverse fields as sociology and rhetoric. 3
Despite the ubiquity of these aims (or perhaps due to it), Fintan O’Toole notes that with
respect to drama, what the Irish have at this point “are not history plays but plays about
history: how it is made and why.”4 The critic questions the relative absence of Irish
Famine plays despite popular and revisionist interest in Irish history.5
As the sesquicentenary of an Gorta Mór approached in the mid-1990s, the
potential to capture the event in theatrical form never seemed as necessary, nor, arguably,
as remote. The influence of the ‘return to history’ on the Irish famine play notably lagged
behind that on the rest of Famine literature. Famine plays were occasionally derivative.
Tom Mac Intyre’s 1982 dramatization of Patrick Kavanagh’s The Great Hunger, for
example, was based on the well-respected poem. Yet the play, stripped of the textual
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power of its source, was “virtually jeered off the stage” when it was presented in a nonscripted workshop for the Edmund Burke Theatre in Dublin.6 Once the surrealism of the
experimental piece was recognized as “rooted in Irish soil,” the piece found reception at
the Abbey in 1983 and again on its Peacock stage in 1986.7 In his program note for the
revival, Dermot Healy notes that the source poem “records the terrible isolation of a male
individual tied to husbandry of poor soil.”8 In order to portray this environmental strain,
The Great Hunger in performance was the result of highly eco-material explorations in
rehearsals, often focused around physical improvisation based on such suggestions in a
working script as “flinging-the-stone—the boredom of that” and “turn-over-the-weedycold—the clay / pursuit of that.”9 Healy writes that the play’s “dialogue was not
undermined by subscribing to the progression of plot or character,” choices made often
shockingly imagistic rather than purely verbal.10 The experimental production deals with
Paddy Maguire’s mundane, rural life. He “digs potatoes and sweats, hangs like a
scarecrow, masturbates symbolically, nestles on the shoulder of a maternal
effigy…cavorts with green branches, recoils from women…and, finally, gives his body
up to clay.”11 On Maguire’s farm, the famine play becomes more visceral than venerable.
Albeit considered innovative, The Great Hunger drew questions from many
audiences regarding what it really accomplished as a play, and whether it is about the
Famine at all.12 Similarly skeptical reactions met with another famine play of the mideighties, Eoghan Harris’s Souper Sullivan (1985). A vacillating political strategist as well
as a deeply ambivalent author, Harris wrote his play in reaction to what he considered
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nearly “nationalist propaganda” and “tribal travesty of the truth” in the documentary
elements of Translations (1980).13 Harris rejected the “twisted historical basis” he sees in
Friel’s play, yet asserts his own polemical perspective on the West Cork area in a famine
play.14 Souper Sullivan portrays the story of Major Hugh Parker, a Relieving Officer who
remained at his post despite the threat of famine fever, to which he eventually
succumbed. The suggestion in this representation of “some 5,000 starving wretches”
following the coffin of a British officer hardly made for satisfying theatre; this was an
age of revision of the standard history, not rejection.15 Harris asserts that while Souper
Sullivan was not very well-received, it is nonetheless a play that “pioneered and
publicized” the dialectical relationship between the preservation of the Irish language and
proselytism, still controversial.16 The play has yet to be produced following its premiere
at the Dublin Theatre Festival in 1985, and such critics as Kevin Barry insist that it
“overwhelmingly maintains the traditions which it claims to upset.”17 Irish Times writer
David Nowlan admires its argument but concludes bluntly: “there is no play here.” 18
Given the success of Murphy’s Famine in its premiere and multiple revivals, why is the
viable, visible famine play still a rarity? Few playwrights directly following Murphy
explored to lasting critical acclaim the dramatic possibilities.
The fervor for scholarly publications may have had an ironic effect on the
historical integrity of contemporary Famine plays. Moreover, the purview of Famine set
an intimidating example. The playwright’s penchant to foreground his plays in historical
detail is evident in his extensive use of the works of Woodham-Smith and Carleton, as
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well as primary sources of journalism and oral tradition. The novelty of this approach,
one that Murphy has tirelessly noted is one of pursuit (of an “historical, autobiographical,
and dramatic” nature), constituted a project that emits “the sense of a ‘discovery’ as yet
unaccomplished.”19 Murphy’s epic, fragmented drama of the catastrophe’s causes and
effects purposefully only anticipates the ‘historical worst’ that was yet to come in the
spring of 1847.20 The result is a play unresolved in its sociopolitical and environmental
statements, complicating the task of the famine play for those yet to explore the subject
matter. Though the pressure of factual accuracy emerges from the field of historiography,
Famine poses the greatest precedent and problem for the famine play in Murphy’s
willingness to complicate not only structure and characterization but also what is
considered an authentic Famine narrative.21
Decades after Famine, several dramatists asserted that the theatrical potential of
the Famine needs revision. John Banville’s adaptation of Heinrich von Kleist’s The
Broken Jug (1994) is resituated in 1846 Ireland in order to, in the author’s words, “be
accessible, familiar to Irish audiences,” even as the play’s characters are “busy ignoring
the fact that there’s a famine.”22 According to theatre director Andrew Apter, the
“catastrophe of the potato famine bears no relation to the action of the play,” but as a
practical decision, the setting illuminates Famine-era economic power structures through
bombastic comedy.23 In the Abbey Theatre Festival program for Souper Sullivan, Harris
insists that his play may act as “atonement” for the Protestant ‘soupers’ of West Cork; he
goes on to state that “although history deals in facts, plays deal in truths.”24 In his
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scathing review of the play, Barry makes the case that such claims “attempt to open a gap
between the play and what the play represents, [for]’truths’ are always so much more
flexible and vague than ‘facts.’”25 Deeming the play successful at what it was “meant to
be: a didactic ritual, a…verbose pageant,” Barry sees the tactics of such narratives as
those employed by Banville and Harris as the Famine both made theatrical and held
hostage by cliché.26 With results often disconcerting, the pursuit of some level of
accuracy—often as a negotiation of existing narratives—makes the contemporary Famine
play what it is. A major issue moving forward is that such ambitiousness can belie the
inexpressibility of the subject of famine in performance. The most recent survey of
famine plays by Morash in Hunger on the Stage (2008) deems this characteristic
inadequacy the sole legacy thus far of the sub-genre.27
Moving into the late 1980s and 90s, the “fundamental indeterminacy” of the
Famine nonetheless continued to attract playwrights eager to attend to the event in
memorial.28 The growing availability of historiographical resources also encouraged
many to consider the implications of the event and its history in the Irish classroom. The
increase in textual production of memoirs and travel accounts signaled that the subjective
experience had value with respect to learning about the time period. Though the Famine
continued “to resist an ‘easy’ telling,” Irish writers and educators began to employ the
power of dramatic narrative to try to teach to and with this event that has so garnered
cultural—and commercial—attention.29
Approaching the turn of the century, the famine play began to exercise an
educational and a commemorative authority. Famine plays informed by formal studies of
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the subject offered insight into the lives of those involved or implicated, providing rich
material for Irish children and the classroom. TEAM Theatre in Education, for example,
produced a play by County Monaghan-born teacher John McArdle that introduced the
idea of the famine play as a dual dramaturgical and historical resource for the social
sciences. Two Houses, which toured in schools in the late 1980s, contrasts the daily lives
of landlord and tenant families in pre-Famine Ireland.30 Playwright Nigel Gray’s Black
Harvest, a supernatural tale wherein the past haunts the present, was created for the
classroom, complete with teaching materials that encourage improvisation and discussion
of the material experience of hunger.31
Given that contemporary textbooks often include even less coverage of the Irish
Famine than did their earlier twentieth century counterparts, the context of drama affords
a creative opportunity for discussion and interdisciplinary conclusions.32 The critical
thinking to which teachers, artists, and students in collaboration aspire with these projects
provides a compelling prompt for future study. Margaret Kelleher’s observation that at
their best, famine narratives “encourage their readers…and [offer] insights into the
possible as well as the known” is apropos of this learning-based dramatic initiative.33
Thus, the attribute of authenticity of the famine play continues to be the way it aspires to
create context even as it refuses absolute resolution.
Taking and Leaving Place: Geopathology and Emigration
One of the defining characteristics of the famine play is the establishment of
distance from the subject matter, on the part of the playwright, his characters, or the script
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itself. The scarcity of employment of the word “famine” in most Irish famine plays, John
Connor’s inability to admit the severity of the crisis, the manipulation and often
abandonment of text in The Great Hunger, the shadows of starving multitudes in the
background of The Broken Jug: all challenge the efficacy of language in relationship to
the representation of the famine event. As socioeconomic and cultural perspectives revise
the traditional dramatic narrative, there is all the more need to invest greater meaning in
the theatrical use of place as a precedent for communication and behavior. Plays of the
contemporary period move to classrooms, coffin ships, commemorative sites, all
resituating the scenes from what Kelleher deems “the threshold,” at a cabin door or the
carriage window, through which the dead or dying are merely framed.34 The central focus
on the peasant cottage is replaced in contemporary famine plays by what Una Chaudhuri
refers to as a “conjunction of space and sense” in performance.35
In her study Staging Place: The Geography of Modern Drama, Chaudhuri coins
the term “geopathology,” which designates problems of place and “place as problem,”
both helpful avenues into the contemporary famine play.36 This concept recognizes the
dispossession and dislocation emerging from concepts of “home” that inform character
behavior in particular.37 Geopathology is particularly useful for looking at the
dramaturgical development of the theme of emigration in the famine play. In The Black
Stranger, the central question is whether the Corcorans and McCarthys will remain on
their land or depart to seek other opportunities. Bart’s ambivalence in returning home at
the end of the play demonstrates the geopathology underlying the act of leave-taking. He
fails to execute a “heroic overcoming of the power of place” by remaining present on
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stage as the play concludes.38 The notes in the margins of Murphy’s research on the
effects of the Famine anticipate the symptoms of the geopathological condition: “possible
line re destination in mind: ‘Where will we go? Which part?// I don’t know. We’ll go
through.’”39 Murphy’s dramaturgy indicates that all of his characters are in a liminal
state, in which their emotional ambivalence is combatted by an awareness of survival as
an imperative connecting all aspects of the environment.40 ‘Platial’ experiences can alter
a character’s perception of his environment as a love scene and transform it into a
graveyard.41
Examples abound of such repositioning of the famine setting to great
geopathological effect in contemporary plays. For instance, a character named Eoin in
Flight to Grosse Île (1996) resists emigration on the principle of his relationship to the
earth: “If we go away, we lose our spirit. Like a plant pulled from the soil.”42 This simile
is made material through his physical resistance to leaving Ireland. Eoin’s inner struggle
over emigration reveals that conflicts concerning place are inevitable during famine.
Student audiences see this reflected the competing families of Two Houses (1996), that of
estate landlord Vanessa Grey, and that of Alan and Una McBride, her tenants. Unlike
Tenants-at-Will, wherein the playwright assumes narrative sympathy for the peasants, in
McArdle’s more objective story, such bias is not as clear. The play uses improvisation,
mime, and classroom and audience participation to show that we can become invested in
“the good and the beautiful” of the land only to be met with “hardship, misery and
death.”43
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Souper Sullivan complicates this claim by undermining the negativity surrounding
places of proselytism in 1840s Ireland.44 Place in Ireland often persists as a problem yet
to be resolved, as evidenced in playwright Eoghan Harris’ memory of a trip past the
church that inspired his famine play:
Back in 1980, while driving the coastal road between Schull and Goleen in
West Cork, I stopped my car to stare in wonder at a beautiful Celtic-style
church, set on a bend below […] A farmer working in a nearby
field…finally confided that it was the Protestant church of Tooremore:
“They call it Teampall na mBocht (Church of the Poor) but we call it
Teampall na Much (Church of the Pigs).” Thus began my search for the
story…[that] featured badly in local folklore.45
Harris is not the only dramatist to confront his audience with the skepticism and darkness
at the root of many of the Famine’s myths as well as realities. A Murder of Crows, a 2012
touring children’s production based on Grimm’s Hansel and Gretel, sublimates Famine
Ireland into fairytale.46 The play begins with the boy and girl standing over an open
grave, filling it in. A murder, or “storytelling,” of crows, observes: “The grave yard’s full
to overflowing. / Every day, more are going / […] Nothing’s growing / Nothing
planted.”47 The familiar trail of breadcrumbs is eaten by the crows as narrators of the
play, leaving the starving boy and the girl to find their way to a “different place / a deeper
place / a darker space” wherein a cannibalistic witch awaits.48 The trope continues in Joe
O’Byrne’s post-apocalyptic The Last Potato (1995), a tale of what happens when humans
have nowhere to hunt but in the home. The contemporary famine play landscape is where
there are “always reasons” for such unimaginable acts.49
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Contemporary famine plays also address the geopathological concerns associated
with intercultural relationships and gender biases. Several compelling pieces by female
playwrights establish poignant discussions of these problems of place in both thought and
action. Deirdre Hines’ Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time (1994), for example, harvests the
story of all the acres “under the plough” in foreign countries, such as those of Africa, for
the benefit of contemporary Ireland. This dynamic and unsustainable practice comes to
the lead character of the play in her dreams, and she is left hungry. As the “invisible
farmer” in her partnership, she stresses that this ignorance extends past her to “the ravens,
the foxes, the salmon in the river, the snow on Nephin, everything above us, around us
and below us.”50 The woman is mistaken by her husband for a vixen and shot at the end
of the play. Hines makes the point that so long as both women and ecosystems across the
planet are held in disregard, degradation and violence will persist even as the
opportunities to “love the land in each other” are posed.51
In a play developed at the National Theatre Studio in London in early 2012, Jaki
McCarrick also lends her voice to women who have been relatively ignored in Famine
narratives, Northern Irish emigrants who travelled to Australia. In Belfast Girls, a group
of ‘orphan girls’ who are “neither orphans nor, strictly speaking, girls” attempts to leave
“the terribly mucky past” behind and start new lives on distant farmlands.52 As Famine
era conditions in and around Belfast worsened, what became known as the Earl Grey
emigration scheme became an attractive escape route from the workhouses, not only for
the women who met certain qualifications, but also for those who defied these
credentials, often engaging in prostitution in order to survive. The audience is led to
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believe that the women may band together after many months of being treated “as the
peat; to be used up an’ walked on.”53 However, while maintaining that the land is
“innocent,” these regretful women struggle with each other over whether they embody
the blight upon their own land and likewise will afflict their destination.54
A persistent trend in many contemporary famine plays is the presentation of
survival as a geopathological goal that eclipses fondness for the homeland and adds
realistic urgency to the decision to leave. For the ‘Belfast girls,’ emigration is a move
away from “the terrible stench of the fields,” heartbreaking despite Ireland’s status as a
“broken” land “unbearable to think of.”55 A particularly spiteful woman named Judith
posits to her cabinmates that the sociological struggle at the base of the Famine “[buries]
the root cause, until it all happens again.”56 In the same breath with which Judith claims
“it’s not potatoes that is the point…it’s who owns them an’ who’s pickin’ them and who
has nothin’ without them,” she offers only this solution: “leavin’! Runnin’ the fuck
away!”57 She has no other choice. In her portrayal, playwright McCarrick juxtaposes the
girls’ intellectual curiosity with their desperate need to survive. Judith’s thoughts are a
necessary complement to sophisticated studies of demographic and agricultural trends of
the years of the Famine. She asserts that an understanding of cause and effect patterns
does not help one survive starvation. Belfast Girls powerfully conveys the fact that the
Famine was an event demanding abhorrent behavior. To even consider that actions of
self-interest are natural in famine times may insult rather than honor the ghosts of
Ireland’s past. Yet plays like Belfast Girls recognize and take that risk.
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Perhaps the time period most conflicted over the approach to and use of the place
of Ireland is that of the sesquicentenary, which took place between 1995 and the summer
of 1997.58 The practice of commemoration is inherently, in Kelleher’s words, a question
of “how to locate oneself in relation to past history.”59 Contemporary famine plays
surrounding the commemorative events meet this challenge often through alienation or
rejection of traditional dramatic structure: by excising poetry from The Great Hunger,
through lecture instead of drama in Souper Sullivan, by way of exposing rather than
resolving the insecurities and degrading practices of the emigrants of Belfast Girls. When
these women reach the Sydney harbor, the typically acerbic Judith instructs a gentler girl,
Molly, to “think of the weight now” as they gather their things.60 Molly returns to her
books, “touches and smells them slowly.”61 She leaves the stack behind. The task of the
contemporary famine play is to consider the weight of all of the material available
concerning the famine, but to work tangentially, to establish causes, effects, and future
possibilities.
On July 20, 1997, President Mary Robinson heralded the end of the official
commemorative period at an unveiling of a sculptural monument dedicated to those who
had left Ireland. The rigging of the ship, made up of life-size skeletons hanging from the
masts, shows that efforts to commemorate can be simultaneously “unrhetorical” and
disturbingly expressive.62 This “Famine ship” is an embodiment of the people as well as
place of Ireland, even as it symbolizes death and departure. The sculptor, artist John
Behan, considers the texture of the ship’s hull related to “the mountainside, to the ridges,
to the rivulets, to the streams running down, to the lazybeds, to the bones of the earth that
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show through.”63 Playwright Thomas Kilroy scripted a documentary concerning the
making of this sculpture, on which he comments that the “flying figures…are like human
sails lifted into the air, rising above human suffering, becoming part of the natural
elements of sea and sky and sacred mountain.”64 In this artistic effort, emigration
becomes the means through which the Famine event is maintained in representation, the
ship as a harbinger of both suffering and release. This mirrors the famine play, an
oxymoron of acquiescence and resistance to resolution.
Ireland and Grosse Île: Islands of Commemoration
For several years before the Famine sesquicentenary, a small Canadian island
named Grosse Île, which had acted as a quarantine station for thousands of Irish
emigrants between 1846 and 1848, was under review to become an educational theme
park.65 Grosse Île is a verdant, wooded place, an appearance that belies its former
function as a mass grave for over 15,000 Irish emigrants who came to Canada in hope,
yet arrived with fatal diseases that spread quickly among the sick and healthy alike.66
Parks Canada proffered the title of “Canada: Land of Welcome and Hope” for the project,
the plans of which offended a resistance group entitled Action Grosse Île. Its members
took measures to stop the creation of a park celebrating immigration on land that
“inevitably remind[s] the visitor of lazy beds, the old Irish ridge-and-trench potato
fields,” which mark the mass graves of the dead all over the island, “stacked like
cordwood.”67 To focus on hopes that largely went unmet seemed beside the point. In the
spring of 1996, as commemorative activity was on the rise, the Minister of Canadian
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Heritage declared Canada’s recognition of the small island as the “Quarantine Station and
Irish Memorial,” a mixture of historical fact and intention.68
Grosse Île is not the first site of controversy with respect to the tone and practice
of Famine commemoration. Historian Roy Foster is among the harshest critics of a 200acre Famine park on Knockfierna Hill in west Limerick that offers tourists the chance to
"experience firsthand" the privation characteristic of the area.69 Within the pamphlet’s
promise of authenticity, Foster cites the assumption “that history is a story with a
beginning, middle and end” through which visitors are goaded as the most troubling
aspect of the park.70 The author of The Irish Story: Telling Tales and Making It Up in
Ireland states that “making it up,” or engaging in commemoration on an unmediated
level, “will not get us any closer” to the very ambiguities upon which Irish history
depends.71 Yet his disdain is problematic, as this site is arguably the least mediated of all
Famine histories: the land and the homes of a handful of families have remained
relatively untouched over the last century and a half.
Commemorative spaces and famine plays share the onus of authenticity in
common. Perhaps the off-putting aspect of a Famine theme park on Knockfierna Hill in
Limerick and the one planned for Grosse Île is the lack of annotation of suffering within a
confined space. Museums and history books offer diagrams, statistics, pictures, source
commentary, and footnotes to guide us through the Famine narrative. An open invitation
to walk through a preserved famine village or mass grave (unacknowledged in the
original plan of the Canadian Parks Service) does not.72 Throughout this dissertation, I
have suggested that famine plays are unique in their presentation of selective facts within
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a subjective frame. The next subject of my analysis, Jim Minogue’s The Flight to Grosse
Île, is one of few famine plays that employs an educational approach yet sustains the
nuance necessary to inspire compassion fit for commemoration.
The Flight to Grosse Île
One year after the establishment in 2008 of the National Famine Commemoration
Committee by Éamon Ó Cuív, the Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs,
Ireland held the first official Famine Commemoration. For the premiere event, the
committee chose Skibbereen, arguably the most afflicted area during the Famine. Theatre
director Fachtna O’Driscoll and other community members involved in the Skibbereen
drama scene in southern County Cork brainstormed several plays of note that they each
felt meet this occasion with “audacity and reverence.”73 Murphy’s Famine was among
the first to consider, but it was rejected as overwrought; Harris’s Souper Sullivan was
remembered for its controversial playwright more than for its content, so it too was
dismissed; Healy’s earlier play The Black Stranger was “commercial enough,” they
supposed.74 None of the above quite fit the intended atmosphere of the commemorative
events planned for the spring of 2009.
The Skibbereen community sought material that would be conducive to an
atmosphere of reflection if not resolution. O’Driscoll recalled the process: he had
witnessed a play at the annual Confined All-Ireland drama competition several years ago
that took him by surprise with its profoundly simple take on the Famine as a story of
departure.75 Jim Minogue, a schoolteacher and playwright from County Tipperary,
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responded creatively to the curriculum requirements in Irish secondary school for a
collaborative project-oriented history lesson in 1997.76 Heritage was a strong aspect of
historical study at the time. A graduate student in history, Marianna O’Gallagher, had
published her findings from research on Canada’s strong Irish roots in Grosse Île:
Gateway to Canada, 1832-1937 (1984). The Famine and the children orphaned during a
typhus epidemic afflicting emigrants provided the historical inspiration for Minogue’s
play, The Flight to Grosse Île, a tale about departure from Ireland. The play offers
opportunities for song and dance, suitable for the diverse talents in Irish secondary
school, and accessible to audiences.
Why did O’Driscoll and his colleagues consider a play centered on leaving Ireland
the best way to commemorate the Famine in a local tribute in the small town of
Skibbereen? The director’s answer was that it was a natural choice given the intercultural
scope of the events of the commemoration.77 Skibbereen’s civic and cultural ties to
Grosse Île are quite strong. The Canadian island planned to participate in the events by
broadcasting several events of the commemoration, in hopes of honoring the Irish
heritage of their own citizens.78 Moreover, the practical concerns of staging the
production influenced the decision, in that it was virtually impossible to gather a large,
local cast simultaneously for a reasonable rehearsal period. The characters of the play are
archetypal: the young lovers, the sisters, the father, the priest, the soldier, the landlord,
the shipwright, the captain. Several roles are based on historical figures, such as Dr.
George Douglas, the medical supervisor of the quarantine station, and Reverend Bernard
McGuaran, the island’s official chaplain.79 Crowds, dancers, and singers round out the
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story, but are optional.80 This list provides opportunities to cast according to different
interests, age groups, and cast sizes.
In the commemorative performance at Skibbereen, The Flight to Grosse Île
provided a chance for the community to share in the creative and controversial task of
Famine storytelling. The play was intended to give voice to suffering that had gone
unrecognized. In the playwright’s words, “there is a need to acknowledge, cleanse and
put to rest local [and] national issues of our particular race.”81 The controversy became
international, as raised by Action Grosse Île after the Canadian government suggested
that the island was a civic immigration site instead of a hallowed graveyard.82 The Flight
to Grosse Île takes pause to acknowledge the tragedy inherent in this distinction. The
excerpt below from the last scene of the play represents the commemorative aim to honor
those who have passed with a quiet reverence:
DOUGLAS: Many fatalities?
ASSISTANT: 250 Lost.
DOUGLAS: God!
ASSISTANT: Everybody.
DOUGLAS: Where?
NURSE B: Who’s next for the bed?
ASSISTANT: The Newfoundland Banks I think, it foundered.
DOUGLAS: The old lady.
NURSE C: One of the gravediggers to see you.
NURSE B: The old lady died this morning.
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DOUGLAS: I didn’t know!
SPAILPIN: We need another man for the digging Doctor.
DOUGLAS: The woman with the baby so.
NURSE B: The baby might have a chance if we keep it away from the sick.
[…]
DOUGLAS: Make her comfortable.
NURSE B: She holds onto the baby.
DOUGLAS: Five men not enough?
SPAILPIN: We can’t keep up with the numbers. […] 45 yesterday. Give
me a field of pratai anyday.
NURSE B: The baby could be saved if we take it.83
Though the lines above consist of few words, the interplay of pragmatism and
compassion resonates throughout. The numbers of the death toll and grave diggers are
juxtaposed with the presence of one mother and her only child; due to the interwoven
dialogue, an audience cannot escape the urgency of the needs of both. The concern
exhibited for the welfare of those who have passed on in tandem with those who might
survive artfully suggests the importance of the past as well as the present. Nonetheless,
the imperative is to move on, surfacing in a nurse’s frank observation: “We’ve discovered
why the mother wasn’t releasing the baby. She’s been dead with her arms wrapped
around it.”84 In the theatre, a quiet hush comes over the audience in this moment of
release within resignation.85 Theatre scholar Anthony Roche considers a moment such as
this representative both of the means and end, the predicament and resolve of the Irish
theatre:
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The past has always exerted a particular presence on and in Ireland. The
best contemporary Irish playwrights are engaged in a search for dramatic
means to reinterpret by re-imagining that past. All offer alternatives whose
aim is liberation, a setting free of ghosts.86
Key to this purpose, no one on stage dwells on the death of the baby’s mother.
Material means are employed to convey the gravity of the famine event. At the
start of the play, documentary projections of old castles, houses, quaysides, crowds, and
ships onto neutral gauze suggest that the famine affected Ireland on a broad scale.
Throughout the performance, references to the many places in Ireland hit by famine’s
worst effects are frequent. What sets this play apart from those that analogize the effects
of famine on Ireland as a whole is the play’s namesake destination: Grosse Île. Measuring
only about one square mile, the ironically named island was a quarantine station from
1832 to 1937, a common destination for the bad na marbh, “coffin ships” heading to
Quebec before and during ‘Black ’47.’87 In the opening stage directions of the play,
Minogue establishes an explicit connection between emigration and a “resolve to
remember” the Ireland that both famine victims and history have left behind.88
The play begins guilelessly. Against a distant backdrop of political equivocation
and enervated land, two young people, Catherine Kennedy and Eoin McAgoin, begin to
fall in love under a sturdy oak tree. In his choice to coax his story of the Famine out of a
shy, budding romance, Minogue risks analogizing a devastating series of events with
idealistic notions about the human experience. However, his text’s simplicity allows for
exploration of the geopathological decision that these particular famine victims must
face: to stay or go. The play mulls over the crisis in analogies of ecology with human
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behavior: “The potato let us down like the wind at Kinsale” is an early choric
announcement.89 This declaration of starvation and loss occurs on a stage engulfed in
darkness. Even as the lights return to the bare stage the famine is defined less by what is
present than by what is missing: “we watch our children go without; their laughter, like
the land, has dried up.”90 Many sought resolution or relief by taking “flight” away from
Ireland. The Flight to Grosse Île follows this decision from the perspective of Ireland’s
children, filled with unadulterated loyalty to a native island and innate skepticism
towards the far-off destination of Canada.
As something of an ecological philosopher, Eoin feels a kinship with the known
landscape, and believes that emigration is abandonment by another name: “I’m of this
place. Its blood and flesh. You are too.”91 The excruciating decision that follows is the
crux of the play: possible rejection of the relationship to Ireland itself, which has more
lasting effects than severed bonds between particular people. As Eoin waits in line to
board, “and it’s anything but the beautiful sailing ship it was supposed to be,” he remains
hopeful, as he has been told “it’s been back and forth several times and that’s a good
sign.”92 In the Skibbereen performance, the actor playing Eoin delivered these lines with
a sincere resignation.93 He knows that he can neither stay nor go with a clear conscience.
Both Eoin and Catherine keep journals of their respective journals, which establish
distance from what they witness.94 However, when they do speak beyond the mediation
of their writing, their words are arresting by contrast. “I’ve returned to my blackest,”
Eoin states as he passes away.95 The playwright consistently avoids sententiousness
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through the artlessness of the youthful lovers.
Despite the sense of ceremony in the couple’s courtship and taking leave of
Ireland, The Flight to Grosse Île is rooted in a journey that surpasses both Catherine’s
specific loss as well as her unique survival. The play evolves into a memorial
reconstruction of the early Famine period in Ireland and the rationale behind the mass
emigration that swept the nation. In solitude, Catherine ushers the audience into a
recollection of her life in Ireland before her “flight” to Canada. As seen in the opening
shot of Catherine returning to the water’s edge on the island of Grosse Île, where she is
“called back” every May, like a “pilgrimage,” the play produces images of growth and
change. Catherine speaks of the “nightmare” of Grosse Île, and expresses a desire to tell a
story about the time “before the horrors of the Famine arrived.”96 Her optimism is neither
anachronistic nor superficial —we must remember that famine so often emerges from a
context of abundance. The audience witnesses more than the reflections of an adult who
is regretful of her past.
As an extended history lesson for the stage, The Flight to Grosse Île instructs its
audience to be mindful of an integral relationship to their homeland and history. Several
natural details demonstrate how famine interrupts and transforms activity; however, it
does not necessarily halt it altogether. As the play opens in song, the emotional climate of
the impending journey is reflected in the natural climate, as a chorus in a procession fills
the stage: “Have you known the cloud’s dark shadow? Have you touched the raindrop’s
face? … Do you feel the breezes sighing?”97 Any touch of pastoral idealism is staved off
by the geopathological concerns of the land’s inhabitants: “The roads we walk on that
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come from nowhere, go no place, / The sharp call of the snipe over bog, the curloo’s sad
complaint.”98 As if to remind the audience that the story of the Irish Famine involves
displacement and loss beyond the human scale, Eoin follows this avian imagery with a
rhetorical appeal: “Who will remember voices of the forgotten / Except the poet speaks of
the dispossessed.”99 The typical self-consciousness in the theatrical medium of the famine
play is abutted by the boy’s descriptive lament. Though Eoin is the poet of the play, he is
not assured by this role; as Catherine’s father grieves “now we have no land,” Eoin
replies, “and only bad verse.”100 His concern bespeaks an apprehension that Famine
history is subject to the loss of rich cultural detail that this journey—and this play—may
not be able to restore.101
Throughout the play, Minogue draws attention to the tension within the
environment in an immersive manner. The entire first act, according to the playwright’s
evocative stage directions, is “a movement toward the ship for boarding,” wherein by the
start of the second act, the audience is meant to feel that it has entered the Jessie along
with its historical passengers.102 This is more a matter of principle than it is of literal
action. Narrator Catherine’s beloved Eoin resists on the principle of connectivity to the
earth: “If we go away, we lose our spirit. Like a plant pulled from the soil.”103 This simile
is made increasingly material by the inevitability of emigration as a survival tactic. As the
play concludes in a funereal departure into a glorious twilight, the audience’s attention is
kept rapt by the contrast of the alternating promise and warning resonating in the setting.
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The attempt to grieve properly is the aim of the play and its main characters. Since
landing on the quarantine island of Grosse Île, Catherine has married a Canadian man and
started a family. She has moved on. Yet in a quiet resolution, she travels back. “So much
to remember,” Catherine calls out into the waves, directing the audience’s attention to the
dark potential of the journey across the water, during which so many—along with their
stories—perished. Time has been relentless in burying memories of the famine, which
Catherine’s story exhumes by foraging for material details concerning the appreciation of
the Irish people for the sustenance and home that their island provided for them for years
before the Famine hit.
Irish emigration is one of the effects of the Famine that proves most difficult to
measure. Departure was often considered a successful form of escape, and one that has
contributed to a vibrant Irish diaspora. Yet each step onto a ship bound for the unknown
contributed to the complexity of Famine historiography. Though this choice helped many
obviate death, as a practical solution it belied the heartache of leaving home.
Additionally, mortality was a threatening possibility: In 1847 alone, 78,700 emigrants
were registered to travel to Quebec, 4,100 of whom died at sea; over 13,000 perished
either in hospitals or in unrecorded places. The Flight to Grosse Île approaches the facts
of famine less as an opportunity to create momentous fiction, and more as an imperative
to juxtapose the quotidian with the unimaginable. The novelty of the play lies in its
choice to frame the famine narrative as an act of departure, to analogize the horror of an
Gorta Mór with the dramatic act of leaving Ireland.
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The Flight to Grosse Île avoids nostalgic detachment from its subject through
accessible signs of the effects of the Famine on Irish children. Tom Murphy’s earlier
lament that famine strips children of the “initial exuberance of youth” is undeniably true;
nevertheless, the children of Catherine’s world are able to mediate the crisis through their
remaining critical acuity and unadulterated idealism.104 Famine Scholar McGowan asserts
that such figures are the “people who provide flesh around statistical bones.”105
Throughout the play, children and their transitional experiences allude to the loss of
native Irish culture and land during Famine times. For instance, in the earliest expository
moments of the play we learn that the growing authority of English landlords made land
possession a distant dream for Catherine’s family. As the eldest girl, working in a British
household in order to be able to provide a bit of food and money for her family,
Catherine’s approach with her sisters is punctuated by a mix of the traditional Irish
language and the “landlord’s language”:
CATHERINE: (Takes her shoes) Feach. (Spits on shoe and wipes it with
sleeve) Na bain trial as ar an mbothair. Ta se ro salach. (formal) The road is
too dirty, Ellen a stor. An dtiggin tu? Do you understand?
ELLEN: I understand.
CATHERINE: I cannot work in the house of the landlord with dirty shoes.
ELLEN: We go barefoot.
CATHERINE: I go barefoot. Only at his backdoor do I put them on. They
make me a lady.106
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The power of this exchange lies in the simple materiality of Catherine’s instruction,
which hints at the greater historical struggle between the Irish peasantry and the British
landlord-based aristocracy.107
Through Catherine’s confessional narrative, The Flight to Grosse Île implies that
the medium of words will never suffice to convey the “magnitude and character” of the
crisis, despite the girl’s stirring resolve to unburden the past of its unknown details.
Eoin’s assessment of the scenes reinforce the manner in which the medium of words
expresses fundamental human interaction, yet undermines the capacity of language to
convey the gravity of such an event:
The last night when the emigrant is treated as a king before the flight into
the unknown. … They hide in the ritual which protects all of them…the
illusion falls away revealing in the ritual, a son, a daughter. A father,
mother. Their private world and private grief is, as it was always, a public
rite, a public parting where words stand idly by.108
Minogue orchestrates Eoin’s reflection as an opportunity for the audience to judge the
efficacy of staging famine. Dramatic roles are implicated in the moment of parting: as a
king, the emigrant is part of a fantasy, an idealization of what’s to come; as a father, he is
defined by his own vulnerability. The juxtaposition of the private and public spaces
likewise defies resolution.
What makes The Flight to Grosse Île appropriate for a commemorative event is its
approachable dramatic structure and text: we see Catherine’s childhood through the
composition of dozens of tableaux, intermingling Ireland’s rich cultural past and present.
Intermittent ritual scenes, monologues, and emotional exchanges of just a few words
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interrupt one another, sparingly conveying the gravity of the times. This has the effect of
candid declaration of the presence of hunger and famine, such as when a group of
children disrupt Catherine and Eoin’s tryst beneath an oak tree to announce the bleak
reality: “The pratai. Look! / It’s here again. / The blight. / Blight. It’s everywhere.”109
Minogue was purposeful in paring down his script, believing that the atmosphere that he
considers appropriate demands simplicity.110 Expository detail cannot hope to articulate
the reality of the event. For the most part, the audience only hears descriptions of hunger.
However, in one moment a cluster of voices emerge from different points of the
auditorium calling out: “Water, for the love of God. / Uisce, uisce. / Water please / Water
/ Water / Water.”111 Though Eoin’s unslakable companions are suffering greatly, their
cries are heard in darkness. No one sees them collapse into sickness on stage. The
audience is reminded of Tom Murphy’s sentiment that one can ‘never’ produce a play
about the Great Famine.112 Even Eoin offers this observation alone on the crisis: “The
famine is bad in the city. Awful cases everywhere.”113 Neither he nor anyone in the play
takes pause to elaborate on the famine.
A key scene in which a chorus of voices sends off an anonymous passenger
demonstrates the characteristic irony of the Irish famine play, relative ambivalence
amidst chaos. The activity is at once desperate and understated:
W5: And when you get on board, the place to go is near the hatch for the
fresh air. I heard it gets terrible stale down below.
W8: With our prayers you will also carry these letters to our own who have
already gone. (Gives letters) You will be welcome beyond words with
these.
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W9: And here is food for your journey, the little we have.
W10: Hard boiled eggs with the tough shell.
W1: Butter, herrings that will last to the other side of the week.
W2: Hardened oatmeal patties. They’ll stand to you.
W3: I give you this. A potato. To remind you of what was once a friend,
but let us down. Only we do not blame it. Let it be a lesson to you about
who you will trust.114
This exchange, which brings the core issue of food availability to the fore, is at once
simple stage business and an integral transformation within the play. In his introduction
to a collection of plays on genocide, Robert Skloot notes that art with such complex
origins will often engage with public discourse through strategic “description of the
victims’ suffering and the assertion of their essential worthiness,” as well as the
“presentation of images of healing and compassion”; these elements are rich in this bid of
farewell.115 The exchange about the potato would seem gratuitous were it not central to
the Famine itself. In fact, it needs no introduction. One reviewer of an early production of
The Flight to Grosse Île notes that this transitional scene might have been more powerful
were the potato simply presented to the traveler without words.116
The balance in The Flight to Grosse Île between wistful reflection and fateful
farewells presents the enormous challenge not only of staging famine, but offering a
documentary history of catastrophe in general. The effort to explain reality manifests in
scenes of greater intimacy, the naturalism of which often compromised by the tension
between what we in the audience see and what we imagine to be have been the horrific
truth. Eoin adds nuance as he narrates the emigrant’s farewell in noting that however
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private the emotions involved, fear dominates to the extent that words themselves —the
medium of exchange—fail to serve the scene. We do not even see a parent bid a child
goodbye; this is only anticipated. When words “stand idly by,” the expectation of a
theatre audience might be for action to take over. However, the description of the
environment in The Flight to Grosse Île occasionally eclipses the reality of the scene,
such as when Eoin’s last bit of strength escapes him and he dies. A clinical assessment
forebodes as much: “Dark blotches on the 4th day, death or recovery within two
weeks.”117 As stretcher bearers arrive and take him away, the Reverend observes: “What
a beautiful sight. A cloudless sky, the stars shimmering on the mirror-smooth river. Like
a painting of the perfect summer’s evening.”118 Here is an instance in which the play
anticipates Catherine—and much of Ireland’s—inability to grieve by obviating the
audience’s possible grief through a staunch reminder of both the beauty and the
fabrication of the scene.
“Not that long ago” are Minogue’s first words to define the Great Famine.
The playwright shares in early reflections on his work that for him, this period
represents a series of events “unsolved” for most, yet given history’s contracted
timeline, one that ought to be within our grasp.119 His chorus that opens The Flight
to Grosse Île further asserts that tangible elements of the past are open to our
senses: “If you listen, listen, listen, you will hear / The forgotten walking by.”120
Such choric declamation might overgeneralize the innumerable losses; however,
the ingenuous, youthful voices here suggest the importance of certain material
moments that punctuate the famine, such as the sound of footsteps of emigrants. In
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Murphy’s Famine we witness John Connor’s indifference to such conviction, thus
resigning the play to a purgatorial atmosphere .121 The young lovers of The Flight
to Grosse Île exhibit a gentler ambivalence, more representative of an emotional
and physical turning point than of strict resignation. Their exchange hints at
famine’s halting effect on the typical adolescent world of whim and possibility:
CATHERINE: You must decide, Eoin.
EOIN: It’s not simple to decide.
CATHERINE: It is. Do you want to leave, or stay.122
Hereafter, Eoin will follow Catherine, several weeks behind her, catching a glimpse of a
woman “transformed” beyond recognition as a passenger on the unreliable ship Jessie,
arousing concerns that the young lovers have made the wrong choice.
Her physical constitution is not alone what Catherine risks as a consequence of the
decision to depart Ireland’s shores on another ship, the Robert Peel. Her family is torn
apart as a consequence of her flight. Catherine’s father, Sean Kennedy, remains relatively
tacit on the horrors of the Famine itself, yet the parallel between the loss of place and of
kin is evident throughout the play. Reminiscent of Brian Friel’s title protagonist in Faith
Healer (1979), the man lists place names; eventually, his cataloguing turns to his own
kin:
Even the old place names have disappeared. Ruin of stone and ruin of
letters…Ballachavine, Ballintotty, Ballycapple… […] I have seven
children. I count them over like castles, precious upstanding things.
Catherine, Ellen…123
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Kennedy later adds detail to his refrain, “My name ‘Cineadh’ means nations…castles,
strong, upright…Children. Catherine, Ellen, Anne, Hugh, John, Michael, Sylvester (fade
out).”124 His repetition characterizes the decline exacted by famine, both psychological
and material. The word “never” is also repeated throughout the play as a stoic reminder
that this is how often Famine emigrants will return to their homeland. The relationship
between the obdurate poet and the hopeful young woman, once established beneath an
oak tree, is uprooted. Eoin’s agenda becomes not only to survive such sights as the dead
and dying, but also to remember them—and Catherine—to a greater historical end.
The love story of the play refuses to collapse into empty sentiment; there is no
happy ending. Throughout the arduous journey it becomes clear that Eoin will perish. He
harbors no resentment of his historical fate: “Words will console me,” he utters, “purified
by centuries.”125 Catherine wields an analogy through which she can reach out to Eoin, as
revealed in this exchange just before news of his death reaches the Canadian shore:
DOUGLAS: Today two in.
CATHERINE: Two?
DOUGLAS: The Agnes King, 183 passengers. Jessie 489.
ASSISTANT: He may be there.
DOUGLAS: Or someone will know about him. Word gets around.
…Maybe he will be there for you.
CATHERINE: As if a siege has been lifted.
DOUGLAS: ‘Siege,’ that’s peculiar. A word used more for war?
CATHERINE: Yes for war.
DOUGLAS: And now it’s over?
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CATHERINE: ‘Siege’ is a word he might use.126
Catherine appears in this scene more preoccupied with the appropriate diction for Eoin’s
story than confronting the harrowing reality. The distraction characterizing this moment
is typical of the denouement of the famine play, often as reticent concerning details of the
death toll as is an economic history book. However, The Flight to Grosse Île does express
regret concerning its own omissions or ambivalence: “What can numbers measure” reads
the report reaching Catherine, now in Canada, faced with an anonymous loss nonetheless
imparting an “obvious message” that brings her to her knees.127
Environment and the Contemporary Famine Play
Several performance events of this time period address the Famine in a memorial
atmosphere truly dedicated to the earth and the physical experience of it. In collaboration
with the National Folk Theatre of Ireland, Michael Harding conceived Tearmann, a
dance-drama that hones in on the produce markets of pre-Famine harvests and the fields
in which children would play “even in the bleakest of winters.”128 In rehearsing a
sesquicentenary dance performance inspired by the Famine, choreographer David Bolger
stopped using music in favor of the sound of the countryside.129 His decision was not one
to strip away, but rather to show that the Famine “came from a very fertile place,” one
that could be felt in the land.130 Performed by a troupe known as CoisCéim (‘footsteps,’
in Irish), Ballads (1997) operated meditatively, incorporating dance techniques that
emphasize the exchange between landscape and the body. The dance concert began in a
tumult of bodies and books; pages upon pages strewn all over the stage and the huddled
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group. The primacy of the text vanishes as the dancers concern themselves with such
simple acts as walking or harvesting. At one point, they work together to keep a tilting
board, perhaps representative of a piece of a Famine ship, from collapsing upon them.
“One of Mr. Bolger’s major themes,” claims critic Jack Anderson, “was the difference
between learning about and living through the agonies of history.”131 The embodiment of
agricultural and physical experiences drew attention directly to the environmental
dimensions of the Famine.
The space of the Irish stage poses implications which are not often studied.132
Scenography in the contemporary Irish famine play ranges from the minimalist and
suggestive to the elaborate and literal, and is worth examining. In an article concerning
the novelty of environmental design on the Irish stage, John Barrett notes that coming
into contact “with the physical texture of the play” is a grounding force of The Great
Hunger in performance:
Why drag a quarter of a ton of clay onto the stage of the Peacock and
laboriously work it into potato drills? After all, the audience is not likely to
be deceived by some sods of earth and a bucketful of potatoes… But, of
course, it is not realism that is aimed at, but an aspect of authenticity. 133
The significance of these layers of soil grows even richer when we consider both the
dramaturgical and physical use of this setting. In reference to the rehearsal period for The
Great Hunger, director Patrick Mason insists that this is the poetry of the stage “that
Yeats had been going on and on about for years”; the primacy of space even compelled
him to declare an outdoor field the ultimate setting for the play.134 While not always
aspiring to this degree of site-specificity, each contemporary Famine play calls for
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examination of the complex relationship of humans to their environment, particularly in
the way the land is respected, manipulated, questioned, and in the case of emigration,
abandoned.
The contemporary Famine play is teeming with natural references and actions that
complement this ecologically-oriented task. Reminiscent of the mystical imagery
employed in The Countess Cathleen, each transition between scenes of emigrationthemed The Flight to Grosse Île, for example, is rich with suggestions of human
embeddedness in nature. The narrator, Catherine, remembers Ireland as “a gentle earth,”
welcoming reexamination of her sorrowful departure from its shores.135 Though it is a
play about leave-taking, a reviewer with The Guardian observes that the urgent, palpable
nature of Catherine’s memories leave him with the feeling that “there couldn’t be a more
graphic illustration of how close this rural community remains to the land.”136
Helen Lojek conducts an astute study of space within Irish drama as interplay of
metaphor and reality, in which she deems the geographical island a place of contrasts, “a
contested area—colonial, postcolonial, possessed, dispossessed, preserved, exploited.”137
Occasionally these perceptions as they occur in the famine play are expressed in words
that mobilize antagonism and allegiances alike. The unresolved geopathology of the
characters of The Flight to Grosse Île is a testament to the palpable presence of land
within the play:
KENNEDY: The hunger is our enemy. …
SOLDIER: The very mounds in the earth will speak out.
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KENNEDY: That same earth let us down.
SOLDIER: Even the rocks will denounce the great injustice…138
Sometimes, this tension will be unspoken. In his review of the 1986 production of The
Great Hunger, Colm Tóibín views the landscape as the world of a man committed to
desolation. Here, place is an atmospheric, ecological force: “The countryside is full of
midges, small noises, irritants. Man and beast live in uncertain harmony. Humility
becomes servility.”139 Always, survival is at stake, for both the human and the nonhuman world. When place becomes problem, ecologist Frank Golley’s assertion that the
environmental concern for “individual survival and well-being” is one of self-interest
seems appropriate; however, the needs of humans and of the land are often difficult to
extricate from one another in the Famine play.140 The ecology of the famine is one
demanding dramatic examination.
What the Famine Play Foretells: “Songs of the Reaper”
Paul Mercier, John Sutton, and John Donne formed the Passion Machine Theatre
Company in 1983 to make plays that “reflect, celebrate, and comment on everyday life as
it is.”141 In her article exploring how Passion Machine values simplicity and narrative for
its quotidian comforts, Lauren Onkey calls out the complex and often contradictory goals
of the company, which aims to be “a social service in people’s liberation yet not to go in
for ‘political drama’; to represent indigenous Irish life that is deeply influenced by
Western pop culture but to resist ‘foreign influences’.”142 The plays that Mercier has
produced offer unequivocal critiques of economic and social conditions in Ireland,
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“drenched” in urban references.143 Passion Machine began to solicit new works as of the
early 1990s, when a young and eager audience made it possible for the company
members to prioritize new work. Given that everyday life has become arguably “more
serious and more mundane,” Passion Machine has turned towards issues of urban
poverty, violence, and ecological degradation for inspiration.144
In early 1994, Passion Machine sent out a broad commission for one-act plays
concerning environmental issues. The name of the program, which was presented in three
‘blocks,’ was “Songs of the Reaper.” The event’s advertisement features the image of a
figure bearing a scythe for harvest of bountiful grains, more idyllic than grim; however,
title promises both abundance and apocalypse. Victoria White explores the aim of the
program in “Passion Machine’s World in Danger,” a preview article that highlights the
struggle of Mercier and his company to garner funding for what White considers the most
important new outing of environmental issues onto the stage since Murphy’s Famine,
“surely the great Irish environmental play.”145 Despite such positive anticipation, “Songs
of the Reaper” was postponed twice before finally taking the stage in March. Mercier
shares that the first time Passion Machine sought funding, their applications were denied.
After a struggle to establish what some dismissed as a tenuous connection between
environmental concerns and “issues of oppression,” the company received small grants
from the Arts Council and the Department of the Environment to commission work from
playwrights and artists alike.146
Once the series of ecologically-minded plays was supported, several playwrights
crafted dramatic narratives concerning what catastrophes we may face if environmental
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crises go unchecked. Famine is one such consequence. In The Last Potato, playwright Joe
O’Byrne considers this scenario a byproduct of the “mountains of waste” and “great big
holes in the ozone” we have created:
Sheila throws the knife out the window. Then she holds out the potato.
SHEILA: We're going to plant the potato.
SEAN: (Whining) No, no, no.
TADHG: (Getting up) Yes, we'll plant the potato and next year we'll have a
feast.
MAL: Not next year. Anything that grows will have to be planted again.
TADHG: (Laughs) Then the year after.
MAL: Not the year after either.
TADHG: (Grabbing Mal) Then what's the point planting it?
MAL: Someday, in the future, we'll reap the reward.147
Here, Sheila’s environmental advocacy contends with Tadhg’s impatient attitude and
Mal’s bleak optimism. The effects of past negligence polarize the characters between
activity and apathy. As part of the same block as The Last Potato, Deirdre Hines’ Ghost
Acreage at Vixen Time (1994) likewise explores the possibility of a dismal future. This
post-pastoral, ritualistic drama centers around land made infertile by the constant
replanting of cash crops (African “ghost acres”), which troubles the agroecosystem and
the dreams of the west of Ireland.148
Mercier contends that “Songs of the Reaper” takes on a great challenge in showing
the environment through more than simply “the people it affects.”149 Passion Machine
sought work that might purge the “concern fatigue” preventing thought and action with
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respect to diverse issues of food production, wildlife endangerment, water resources,
abuse of technology, and agricultural crisis. “Songs of the Reaper” sanctioned dramatic
discussions of famine-related issues foregrounded in deep ecological concerns. As part of
the project, The Last Potato and Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time boldly advance ideas about
food and the means by which we acquire and manipulate what we assume are our
resources to handle. The famine play begins to evolve in complexity and ambition in
these two plays. Neither fears to tread over the past toward a potentially disastrous future.
The famine play obviates precise timing. Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time likewise
defies context insofar as it is set in the “past, the present, and the future.”150 Rural
devastation and hunger are among its primary considerations. The story of married
farmers Jarmy and Bláithín coaxes its audience to look beyond the “dilemma of the male
protagonist” that most often characterizes rural Irish drama.151 The couple is
accompanied by two ravens, who “remind us…of how vitally present our fellow
creatures should be during our day-to-day interactions.”152 The play brings us to the
North West (Ireland’s Mayo, where Hines has lived) and the South West (of Nigeria,
where she has visited) for musings on the earth’s seasons, creatures, genders, and
challenges. Dozens of anxieties specific to “ways of working in harmony with the land”
and the “impossibility of surviving week to week” on a troubled farming plot inform the
play’s environmental tensions. “Farming’s gone to the dogs,” Hines writes, and the
troubles on the shifting farm setting escalate thus until all characters realize how critically
they rely upon each other.153 As one of the ritualistic ravens puts it, “what matters most is
how you journey.”154 Indeed, the action does less to link together a narrative than to make
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the audience privy to the degradation and ignorance that threatens to eclipse our
appreciation of “the land in each other.”155 The simultaneously superfluous and
imperative nature of place influence the play’s abstract link between “ghost acreage,” or
land made infertile by consistent replanting for cash crops to meet foreign demands, and
“the erosion of the fabric of life” in agricultural Ireland specifically.156
Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time is the most ecologically grounded famine play to
date, and its stories are as unassumingly interwoven as are its many creatures and
settings. The twelve atmospheric scenes suggest one trip of the earth around the sun.157
Hines comments here on the other implications and ideas of the play:
The small output on…Bláithín and Jarmy’s farm may seem inconsequential
in the grander scheme of things, but once again we are all part of an
ecosystem and when one small thing goes awry it has a ripple effect. Water
and its misuse [are] also central to the general vision of this play. If the
rivers are the arteries then their pollution affects not just this small
landholding beside the greening lakes of Lough Conn and Lough Cullen,
but also the wider ecosystem. […] In another way, the small farmers who
provide the rich Midland farmers with the mainstay of their herds [are] also
being commented upon.158
Hines was inspired to write Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time following a trip to Nigeria,
during which she witnessed and researched Mnonwu, a dramatic tradition of the local
Igbo.159 According to Hines, Mnonwu is a form that concentrates more on character and
spectacle than on action or plot, generating a laudatory poetic form conducive to the ideas
that Hines wanted to honor in her one-act. “It is partly representational, partly
presentational, both heroic and epic, partly illusionistic and partly non-illusionistic,” she
explains, and the paradoxical demands of these descriptions fit the play well.160 The
prevalence in both Africa and Ireland of a patriarchal, aggressive concern for a “Nature
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‘red in tooth and claw’ [that] needed controlling” likewise drew Hines’ attention and
inspired her to research the “disastrous” decisions that enable violence against women
and the environment alike.161 Through her efforts, the playwright discovered just how
many acres were “under the plough to feed the developing nations” at the cost of the
“Global South.”162
An acute awareness of this imbalance haunts Bláithín, with resultant dreams that
“the earth can’t breathe as well what with all her trees being cut down and sometimes I
wake up hungry.”163 Bláithín is a woman, a farmer, and a philosopher. She is, in an
abstract way, a famine victim who fears becoming a famine perpetrator.164 She longs for
other places and ways of seeing the world; she resists inertia and failure. Hines describes
her insights as a “manifold hunger,” mental and physical.165 The concerns of the play are
often mystical and all-encompassing of the natural world. Nevertheless, the playwright
does see Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time as relating to famine, but not “just literal famine”:
I was relying on the famine consciousness that is endemic in most Irish
people. That consciousness that creates such generosity of spirit when it
comes to giving famine relief in other countries, and [also] a sort of hidden
shame that can cause problems in the rhetoric that attaches itself to
discussions of food and food production. In a strange volte-face the potato,
which was the staple part of the diet for so long, is now imported in its
cheaper Cypriot variety. The Irish potato is exported in bulk, and yet there
was and is a silence about […] all the hunger that those in the developing
world experience and endure due to our greed and rapacious natures. […] I
believe that we have become inured to famine. Images from various
famines around the world are on our television screens every day and
familiarity can breed contempt.
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Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time is an exploration of the ways in which we can either
dismiss or confront the issues of hunger and need.
Signs of distress on the farm appear, as Jarmy and Daddo (his father, a prominent
specter throughout the play) recreate a scene in which a cow breaks her back and “needs
to be shot” and dragged off stage.166 Jarmy muses to Daddo, and the past interplays with
the present:
I’m pulling, I’m pulling. […] We never did bury her in the Quarry
Field, did we? […] Grass growth is well above normal for this time
of year—she’s not expecting yet—not yet— [pause] soon though—
[pause] And I’m keeping a close eye on the potatoes in case of rot or
heat.167
Life and agriculture commingle in his thoughts, but his concerns are too insular in his
wife’s opinion. Since Jarmy has “forgotten her call,” Bláithín dreams alone of crates from
the Amazon and Africa, of “all the ghost acres […] and of other women…clearing down
trees to grow tapioca to send us to feed our cattle.”168 The presence of food insecurity that
informs Hines’ perspective as a naturalist motivates Bláithín’s haunting dreams. The
playwright believes that land abuse and misunderstood farming practices have
compromised too many relationships within the ecological system. Hines hopes that
Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time exposes the specific consequences that arise when the
nearby “forestry people” and “suits” forgo the needs of Jarmy and others, who have been
assisting in uprooting and manipulating the woods and rocky soil for minimal profit.169
The couple panics, wondering how they will survive on the fields, each of which “has a
name,” but no future.170
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Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time is a compelling charge against complacency
regarding the ways things are today. Many environmental discussions surround the future
of famines, in particular given their persistence in parts of Africa. This play participates
in this conversation through a poetic indictment of degraded agricultural practices and
myopic environmentalism. One observation circulating in sociopolitical discussions is
that we must consider the security of all components of the ecosystem as we deal with
famine crises, especially trees, which sustain life in tangible ways.171 Bláithín’s last
dream monologue suggests such environmental activism for famine prevention in the
future, only she is the one who will be planted:
I will dream I am an old oak tree. Jarmy will plant me. […] He will
remove the topsoil and then the subsoil. Then adding leaf mould he
will make some dry one about this being as near to cooking as he
will ever get. Next he stakes me. […] Will he remember to water me
and keep me free of grass and weeds for the first three years? I reach
for the sky. I reach for the earth. With my feet on the ground, I brush
shoulders with pines and fir. Cash crop trees. Jarmy sees me bloom
and wishes he too was a tree.172
We see throughout Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time how delicate the line is between
empowerment and arrogance.
In Hines’ view, the images and settings of the dramatic literature of the Famine
“need to be revisited and revised” to bring storytelling’s personal insights to the stage.
She admires Kavanagh’s poem “The Great Hunger,” fellow dramatist Mac Intyre’s
inspiration, as one such “howl of pain...visceral in its veracity.”173 The legendary female
figures of Yeats’ plays, however, strike her as “raggedy and disempowered.”174 Ghost
Acreage at Vixen Time is meant to “break open silences” by sharing the sides of stories of
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Irish troubles heretofore unheard.175 The dramatist thus employs landscape as character,
because, as Hines puts it in her stage directions, “it’s an active agent, not a stage. It must
be.” In that vein, her characters relate and rely upon each other, even as they are worlds
apart: husband and wife, ravens and humans, the River Moy and Lough Conn, Drummin
Wood and The Nephin Mountain Range, Mayo and Nigeria. Place in particular begins to
figure in the play as Bláithín grows uneasy about the way Jarmy subjugates the land:
BLÁITHÍN: Did you ever dream you were someone else?
JARMY: It’s my land now, Ellen!
BLÁITHÍN: This land belongs to itself—nine fields of rock and a meadow.
JARMY: All mine! The Field of the Red Cow, The Field of the Black Cow,
The Fairy Field, The Field of the White Cow—the Goat’s Parlour—
ELLEN: Jimmy Nelly’s Field, Magpie’s Field, The Fuschia Field, The
Quarry Field and the Meadow.
BLÁITHÍN: Did you ever think of—
JARMY: What now?176
Bláithín’s need to acknowledge how her needs are connected to those of “other places”
beyond Ireland persists here, but remains unheard:
Rubber trees, baobabs…yellow butterflies and humming birds
beneath cloudless skies beside a termite’s nest…To keep the West
alive, coffee, cocoa, tobacco, cotton, peanuts, palm oil…To keep the
North alive, keep the South in debt and hunger. I want to tell you my
thoughts, Jarmy…177
Spring in all its “twist and mess, a real tangle,” presses on for the farmers and the land,
and Bláithín grows distracted by her dream of “another life in a warmer place,” one with
more integrity, and greater needs, than her own.178
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Similar to Hines’ Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time, Joe O’Byrne’s famine play is not
set during the Great Famine. He considers The Last Potato a projection of the
significance of the esculent throughout Irish history onto a future time during which
“another Famine results from ecological disaster.”179 Fundamentally, The Last Potato is a
comedy about cannibalism. Humans now hunt each other, and the few who are still alive
populate this macabre musical.180 Through campy songs of catastrophe, The Last
Potato’s audience learns that the hole in the atmosphere and human greed have yielded a
world in which there are no more harvests, and each creature from the “beast of the field”
to the butterfly has disappeared.181 Tadhg and Maura McGregor, Maura’s father Sean,
their son Scut and their “adopted” daughter Sheila share a motivation twofold: to “look
after” the last potato in existence, and to obtain food.182 For the length of the play, they
do not see the parallel within these aims; to plant the potato and wait for what might grow
only saves future generations, not their own. Instead, they “catch” a young man named
Mal Horan with the intention of saving themselves from starvation today.183
Sheila’s taste in companions varies from her foster parents’ palate. She has been
longing for love, and as Mal struggles against his bonds to try to escape, Sheila laughs
through tears, “I’ve been wishing for months that I’d have a boyfriend for my birthday. I
never thought it’d be like this.”184 The threat of cannibalism is thus abbreviated by
Sheila’s lust for flesh in a manner distinct from that of her foraging family. After lengthy
discussion concerning how best to celebrate—and survive—the birthday girl gets what
she wants. The last potato will be planted. Acknowledging that “one single seed” could
not likely “put an end to need,” the play ends in a mockery of its characters’ final act:
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SHEILA holds up the potato, does a few dance steps, stops, holds it up
again. All raise one hand to the potato.
SCUT: I can’t reach it! (They lower it a little)
SEAN: Grow up!
SCUT: This is still stupid!
TADHG: Shut up!
SEAN casts a shy anxious glance at the audience. They all walk towards the
door holding the potato aloft. But they can’t all fit through […] They all
laugh, re-adjust a little and leave.185
The fate of the group and its penchant for cannibalism are left unresolved. In the
playwright’s words, this extreme is “always there as a possibility.”186
When plays have dared to articulate (if not show) the act, cannibalism has
typically served as a “popular stage device or dramatic trope to distinguish the savage and
to demonstrate the depths humans are willing to descend to exact justice.”187 In his essay
on cannibalism on the American stage, John S. Bak explores the influence of
postcolonialism and the sacred on the representation of such human sacrifice in drama.
The Last Potato makes no such claims concerning political dynamics or customs. On the
stage of the famine play, cannibalism is a matter of the “shame” of the “carnivore,”
according to O’Byrne’s voracious vocalists.188 O’Byrne cites the story of Moby Dick and
Cormac McCarthy’s novel The Road as other instances in which complex ethics or
mythologies do less to motivate the act to hunt humans than does a degrading need to
survive.189 According to O’Byrne, The Last Potato thus evolves beyond a love story
between “the ‘food’ and the daughter of the family” to a darkly ecological satire on selfpreservation.190 “It”—Mal’s appointed designation once he is bound and gagged—makes
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his plea as one on behalf of the earth. As Sheila wishes for things to return to how they
were before, Mal insists that
Everyone was greedy then. They didn’t know when to stop…This is the
world’s revenge. […] It’s time to make our peace with the world. If you
planted that potato I know it’d grow. I know it would.191
Mal’s rationale stems from his understanding that “in a week,” he would be “all eaten
up,” while the potato has a much stronger chance of sustaining life long-term. The play
thus becomes a redemption for the potato, even though in the past “it has caused nothing
but trouble.”192
The Last Potato is a bit of a send-up of the human attempt to cultivate life in an
environment laid to waste. However, the playwright is earnest when speaking about the
project, sharing a sense of purpose in substituting apocalyptic hyperbole for the analysis
of history. In choosing the subject matter, O’Byrne believes he clearly referenced the
Famine, and that the play “produced in Ireland will always draw these echoes.” 193 One
reviewer saw within the play’s “heap of trouble” that it “consciously engaged” with
Murphy’s Famine.194 Indeed, The Last Potato succeeds where John Connor cannot,
pronouncing that perhaps more important than explicating the turmoil of the past is
specifying the troubles of the future.
Conclusion
In an interview focused on her development of Belfast Girls, Jaki McCarrick
wonders why she was “attracted to a famine play, especially when playwrights like Tom
Murphy have been effective working in the same subject.”195 Contemporary Irish famine
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plays raise such concerns about responsibility and specificity with respect to the context
of historical, current, and imminent issues. The Flight to Grosse Île refers to Eoin as a
bard in the Druidic tradition, which makes him responsible for the history of the Irish
people. In this task, he sees integrity in staying in the land in which one is born. Reading
calmly under a tree whilst others are scrambling to leave, Eoin converses with a spailpin,
a traveling gypsy, who shares his desperation:
EOIN: You taking the road too?
SPAILPIN: The road is the Spailpin’s companion.
EOIN: You’ll go alone?
SPAILPIN: Me spade and meself.
EOIN: To where?
SPAILPIN: England. America. Anywhere I can get work.
EOIN: Not here?
SPAILPIN: Who’s to say the crops won’t fail again like ’45 and ’46.196
As their exchange ends, we witness the materiality involved in the historical exhumation
required of the famine play. The Spailpin declares that in Ireland, “the only digging’s for
the dead.”197 He offers Eoin his spade, who replies “I’ve no use for it. I dig with the quill.
May you find willing soil for it again.198
The environment serves as more than a metaphorical frame for Famine
representation. The eclectic plays comprising the “Songs of the Reaper” program, for
example, provide insight into the various ecological strategies available to the famine
playwright. Hines sees Ghost Acreage at Vixen Time as a departure from traditional
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dramaturgy insofar as the characters’ conflicts are motivated more by “the way they view
the Earth” than by explicit action.199 Hines revises the image of the Irish farmer and
imbues the famine play with rich ecological significance. In the contemporary famine
play, depth of detail is sought to a particular end—occasionally to expose, often to
educate. The sesquicentenary of the Great Famine, which had enabled a surge of famine
plays, was cut short and several projects went unrealized. Nevertheless, the lack of
resolution of the commemorative period has encouraged pursuit of its aims through the
present day, in the classroom and on major stages.
The contemporary famine play analogizes both the event and the structure of the
Irish Famine with those of climate change, notions of home and displacement, and crises
of economy and conscience. The theatre artists who choose to deal with the subject
matter engage in what Fintan O’Toole deems “digging-down beneath the surface [that]
becomes literal.”200 The ground on which famine has taken place becomes more than
setting for the stories of necessity and loss. A grave disparity unfortunately continues to
develop between our understanding of fundamental resources and that of the actions they
enable and endure. Famine plays along and beyond the shores of Ireland take on the task
of honest evaluation of our ecological system as pertains to food, our very future.
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Chapter Four
The Holodomor on Stage
In Ireland, we see that with an increase in the publication of source material
concerning the Great Famine comes the occasional response on stage. The opportunities
to represent the specific causes and consequences of starvation, emigration, and
ecological decline characteristic of the Holodomor have been scarce by comparison. Yet
there are similarities within the development of the Ukrainian famine play that encourage
close analysis. First, the laborer existing during the Soviet 1930s was marginalized in life,
though often idealized in dramatic literature. Class discrepancies, which were emphasized
in plays of the time, contributed to the orchestration of deprivation and violence under
Soviet Communist rule. Additionally, the famine that took the lives of many millions of
Ukrainians belied the great abundance for which the land was known. The manipulation
of potential complicated the Ukrainians’ relationship to both the land and the Soviet
State, pressing dramatists to create plays that elided agriculture and politics. Finally,
representation on stage served to perplex the existing ambiguities that characterize the
history of the Holodomor, resisting interpretation even as the plays materialize certain
aspects of the atrocity.
Concerning the archives germane to the famine, materials not published until the
late 1980s, historian Hennadii Boriak states that “the most precarious time for these
documents was the initial period of their existence.”1 The same is true for the plays
produced under the Soviet directives influencing creative activity and agricultural policy.
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due to their intimation of the divisive policies that influenced the Holodomor.6 According
to scholar Larissa Onyshkevych, Ukrainian writer Yuriy Yanovskyi’s Potomky
(Descendants, written 1938) is the first of a few plays that refer to the Holodomor
without representing it directly.7 Given that the word “holod” was taboo even in
conversation, the famine was unlikely to appear in publication or on the stage.8 In theory,
plays of the official State promoted the elimination of the newly declared class enemy of
Ukraine, the kulak.9 Discussion of famine was forbidden, yet that of the collective farm,
or kolkhoz, was encouraged so long as these ostensibly affluent peasants were portrayed
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as impediments to progress. Yanovskyi accomplished this in Potomky through depiction
of a formerly fortunate kulak returning from a seven-year sentence in Siberia.10 While the
members of the collective are shown to be unequivocally content and prosperous, the
kulak is depicted as unnaturally cruel, even beating his pregnant former fiancée, and is
dehumanized, described unsympathetically as swelling up from hunger and dying “like
an animal.”11
Few ambiguities of Potomky (first published in 1946) are conspicuous within the
playtext; the play ultimately praises Soviet life and asserts that exile, starvation, or
murder are natural consequences for the traitorous kulaks.12 Several other plays written
earlier, even as the famine developed, demonstrate a more superfluous boundary in
performance between the submission to and subversion of Soviet ideals. For example,
several plays directed by Les' Kurbas, such as Ivan Mykentenko’s Dictatorship (1929)
and Mykola Kulish’s Maklena Grasa (1932), arguably transgressed this distinction in
performance.13 Written as the grain procurement campaigns reached an apogee,
Dictatorship had been attracting attention ever since the State Political Administration
sent descriptions to the Commissariat of Education of the major writers of the literary
scene, including Party proponent Mykytenko, a key member of Kharkiv’s Literary Club
and eventually Ukraine’s Writer’s Union.14 Predating Kurbas’ production in 1930, a
performance of the play at Kyiv’s Ivan Franko Theater in 1929 established
“contemporary relevance” when actors “tossed ‘Get the Grain!’ signs out into the
audience” to motivate them to conflate theatre and reality in the procurement and
dekulakization campaigns.15 Kurbas’ production the following May at the Berezil'
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demonstrated ambivalence concerning the campaigns through alterations of certain
scenes. While the text accused the kulaks of hiding grain, the performance suggested that
Dudar, the hero of the play, gained a conscience with respect to his collectivization
efforts in the guise of a dream sequence.16 The typically one-dimensional avarice of the
kulak was transformed through actor Iosyp Hirniak’s “passionate attachment to the earth”
in performance. Hirniak established his kulak character Chyrva’s physicality by
“crawling on the ground and clutching” the soil.17 Such choices portrayed the peasant’s
relationship to the land exclusive of class designation, and yielded images that have been
used in contemporary art to reference collectivization’s interruption of the Ukrainian’s
individual commitment to the soil.
Early Soviet Ukrainian collectivization plays such as Mykytenko’s could only
anticipate the Holodomor, but they did portray its causes. The grain quota for Ukraine in
1930 exceeded even the highest projections of the harvest to come, and there were
already no reserves left in the villages. In January 1931 the Central Committee of the
Soviet Communist Party stated that the villages were in debt with respect to the quotas,
and initiated the harsh requisition campaigns that had been and continued to be glorified
in State-sanctioned dramatic writing.18 When at the end of 1931 the process was not
satisfactorily complete, local activists were commissioned to confiscate allegedly
‘squandered and stolen’ grain, an intensification that complemented the dekulakization
initiatives as well.19 After the requisition campaigns were put on hold for several months
in early 1932 and some food was brought back to feed the hungry and starving, Stalin
wrote a letter to emissary Lazar Kaganovich on June 15th noting that “Ukraine has been
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given more than it should get.”20 By summertime, the relief provisions for the
countryside had ceased, and measures to seize what was considered Soviet State property
continued, this time unabated.
Ukrainian drama of the 1930s failed to address the famine because it was not
allowed to represent in Soviet theatres the disastrous consequences of agrarian revolution.
Artists working within the mandates of the state were engaged in the dual task of “selfpreservation and self-transformation,” and many of them embraced the opportunity to
“develop and transform in response to a new society.”21 But the restrictions on subject
matter were many, and the consequences of ambiguous stage representations of hunger
were fatal. The first Ukrainian dramatists to represent the Holodomor openly thus needed
distance in order to do so. Pylyp Ostapchuk, who wrote under the pen-name of P.
Pylypenko to protect family members remaining in Soviet Ukraine, had performed in
local dance and theatre ensembles until he immigrated to Canada in 1928.22 While
director of a Ukrainian national theatre group in Winnipeg in the early 1930s, Ostapchuk
drafted a script based on a concurrent event in Ukraine: the suicide of one of Lenin’s
collaborators and the head of the State Planning Commission, Mykola Skrypnyk.
Ukrainian scholar Jars Balan has been working to establish the production history of this
play, which exists in typescript form dated 1934-35 with the title Smert' Komisara
Skrypnyka abo Holod na Ukraini: Istorychna instsenizovka na 3 dii. (The Death of
Commisar Skrypnyk or The Famine in Ukraine: An Historical Dramatization in 3 Acts).23
The initial scenes of the play are set in the office of a collective farm, but the
drama moves beyond the administrative realm.24 Though the play incites officials of the
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Soviet state in exposition, its dramatic claims occur on the personal level. Ostapchuk
shows a mother, who carries her starved baby in her arms, appeal to Skrypnyk concerning
her husband’s banishment to Siberia.25 Known for his support of Communism through
Ukrainization and his eventual defiance of Stalin’s exploitation and reversal of these
aims, Skrypnyck is visited in the play by an “unidentified friend of earlier years” who
accuses the head of Education of complicity in the famine.26 The accusation resonates in
Skrypnyck’s suicide, which, like so many facets of the Holodomor, remains unresolved.27
The Holodomor play to follow is the first to narrate the famine event from an
eyewitness perspective. After his escape from Ukraine during World War II, Serhiy
Kokot-Ledianskyi wrote Nineteen Thirty-Three, later retitled Velykyi Zlam (The Great
Break, 1943).28 The eventual title alludes to what is more commonly translated as “the
Great Turn,” a reference to an article by Stalin in late 1929 justifying enforced
collectivization.29 The play is decidedly quite personal, as the writer explains in
correspondence: “I wrote it with the blood from my own heart, depicting the horrors of
the famine which I had witnessed, and which had caused the death of half of the people in
my own village, including my relatives.”30 Similar to Smert' Komisara Skrypnyka, the
play portrays several locales typical of Soviet life, but with an inimical edge. Among
these references on stage was the fact that university students who became komsomol
members often received Communist Party instructions not to visit their home villages,
even as they received word that their family members were starving to death.31
In Ukraine, following the 1929 mobilization of the dekulakization campaigns,
sowing of the kolkhoz fields took place in anticipation of an abundant harvest in the
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spring of 1930. When the quota was still not met after a couple of years, a “black board”
of dishonor was created to prohibit all trade of goods as well as access to warehouses
containing food grain.32 Seizure of all property and reprisals including deportation and
execution followed. Though the terrorizing aspects of the campaign were meant to ensure
a certain degree of complacency if not cooperation, many peasants committed acts of
destruction and sabotage upon themselves rather than suffer at the hands of the officials.33
One particular exchange in Velykyi Zlam depicts such ironic consequences of the
ludicrous expectations of the Soviet workers. Mass mortality rose to such an extent from
1932-33 that village councils hired workers to keep the area clear of dead bodies. The
following scene represents this business of death:
FIRST WORKER: What are we going to do with you? Everyone on this
street has already died. We’re not going to come again just to pick you up.
MAN: You mean you want to take me alive to the cemetery? You want to
bury me alive?
SECOND WORKER: No, we don’t want to, but…
MAN: But what?
SECOND WORKER: In the afternoon we are going to work the other end
of the village. So when you do die, you’re going to lie here for a long time,
there won’t be anyone around to bury you. […] I would advise you to be
buried together with your wife. You won’t last till tonight…34
In the published version of the play, the Man is described as “one of the millions
who died in 1933.”35 In a recent talk at the Ukrainian Museum of Modern Art in
Chicago, historian Timothy Snyder began the presentation of his book,
Bloodlands, by defining the cornerstone of his research: the individuals who died,
in a short period of time, centered in a relatively small, agriculturally rich area. 36
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He begins and ends his talk with a story (reminiscent of that of the Man in Velykyi
Zlam) of a young man who digs his own grave and lies down in it, prepared for his
inevitable death.37
Understanding the complexities of famine and the individuality of its victims is a
task of the famine play that mirrors that of Soviet famine historians. This history suffers
from omission and rupture. The causes of the Holodomor emerge from deliberate policy,
while the consequences remain inexpressible. The propaganda characteristic of Soviet
plays obscured collectivization, while the famine plays of the Ukrainian diaspora began
to document its effects. Theatre offers a particular vantage point from which the “human”
role within the Holodomor plays out in an afflicted landscape, one wrought without
regard for the natural, unpredictable course of the ecological system. With distance from
the famine event has come reflection on the symbolic and quotidian power of food, which
is controversial in dramatic depictions even at the time of the Holodomor. Plays of the
Holodomor to come will concentrate on such details of life that were thus eclipsed by
Soviet policy, in particular the essential act of eating.
Food and Representation of the Holodomor
One of the major consequences of the Holodomor was the Soviet policy’s
interference with Ukraine’s established food system and culture. Evidence suggests that
throughout the nineteenth century, those in rural areas could easily identify the
relationship between their food and their productivity levels.38 Independent peasants
typically had an allotment of arable land and a small plot for a garden, which sufficed to
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cover their basic needs. The stability inherent in the link between diet and physical
capacity offers one reason why conversion to the unknown led to discontent and riots.39
What we see in early Soviet collectivization plays is the transformation of food into a tool
of control, even a weapon. Despite the Soviet ideal of stability, the ways in which food
was manipulated not only disrupted established patterns of living and working, but also
conflated needs economic and biological.40 Reporters who travelled through Ukraine
noted that the land suffered as a result of the antagonism towards the peasants: many
fields were neglected, badly planted and choked with weeds.41 Plays portraying the
collective farms rarely confirmed and often undermined the changes in Soviet society to
the most vital elements of life, such as daily meals, seasonal harvests, and annual grain
stockpiles.42
Representations of the critical conditions leading up to the Holodomor were
predicated on its denial. Dramatic or otherwise, official attempts to narrate starvation
conditions often sublimated the agrarian crisis into a specious success story. In an
Ethnographic Department exhibit in Leningrad in 1931, a “Museum Response Book”
records the following exchange:
Suggestion: [The exhibit] should present a map of the Ukrainian SSR that
shows the growth of the socialist sector of agriculture in different regions of
Ukraine.
Response: The growth of the socialist sector is so rapid that it is impossible
to show on a map.43
While such initiatives as Stalin’s Five Year Plan promised to transform “empty spaces”
into “green pastures and cultivated lands,” such ‘suggestions’ of progress proved false.44
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Socialist Realism called for portrayal of the quotidian activity of the Ukrainian peasant,
yet failed to address the discrepancy between expectations and reality. The following
play of the Holodomor, Bohdan Boychuk’s Holod (written 1961) disavows such
ambiguity. Unlike many Soviet plays depicting the collective farm, it is not a touch
pastoral. The existential wasteland in which the play takes place foregrounds the fact that
while subsequent harvests ameliorated the hunger of mid-1930s Ukraine to a certain
extent, nostalgic associations with rural life were a poor panacea for recent horrors. In
Holod’s bleak portrayal of the catastrophe of the Holodomor, Boychuk’s protagonist
(named simply “The Man”) betrays his helplessness in his inability to transform the
resources of the rich soil into what he and his neighbor need to survive: “Here’s some
earth, change it into bread. I couldn’t do it.”45 The Man’s defeated pragmatism suggests
the loss of the direct relationship to the land under Soviet rule.
The relationship between food and culture—between eating and surviving—
provides insight into dramatic representation of the Holodomor. In his work on food
displays, historian and law professor Mark Weiner contends that “we are what we eat, but
more importantly, we are what we think and know about what we eat, both as individuals
and as a society.”46 Boychuk’s Holod and Natal’ia Vorozhbit’s The Grain Store (2009)
are among few Holodomor plays that examine food in this way, as both symbol and
substance.47 These Ukrainian famine plays represent food in the practice and performance
of Soviet Ukrainian life, and in so doing, expose the “conspiracy of silence [that]
surround[ed] the food situation” that yielded the Holodomor.48 The manipulation,
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degradation, and loss within this system reflect an even more profound loss of culture and
of lives.49
Ukrainian famine plays employ images of sustenance and survival in ways that
occasionally risk moving past the metaphorical to the literal. The opening of Holod is a
case in point, in which a Man and a Woman quarrel over a sole remaining potato. They
rest at the intersection of two roads, much of their conversation concerned with survival
tactics. Starvation is imminent.50 Ideology fades into the background of a much more
biological fight. In an oral interview, a Ukrainian who was a child during the famine
reveals that if members of his village “came upon a smelly old potato,” they would clean
it and take the starchy residue. He additionally details surviving by means of drying and
grinding acacia blossoms, digging up “all kinds” of roots; family members and neighbors
were reduced to a state of scavenging and wandering about until they either discovered
sustenance or dropped dead.51 The unimaginable keeps company with a dark satire of
class tensions in a memory of having found a finger in a jar of jellied meat, only to
discover that in public, the seller was praised for “killing off a kulak.” Another insists that
while the Communist Party operated under the imperative to collect quotas of grain,
fellow peasants were forced to sing, even as storehouses ensured only that the grain
would rot, inaccessible to those individuals who needed it most.52 Such testimonies, often
woven into plays of the Holodomor, speak to the catastrophic conclusion of
collectivization and the dekulakization campaigns.
Pointing to the severe economic disruption and devolution of so many
communities over the last century, Cormac Ó Gráda concludes that the Soviet Union
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“was born amid famine.”53 The very ubiquity of hunger and its effects is crucial to an
understanding of why so much effort was put into demonstrating otherwise in the
Ukraine during the latter 1920s and 30s. The illusion of contentment and satiety was
crucial to the Soviet maintenance of progress. Sheila Fitzgerald’s work on identity
formation of members of early Soviet society supports the way in which performance
became a preoccupation of official discourse, “show[ing] up in such unexpected contexts
as the…1932-33 famine: in newspapers, peasants were said to be ‘staging’ a famine and
‘turning on’ a hunger strike.”54 At the time of the Holodomor, “theatre” related to famine
only as a derogatory term, as an imposture rather than a representation of reality. The
famine’s existence itself was dismissed. Plays of the Holodomor thus bring food onto the
stage to expose the equivocality of the everyday.
A feast greets those arriving at the Royal Shakespeare Company 2009 premiere of
The Grain Store, set in famine-struck Ukraine.55 The native foods become more than
props as spectators drift in to a performance centered on the event of mass starvation
caused by Stalin’s aggressive grain procurement campaigns and localized terror within
the Ukraine. The warm domesticity of the borshch and varenyky dumplings is eclipsed by
the fact that only selective audience members join this feast before the famine.56 The
image of some eating while most go without palpably intimates this little-known
catastrophe, yet is not exempt from controversy. One onlooker remarks that this
performed situation, scarcely suggestive of food insecurity, is complicated by the smug
diners:
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The audience arrives to the somewhat forced spectacle of seeing other
audience members seated at long trestle tables onstage, eating beetroot
soup, dumplings and watermelon…while folksy Ukrainian music is played
from the side of stage and a couple of the actors sing along. It unwittingly
sets a tone for what is to come, as these privileged guests file back to their
seats with the faintly self-satisfied look of those who have reveled in
feasting while those around them are constrained to sit and watch.57
For this critic, the effect is a harbinger of the subject matter of genocidal starvation. For
director Michael Boyd, such a surprise serves as a reverential allusion to “Shakespeare’s
ruptured banquets.”58 Regardless of opinion, abundance is an ironic reference point for
such a historically devastating event. After such a feast, how will famine be portrayed
throughout the production?
As the opening banquet of The Grain Store insinuates, food on stage provokes
ambiguity in times of generosity and genocide alike. When food passes from one hand to
another during crisis, motivation is not always transparent. The Holodomor gets its
Ukrainian name from the way food can evoke a dissembling side of human behavior; the
term connotes a murderous intent to starve others.59 This famine was motivated by
Stalin’s deliberate eradication within the Ukraine of a particular class of peasants,
the kulaks, for their resistance to the Soviet plan. The Ukrainian theatrical tradition
weathered a period of socialist realism during which the famine was taboo. Following
independence, immigration, and international recognition of the events of 1932-33, the
stories of the survivors of this famine began to emerge, in particular in the form of
testimony for historical record.60 Survivors often tell their tales through the foods of the
famine, with warmth indicative of the tenacity of the victims and depth suggestive of the
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shocking manipulation of resources at the time. Food’s telling role in drama of
the Holodomor is to mediate these narratives.
Can food in plays of the Holodomor serve (and be served) not only to inspire
empathy in an audience, but also to evaluate the irony informing the circumstances that
led to so many deaths? Grain stockpiles in what was known as the breadbasket of the
Soviet Union in the late 1920s and early 1930s were manipulated to suit Communist
ideals of Stalin’s era.61 These machinations are explored in a recent play of
the Holodomor satirically titled Lenin Love, Stalin Love, in which the interrogation of a
peasant by Soviet officials is interrupted by a tantalizing sight of grain, pouring out
slowly, just beyond the victim’s desperate reach.62 During the years of these terror
campaigns, food was naturally hoarded by those who needed it; consequently, it became
surreptitious on sight.63 Plays of this famine live in this history, between a space of
abundance and dearth, showing food to be a catalyst for communities and ideologies in
crisis. Such plays must dare to employ food in a context of hunger, which
Gay Poole accurately observes is “simultaneously an urgent and routine threat” as a
framing device in the theatre.64 Palpable both in its presence and absence, food in any
performance of the Holodomor is alternately merely edible and staunchly evaluative.
To endure famine is to be extraordinarily aware of food regardless of its presence
or absence. As a consequence of regulation of any mention of the famine event, food
appears in early representations of collectivization more in reference to economy than to
ecology or experience. With successive boldness, contemporary plays of the Holodomor
assert the relevance of food onstage, questioning the ideals from which the famine
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emerged. The onset of food insecurity in early 1930s Ukraine occurred as officials
responsible for meeting heightening procurement demands became more aggressive in
their tactics. This dynamic is exposed in Susan Halmi’s “It Began with a Dream,” a
contemporary one-act that draws from Holodomor survivor testimony, using anecdotes to
contextualize the jarring fact that Ukrainian farmers produced plenty, yet saw very little
of their harvest on their own tables:
[PROJECTION]: Hey, our harvest knows no limits or measures. It grows,
ripens, and even spills over onto the earth, boundless over the fields; while
the patrolling pioneers come out to guard the ripening wheat-ears of grain.
We've hardened our song in the kilns’ fires and carry it aloft like a banner,
offering it to you…and in this way, Comrade Postyshev, we are submitting
our report of the work we've done…
CHILD: Holodomor.65
Food becomes synonymous with—not simply a symbol of—“work” in the words above.
The tone of this song, one that one survivor sarcastically recounted in his testimony as
“the lovely song we had to sing while we starved,” is speciously celebratory, interrupted
by the child’s concise lament.66 The Ukrainians’ harvest was the hope as well as the
casualty of the procurement campaigns, as cultural, civic, and domestic freedom was
supplanted by a mandated ethos of labor. When and if food was available, it served the
manifestation of a broad political goal rather than the needs of a specific community.67
The repercussions for food in the theatre of the Holodomor emerge from this
struggle over sustenance. The weaknesses of communal society in Soviet Russia are
exposed as casts of characters fight over food to the extent of dissension and betrayal.
Scenes of food insecurity and manipulation show how the dissolution of eating rituals can
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portend that of society as well. Characters become vulnerable and commit unimaginable
acts when motivated by extreme hunger. Food has an arresting power throughout, often
stopping the progress of the story altogether. Holod and The Grain Store both take risks
to show how food can thus play a role not only in the development of dramatic narrative
and character, but also in their degradation in a way suggestive of the more subtle effects
of famine that can elude history books.

Holod
Holod, written and produced in the American 1960s by Ukrainian Bohdan
Boychuk, explores the toll that starvation takes on two lone figures, known only
as Man and Woman.68 In a key scene of the existential one-act, conversations on culture,
sexuality, and mortality are deferred as the man and woman seek respite from their
hunger. Starvation is a context in which all superfluous activity defined by food—eating
for pleasure or community, for instance—is replaced by biological
imperative. Holod forces its audience to recognize the severity of this displacement of
enjoyment, to isolate the fundamental need that undermines all other experiences. The
curt rhetoric throughout the exchange reveals how the desperation of the famine victims
of the Holodomor is most clear after the facts of the famine give way to the need for
food:
The Man: Let’s go and find some food.
The Woman: I can’t stand up any longer.
The Man: I saw a potato here. I’m quite sure I saw a beetroot here.
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The Woman (hopefully): A potato or a beetroot?
The Man: What?
The Woman: What did you see, a potato or a beetroot?
The Man: Where?
The Woman: But you said—
The Man: I didn’t say anything! If only there were a cabbage stalk around,
but there’s nothing.69
As their hunger mounts, the exchange between the two main characters
of Holod demonstrates how foods that were previously plentiful are now elusive. The
man grows forgetful of his own observations, at the expense of his own imperative. All
the complexities of life matter not when the characters cannot get enough to eat to think
clearly on them.
Holod’s premise is that edacity is an obstacle thwarting both the characters and the
plot. In one sense, the dialogue above is a mere list of a few foods. In another, it is a
charged, realistic exchange between the pair, who equivocally flirt and feud. It is through
the urge and effects of appetite that Holod establishes representation of
the Holodomor. Food haunts the play, impeding its progress as a philosophical piece.
Other arguments of the play are arguably plumbed to a greater depth. Nevertheless, the
audience is reminded that starvation is at its center. The social effects of this truth are the
province of the famine play. Historians have long commented that famines of the past
survive primarily in the form of “data [that] waits to be narrated,” while the more subtle
social shifts often remain inexpressible.70 The wait for the dramatic narrative of
the Holodomor was particularly long. Famine drama such as Holod helps us see that this
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unease can be attributed to reasons biological as well as political. Without food, we do
not have the energy to sustain our society or ourselves, let alone our stories.
Perhaps in reaction to the specious representation of life in socialist realism, Holod
does not portray the details of the peasant’s agricultural or domestic life. Boychuk was a
Ukrainian émigré who wrote of the Holodomor in a modern context, influenced by poets
E. E. Cummings, Stanley Kunitz, and David Ignatow.71 Holod touches on topics such as
religion, yet purposefully confuses certain tenets of faith with those of food: The
Man attempts to feed the Woman’s baby his blood, which spills after he beats his hands
against the nails on a crucified figure; they both try to turn earth into bread.72 This
poetic wresting of resources from their familiar contexts exposes the incongruity
characteristic of the Soviet state rejection of religion and family from its major concerns.
The audience does not often see food on stage during Holod. Rather, the absence
of sustenance is suggested by the claustrophobic atmosphere, one that has lost its former
fertility. Boychuk’s stage directions remind us that theatre takes place in a confined space
made visceral and organic through acts of the imagination: “The stage is lit up. All
around lie neglected fields; their surface is cracked and choked with weeds.”73 The
enormity of the social and ecological breakdown that this famine caused is bound by
pragmatic limitations on the stage; nevertheless, the actors explore this dissolution
through subtle actions. At the outset of the play, the Man paces, marking out a very small
plot of earth.74 His restlessness speaks to the eradication of agricultural independence of
the Ukrainian peasants, as he searches fruitlessly within his cramped space. The dire need
for food insinuates itself further as the Woman attributes a background figure’s
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crucifixion to his want “for a piece of bread and a bag of flour!”75
The Man and Woman then quarrel over the one potato that she has hidden away. These
early moments suggest the breakdown of the society predicated on the communal
agricultural plan. Food is their obsession, but it persists as symbol, not substance.
The audience becomes witness to how food creates conflict on an internal level as
the victims struggle with starvation. The Woman clutches her baby close, “as if wanting
to push it back into her womb.”76 The inversion of norms persists as
the Woman experiences a fit of nausea and chokes up bread for her baby. In a
conversation spare and spiteful, the pair ruminates on hunger, how it has rendered
everyone culpable for the suffering of humankind, and that the only source of comfort
might be in death itself. The starving Man finds himself wishing for “more corpses… lots
of corpses,” so that he can “bury them in the ground and have something to do” other
than dwell on his hunger.77 The two are enervated rather than energized by the few bites
that they do share. Equally wistful and dark in its musings on survival of the Holodomor,
the dialogue throughout is occasionally interrupted by food thus, scrounged and spat up,
to serve as a bitter reminder that they are still alive. The foodstuffs do not have a lot of
integrity as edibles, and that is the point. The play employs famine foods—remnants of
tubers, vomit, even blood—as opportunities for the actors playing Holodomor survivors
to pretend their way past their pain.
Holod often uses hunger or an eating mannerism as a proxy for another sense,
such as frustration or longing. Holod confronts its audience with the possibility that the
survivors of the Holodomor sustain themselves not on food, but on memories, lust, even
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confusion. The characters resist succumbing to the palpable threat of starvation by
focusing on each other, on each other’s pain. For example, after taunting the Woman for
his failure to make love to him, the Man attributes the lack of their physical dynamic to
her hunger.78 Food in a performance context often has sexual implications; here, the lack
of food threatens to strip both man and woman of their prowess and confidence.
The Man aggressively refers to bodily behaviors typically associated with eating in a
defensive manner, claiming that he has to yell to get rid of what is inside of him because
it is “choking” him.79 His anxiety demonstrates how hunger is converted to anger that the
characters of Holod take out on one another. A subtler example occurs when
a Poet wanders in with nothing to say, exhausted and impassive; when he attributes the
outbursts to the Man’s own hunger, the Man insists in an outrage that it is the Poet who is
hungry.80 The hunger provides a context through which the characters target one another.
Dramatizing the fact that in famine times, those who manage to survive are
“existing, not living,” the pair in Holod struggles to articulate memories of the famine’s
brutal effects.81 To that end, they discuss things consumable only at moments of social or
political impasse. Albeit the general source of contention, arguably a weapon unto itself,
the food that figures in their conversation is also a welcome distraction for them:
The Man: Everything’s worthless. It would be better to talk about
something pleasant.
The Woman: About bread, maybe?82
Just as this pair experiences, so too theatre artists meet a great challenge in using food to
frame—or forget—the event of starvation.
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The unresolved tensions within Holod may be in part due to the many
sociopolitical influences on the playwright, whose poems often deal with universal
stresses on humanity. Born in 1927 in Galicia, a long-contested area marked by strong
Polish-Ukrainian tensions, Boychuk was a Ukrainian child just as the pressures of Soviet
collectivization were setting in. His traumatic experiences include that as a forced laborer
in Germany during World War II. In 1949, he immigrated to the United States where he
wrote and translated as a young author and poet. Privy to the horrors of war,
Boychuk wrote from his own background, influenced as well by the dialogue of
dramatists Osborne and Beckett. He wrote in reflection on not only the particular
environment that is famine, but also the human condition under the duress of catastrophic
pressures.83
The fact that Boychuk wrote Holod outside of the Ukraine is significant with
respect to the development of international understanding of the Holodomor. Of equal
importance in our understanding of the plays of this famine is the sensitive relationship of
performance to its particular history. Throughout the decade encompassing the famine,
the Soviet tactic of staging seemingly healthy communities to sustain the illusion of
successful kolkhoz farms imbued the theatrical use of food with a deceptive power that
the Ukrainian theatre may have purposefully resisted.84 During collectivization, to exhibit
independence or imagination regarding food was to be traitorous, for to hold on to an
object typically not considered edible—a painting, a wedding ring, or a pet, which could
be exchanged for a loaf of bread or eaten in desperation—was to hide food. An element
of privacy thus informs the resistance to open discussion or artistic embellishment. The
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bleak imperative for many who survived was to remain silent about their struggle and
starvation: “Forget the uniforms, forget the hunger” insists the Man to
the Woman of Holod.85
What brought the “uniforms” to the countryside of the Ukraine was a desire to
gather its harvest and instill confidence in and loyalty to the Soviet plan. An important
symbol of progress for Soviet Communism of the early twentieth century was its most
elemental: grain, needed by villages to feed families and sustain crops. Throughout the
1920s and 30s, grain was elevated in status by the collectivization efforts, aggrandized
into a powerful instrument by which progress of Soviet plans was measured. Food as the
Ukrainians knew it, providing sustenance and pleasure, began to disappear. Starvation of
millions of people followed.86 Though we see in Holod several shocking instances of the
desperation of the famine’s victims, the premise that they resorted to eating clods of earth
or drinking each other’s blood is implied and then absorbed into the existential
atmosphere. The drama of the Holodomor often leaves the last stages of starvation to the
imagination.87
The Grain Store
As the facts of the Holodomor come to light, plays about the subject are among the
limited ways in which the most abominable facets of famine can be explored. Written
almost half a century after Holod, The Grain Store maintains proximity to historical
accounts of Soviet collectivization drives, which as famine historian Cormac Ó Gráda
explains constituted “an ultimately deadly game in which brute force, ignorance, and
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moral hazard all played a role.”88 Commissioned by England’s Royal Shakespeare
Company as part of a larger project (controversially titled Other Russia), the play
concerns the effects of the procurement campaigns and dekulakization on the social
fabric of a small village in the Ukraine.89 Ukrainian playwright Natal’ia Vorozhbit
wrote The Grain Store with her own ancestors in mind, wishing to pay homage to the
catastrophe of the Holodomor as well as to the customs of the contemporary world at
hand.90 What role does food play in The Grain Store? The title alludes to the historical
fact that local Ukrainian buildings were converted to granaries, in which state reserves
were stockpiled while peasants starved. Though the metaphorical power of food is still at
its center, Vorozhbit’s play also touches on the act of eating and the process of starvation
more explicitly than does any predecessor.
The premiere of The Grain Store addresses the potential of food on stage as one of
clarification as well as obfuscation. The ideals that inform the preshow banquet, a spread
of Ukrainian comestibles catered every night, show that the artists involved consider food
a cultural imperative to which many can relate. While some deemed the delicacies
fantastic, other audience members criticized the preshow as tasteless.91 The Grain
Store director Michael Boyd speaks to his insatiable desire to draw in an audience more
literally than is suggested by Vorozhbit’s stage directions:
And behind them, there is this great banquet is laid; with weeping melons,
lovely steaming potatoes and roast meats…but they don’t touch it. In [the
playwright’s] imagination, what’s important about that is conjuring plenty;
no need to eat; they will eat when they’re ready…We’ve tried out…this
idea of representing plenty on stage in a more active way, by inviting the
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audience on stage with the company to eat with us; so that when the rest of
the audience do come in they will smell cooked food.92
Boyd continues with a conviction that the act of feasting will change the relationship
between production and audience. His excitement about this engagement rests on his
notion that the food will represent the “warmth of sharing” rather than eclipse the
historical concerns of the play.93 Audience reception reveals that this reasoning assumes
the importance of food without acknowledging its scarcity during the Holodomor.
Celebrating food in dramatic productions of famine is not necessarily
irreverent; however, it does demand a metacognitive perspective. In times of starvation,
food instigates concern that operates outside typical constructs, defying our otherwise
logical assumption that famine is an event in which only a lack of food is significant.
Amartya Sen’s influential essay disabuses us of this presupposition.94 Potentially, the
opening moments of The Grain Store foreground this premise in ways made palpable if
not palatable.
The Grain Store’s two acts span August 1929 to August 1933, providing ample
time to explore Ukraine as a place of abundance prior to the Holodomor. The first scene
finds kulak Feodosii’s family’s afternoon interrupted by Soviet officials. His yard
becomes their stage for a propagandistic play, hinting at the dissonance between the
Ukrainian agrarian life and one adherent to the Soviet collective. A long table “groans
under the weight” of the prepared meal, which sits neglected, taken for granted—and
why not?95 There is plenty. As the agitators present a play on the perils of faith in religion
instead of collectivization, the villagers remain jocular and joyful. Unsuspecting villagers
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mingle and discuss aspects of society restrained neither by formality nor fear. A peasant
named Samson speaks to the mundane intersection of carnal and religious passions when
he answers this question about crossing himself after sexual intercourse: “Three times
before and three times after…Like putting pepper on my soup, it’s that natural.”96 The
genial undertones of the conversations belie the shift that will take place just months
later, when the village’s church will be converted into a grain store.
Among the myriad dramaturgical challenges in staging this famine is how to
portray emotional depth in the act of eating as famine progresses. Scenes set around
meals, whether invoking celebration or quarreling over food, have long suggested
domestic concerns. Primatologist Richard Wrangham broadens the implication,
maintaining that that cooking has “made us human”: it is the vulnerability that arises
through the act of sharing cooked food that has contributed to the evolution of man.97 The
Grain Store’s challenging love story shows how the opportunity to stay together began to
dwindle during the Holodomor, admitting isolation in its stead. The play sets up the
horrific transition from satiety to starvation through the romantic relationship between
Mokrina, Feodosii’s daughter, and Arsei, an ambitious young man who is loyal to the
Soviets. The exchange between the two after they have been married in secret (registered
by the village Soviet, not yet recognized by the local community) exposes the fragility
and fractiousness brought on as much by their relationship to food as to each other. Arsei
evokes the comforting side of food as Mokrina begins to fret that she does not feel
“changed”, but rather she is ashamed by their union: “Come home. Mum has been baking
cakes.”98 When she rejects him and expresses suspicion regarding his Soviet loyalty,
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Arsei retorts with “You kulaks will be destroyed soon, and then you’ll come begging
bread off me.”99 The simmering subtext shows how food brings people together in times
of famine as a result of more complex factors than compassion.
The Grain Store does not present the quotidian act of eating in theory alone.
Through several mealtime events, the audience witnesses a breakdown of a community
that mirrors that of its resources. Mokrina’s father Feodosii prophesizes at the dinner
table: “Hmmm. First we’ll survive without beetroot, and then without bread. And then
we’ll survive without a god. Fine people we’ll be after that. What will be left of
us?”100 The implications of spiritual as well as material poverty demonstrate a shift into a
threatening stage of famine, in which resistance to the impending crisis produces changes
in an otherwise stable relationship of food to all other social and ecological ideals.
Vorozhbit writes yet another meal into a scene that betrays the rising tension with respect
to food. The urban agitator Mortko comes to visit an Old Man and a Woman in a village
near Moscow. On the surface, they are enjoying an Easter breakfast. Apples imply both
the celebration of land ownership and dissolution of cooperation between neighbors:
Mortko: Lovely apples of yours, these.
Woman: They’re not mine! I don’t own them.
Old Man: She’s my neighbor. The apples are from my orchard.101
Upon validation of Mortko’s suspicion that the old man is responsible for crippling the
woman’s son after catching him stealing the fruit, the agitator shoots the man in both his
legs in an act of overt violence.
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Much of The Grain Store’s power lies in its ambitious scope of several years,
allowing the transformation of what constitutes ‘food’ itself to take effect. The play’s
journey follows the contrast between the novelty of grubbing Ukrainian delicacies
onstage and the hardship of digging up roots, examining every clump of earth, searching
for digested food in animal feces, or devouring whatever flesh can be found, however
unimaginable. Pragmatically, the characters most effectively touch on this horrifying
regression through stark reflection (one character wonders why she hasn’t heard her dog
bark, and then notes that they ate the animal last winter) or sinister suggestion (there is a
“flesh-eater” among the cast, who takes a young child offstage and what follows is only
implied).102 The bitter conclusion to the procurement campaigns is often made manifest
in silence on stage, couched in shadows slumped over in corners or carried off in carts. At
these points, food ceases to have meaning beyond its failures in this context.
Cannibalism is perhaps the internal workings of famine made most dramatic.
Starvation involves the body consuming itself, leaving the victim weakened to the point
of utter exhaustion. Anything digestible can drive its characters toward dissent or inspire
reconciliation alike. The most compelling moments in The Grain Store hang in the
balance. A series of stage directions following the onset of mass starvation implicate food
as a controlling device in the central couple’s strained relationship: “Mokrina wants to
take some [bread] but Arsei gently pushes her away and feeds her from his own
hands.”103 As spring emerges in 1933, so too does the manipulative potential of food, as
Mokrina, a skeletal figure, bellows and bites Arsei upon his discovery of her. He only
laughs, “Silly love. Don’t bite me.”104 One of the lone survivors of her village due to her
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relationship with Arsei, Mokrina expresses frustration with herself for dining on her
father’s grave, “eating bread and fat!” in a state of self-loathing.105 Similar to those
in Holod, characters of The Grain Store often attempt to ignore their hunger only to
become preoccupied with food to the point of such distraction and self-deprecation to
which Mokrina is prone.
The scene moves beyond the figurative with respect to food. As a young woman
constantly negotiating her kulak status in class and company, a hungry Mokrina allows
Arsei to parse out his compassion for her in bite-sized pieces. Mokrina grows close to
him only as he exercises complete control over her hunger. By the time he pauses in his
political campaigning to wonder what has happened to her one year later, Mokrina
appears as a mere “Human Figure”, almost carted off to a mass grave despite her faintly
beating pulse, turned wild by the offer of crumbs at Arsei’s hands once more.
Unfortunately, as many critics have observed, their relationship is difficult to reconcile
with the way the Soviet husband idealizes his kulak wife’s starvation. The manipulation
reaches a point where the audience is faced with the lack of consistency in both of their
behavioral patterns when Arsei callously observes, “Mokrina, when you’re hungry,
you’re the sweetest, kindest love, but as soon as your belly’s full you turn into a witch.
Perhaps I’d be better off keeping you hungry, eh?”106
By using the play-within-a-play as a mechanism, The Grain Store makes its
audience even more aware of just how threatening the representation of food can
be. Feodosii’s home is invaded in late 1932 by the agitator’s performance of another
“show for the poor deceived peasants” complete with “visual aids” to remind the peasants
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of what constitutes resistance.107 In a metatheatrical turn of events, this cruel instance of
procurement involves scenes that convey what happens when “Mr. Kulak” resists
collectivization. A member of the Soviet State plants pretend food in the Staritskaya
family's stove, only moments later to reach into it, “pulling loaf after loaf after loaf from
it, like a magician.” The performers corroborate their fabricated suspicions when Arsei
takes a metal pole with a sharp point and begins “poking at the walls, floors, and
ceiling,” and grain pours out.108 It is never confirmed in the play whether the grain was
planted by the agitators or hidden by the kulak family, yet as the performance continues,
this boundary between threatened and actual reality becomes superfluous. This abstruse
scene reflects the history of the State’s target of the kulaks for concealing grain.109
Another telling moment of The Grain Store takes place when the villagers are
bribed with promises of a real feast of meat, pies, and drink after they dance and pretend
all is well for a visiting American reporter.110 A desperate girl eats the “makeup” she is
supposed to rub on her face, a beetroot and a carrot. Formerly spirited dancers can think
of “nothing else” but the promise of a meal. Met with news that no one will be coming,
and fighting off the villagers swarming “like eels” onto the tables laden with cooked
meals, the main instigator of the scene, Mortko, bellows out, “And what am I going to do
with all this theatre now?”111 We see here that food can be a tool of deception, used to
manipulate or heal, roles that intermingle during the actual time of Stalin’s campaigns,
not simply in the drama that followed.
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Throughout the most divisive scenes of The Grain Store, the vulnerability that
accompanies starvation-induced behavior takes the play from a level of narrative history
to one of artistic testimony. Manifest in a parable of puppets, a tale of infanticide and
cannibalism is used to coerce the group into submission. It has the unexpected effect of
inspiring a young boy to abandon his mother’s arms with the sole intent of devouring the
“soup” used in the play, which he devours despite the fact that it is water.112 Reviewers
cite that “mostly this is an ashen spectacle,” a subject “worthy of detailed exposition but
hard to dramatize without becoming austere”; its efforts are deemed “an apocalyptic
puppet show.”113 This and every wrenching moment serve to expose the theatricalized
nature of Soviet collectivization; they have the unintended effect of pointing out the
difficulty that theatre has in making famine more than metaphor on stage.
In commemoration of this long-concealed famine event, narrative testimonies have
shown food to be an intimate part of the Ukrainian life that was celebrated openly before
it became a tool of coercion and silence. Drama is a powerful medium for the devastating
stories of starvation, not only for its tangible exploration of how certain foods were
valued and employed, but also for the art form’s ability to show how food in context can
both ameliorate and exacerbate the famine condition. The appearance of foods, familiar
or otherwise, in plays of the Holodomor provides opportunities to analyze the ideological
and metatheatrical tactics that the Soviet campaign employed. Certainly, the choice to
include anything savory or sickening in representation of the famine poses a risk for the
success of the play as both performance and history.
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Conclusion
Much can be gleaned from plays that dared to address events that were denied or
buried in official documents until late in the twentieth century.114 The Soviet culture is
one that has repeatedly been said to suffer from ‘historical amnesia’ with respect to
Stalinism and the efforts of socialist revolution in particular, yet in the theatre there have
been grievances aired. Sorting out the fiction from the facts is a meticulous process. On
the one hand, Holodomor plays may be able to constitute famine narrative history in a
way that Irish famine plays have only in response to literature and testimony of the
famine event. On the other, the manipulation indicative of Soviet times calls the theatrical
medium into question. For example, an historical character representing the American
relief agency in Tony Harrison’s Fram (2008) assesses his perspective on the role of arts
in gaining perspective on the incident of starvation: “I dunno what good’s going to come
about from being at this show….Once you’ve seen the famine you wonder about art!” 115
How an artist might hold his audience’s attention without complete confidence in his
medium reflects a pertinent concern of famine play historiography.
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Conclusion
ANDRIY: There’s more. So much more. Government decrees, more stories
about the children, peasants, what was going on in the cities. I have all
these pictures, notes, facts, historical data, hundreds of hours of research.
THE PROFESSOR: Yes. And it’s all so much more than you could
possibly put into one play or even a hundred plays. Isn’t it?
-David Eliet, Children of the Dnipro1

As this project comes to an end, a powerful famine play is in rehearsals with
nineteen actors intending to tour twelve theatres and three countries. The Druid Theatre
in Galway, Ireland, where I was first struck by Tom Murphy’s furious dramatic language,
will be mounting the largest theatre project in the company’s history, entitled
DRUIDMURPHY. The all-day performance cycle of three of Murphy’s most violent
plays will include Famine, a “sweeping tale that allows audiences to see who they are—
regardless of where they might call home.”2 Though this promise indicates that the stories
will establish local empathy with their audiences, the theme tying the production together
is that of emigration—journeys away from, disintegration and the loss of home. Famine
has long held such paradoxical potential as subject matter for the stage. Every famine is
inclusive as well as destructive, implicating the richness and complexities of culture,
socioeconomics, and ecology at the same moment in which it tears ideas and
environments apart. Playwrights face a challenging decision posed by this dichotomy: is
it appropriate only to represent the severity of the losses endured during famine, or also to
address the abundance that preceded it? As the audience members of the Druid Theatre
Company’s Famine witness actual potato plants uprooted from the blackened stage, an
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even more conspicuous question arises: is representation of famine anything we can infer
beyond these stalks, mere traces of authenticity?
The reverence implied by representation is necessarily subject to questions of
scale and scope. I entitled this project “After History” for all the phrase connotes. The
ambiguity is intentional, and is admittedly inspired by Tom Murphy’s own After Tragedy
(the title of his next collection of plays following Famine), as well as the specious calm
in John Connor’s reflection on his starvation-struck village: “We sowed the crop, it failed
again: that’s all.”3 In this moment, a Relief Agent coaxes Glanconor’s leader to share
what has passed, and that proves difficult. Primarily, I believe that every play concerned
with famine or its direct origins is likewise ‘after’ history in the sense that its playwright
seeks a certain version of the past, often one difficult to articulate and impossible to
embody. Integrity of that story, whether in the form of factual accuracy or fictional
authority, becomes paramount. As expressed above by playwright David Eliet in his
metatheatrical response to the Holodomor, determination of when or where (let alone
why) to begin the project of a famine play is linked to the authenticity of the historical
subject matter. In many instances, the facts have intimidated or overwhelmed any
possibility of a creative narrative. The performance history of The Countess Cathleen, for
example, reminds us that Yeats originally intended its folkloric origins to eclipse any
historical referent, but the visceral realities of the Famine interrupted his agenda.
Secondarily, ‘after history’ insinuates that the famine play is marginalized by its status as
representation, a performance that not only follows the catastrophe itself by often a
notable stretch of time, but also trails historiographical and literary responses to the
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event. Despite this characteristic distance, the famine play is decidedly worthy of greater
study.
I began this project with the impression that plays centered on food crisis and
famine conditions would be bolder than their narrative counterparts (literary or historical)
with respect to representing environmental devastation and starvation. I have found that
most famine plays textually evidence agroecological circumstances in particular,
especially with respect to the plight of the individual peasant farmers on Irish and
Ukrainian lands. The material-ecological condition emerges even in early plays, such as
in The Countess Cathleen and the collectivization plays of Soviet Ukraine, though the
dramaturgical development of these plays is fraught with contradictions, and the intent to
portray accurate conditions thus worthy of scrutiny. Perhaps in response to the ensuant
cliché of the Irish peasant play and the propagandistic intent of many representations of
the Soviet collective farms, modern and contemporary famine plays often innovate
narrative relationships between people and place, and move the setting outside the
cottage or beyond the kolkhoz, into the fields and the bad na marbh, the classroom and
the commemoration site.
Theatre is arguably most effective when it addresses the immediate concerns of its
audience. So why does the famine play tend to emerge so long after its source event?
Certain aspects of famine, in particular the socioeconomic conditions that led to the Irish
Famine and the Holodomor, are implicated in The Famine, The Countess Cathleen, and
several plays depicting collectivization in Ukraine, such as those of Mykola Kulish as
directed by Les' Kurbas. We see in Yeats’s most revised work that poetry and symbolism
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lessen in significance on the stage when controversial aspects of famine arise, in
particular those that have to do with desperation in the face of material suffering.
Consider the plays of the early Soviet era, moreover, subject to strict regulation and
censorship. While I believe that the early collectivization plays ostensibly anticipate the
later Soviet famine play, much remains to be determined with respect to context,
especially with respect to the sublimation of the famine crisis into ‘necessary’ casualties
of progress. The plays that emerge several decades after the famine tend to radically
decontextualize specific incidents of starvation and suffering. Though O’Grady’s
melodramatic The Famine and Boychuk’s existential Holod produce echoes of past
starvation, they provide stronger reference to concurrent issues of land concerning late
nineteenth-century Ireland and post-World War II anxieties of Ukraine respectively.
Nothing concerning the historical famines is resolved; everything in the present is
implicated.
Diasporic perspectives as well as the emergence of famine historiography in both
Ireland and Ukraine opened the door to artistic and narrative interpretation of such
catastrophic events. Woodham-Smith’s novel The Great Hunger forged a bridge between
folkloric and academic perceptions of the Famine, for example, but this methodology was
not without its skeptics. A university examination paper in 1963 posed the following
prompt: “The Great Hunger is a great novel. Discuss.”4 Dramatists answered. Another
evaluative task that remains unattended according to historian Mary Daly is that of
determining whether analysis of the famine play (Famine narrative literature specifically)
“contributes to an understanding of the Famine as an historical event, as opposed to the
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Famine as subject matter for literature.”5 My conclusion is that the context in which the
famine play is produced is the level at which it is most effective. Indeed, the fact that
playwrights have employed famine as subject matter has often been one of personal
imperative. Nonetheless, an unequivocal gasp resonated in the Druid’s Famine audience
as a remark in the modern play became an allusion to the present: “I wonder is there
another part of the world today stricken like ourselves? […] If [relief] was needed for a
war against the Afghans! But, maybe I’ve been a fool…Maybe economies can only
survive and cater for the catastrophe of war.”6 The performance of such a moment
participates in the understanding of history beyond critical bias or direct empathy. For
instance, The Countess Cathleen and Soviet Ukrainian collectivization plays suggest the
boundaries of critical and official acceptance of the subject matter in proximity to the
famine’s socioeconomic effects. Occasional revelations in material reality appear in
subsequent famine plays, in the Irish Famine centenary plays by Healy and Shiels,
Murphy’s Famine, and Vorozhbit’s The Grain Store.
An extensive survey of famine-related studies has revealed that famine indeed
survives primarily in the form of “data [that] waits to be narrated,” while the more subtle
environmental shifts remain materially difficult to express.7 Notably, I primarily isolated
the famine play as one indebted to realism, if occasionally tangential to its tenets, such as
the epic qualities of Murphy’s Famine or the ritualistic touches throughout Hines’ Ghost
Acreage at Vixen Time. Given the objectivity that I tried to maintain during my research
process, an ecocritical approach likewise served me well. The peasant farmers of the
plays I studied were environmentalists. In both Ireland and Ukraine, crops changed and
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authorities demanded manipulation of the soil in particular ways, the effects of which
were manifest in the famine victim’s relationships not only with other people, but also
with the land and food itself. As Theresa May asserts,
The environmental crisis is a crisis of relationship. Its questions have to do
with how we live and behave in relationship to one another and the
land…with our most basic material needs.8
Even former Irish President Mary Robinson declared upon a visit to Canada’s Grosse Île
that the Irish Famine was a “natural disaster” that occurred within a framework of unjust
socioeconomic influences.9 Certainly, examining the integrity (or lack thereof) of all
factors influencing disaster is not uniquely the province of the famine play. My hope is
that my concerns invite this sub-genre into that of the dramatic narrative of catastrophe in
general.
Many famine studies follow diverse theoretical trajectories—post-colonialism, for
one—in order to gain understanding of the relationships that populate otherwise sparse
historical documentation. The famine dramatist employs these methodologies, of course,
in particular in the creation of protagonists and antagonists based on primary sources. But
crucial in the famine play’s unique participation in historical revisionism is the way in
which it grounds the complex political and social dynamics of the event in ecological
detail. Moving forward, I hope to explore in particular how the material exploration of
famine history in the Irish classroom and both Irish and Ukrainian commemorative
context yields a unique historical relationship to the ecology of famine.
I conducted research with the hope of establishing a relationship between
developments in famine historiography (which in the case of the Holodomor are recent,
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even concurrent with this project) and those in dramatic representation, and I conclude
that while the famine play may intend to determine the causes of famine, its most
consistent determination is that of the effects of famine. Though the plays are often rich
in and even based on historical allusion, the question of ‘why’ each famine occurred
remains just that, unresolved. Consider an exchange below from the most recent famine
play I came across at the conclusion of this project, Northern Irish Jaki McCarrick’s
Belfast Girls. The young emigrant Sarah begins by quoting Charles Trevelyan, who
administered famine relief in Ireland, efforts belied by his Malthusian view that the
famine was a mechanism for reducing surplus population:
SARAH: ‘The Famine has been ordained by God to teach the Irish a
lesson’.
MOLLY: You remember the words well.
SARAH: They are most hard ta forget. (MOLLY nods in agreement.)
My mother died in the fever hospital. My father went soon after. We did
what we could… […] Anyways, people roun’ our way had begun not to
bury their dead in coffins. They couldn’t - as they were too weak far ta lift
‘em. So all over the Cooley hills – where my brother an’ I would walk in
summertime collectin’ blackberries, wild garlic – yard after yard – ya’d
find a body, then another: neighbours, people I once knew. An’ when that
got to be commonplace they dug the trenches – as you’ve described. But
since seein’ all a that, I have – this one word - goin’ roun’ an’ roun’ my
brain. So much, Molly, it has made me sick, has stopped wholesale the
motions of my heart. An’ it’s not ‘why’ - why did it happen – why did it
happen to us - but ‘how - how could it have happened at all. ‘How’, I fear,
will keep me sick for the rest of my life. ‘How’, is churning over inside me
an’ I doubt I’ll ever be able to get that word outta my head.10
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That word haunting Sarah’s thoughts is the domain of famine dramatic narrative. Plays
such as Murphy’s Famine and Vorozhbit’s The Grain Store tend to the question of ‘how’
through strategic juxtaposition of distinct ideologies, changing seasons, levels of
desperation, and consequences of hunger. With distance both geographical and literal
from these historical famine events has come greater daring of the plays to comment on
and even revise famine historiography.
Several times throughout my research process I discovered an antagonistic
relationship between famine historiography and famine representation. Famine dramatists
are prone to moments in which they undermine their own projects: Tom Murphy has
commented that there is “no point to writing a play about history,” for example.11 In a
radio interview in 2010, he wondered aloud, “was I a student of famine…or a victim of
famine.”12 Notably, experimentation within the famine play has encouraged greater
superfluity between these two roles, encouraging introspective analysis of food and social
systems concurrent with historical or intercultural exposition. Bláithín in Hines’ Ghost
Acreage at Vixen Time, for example, implicates herself in the food insecurity of distant
countries even as she herself experiences hunger. The rehearsal scene in The Grain Store,
during which the Ukrainian villagers scramble to represent themselves as they were
before starvation set in, exemplifies the dilemma of the ethics or consequences of
representation of which dramatists of the Holodomor are particular aware.13 David Eliet
ends his recent famine play on such a self-conscious note:
I find this the most disturbing of the pictures, these two faceless
children who died next to their baby doll, whom they kept so
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pristine, pretty blonde haired little thing, lying there next to their
bare little legs. […] And what disturbs me, what disturbs me the
most is wondering who framed this picture? Who came along and
thought to himself: “Now, that’s a shot. That’s a picture.” Because
this picture is framed, carefully framed, disturbingly framed, so that
the identities are hidden, and only the doll has a face amid that
tangle of legs. Did he think…that this anonymity, this hiding of the
faces, would preserve some kind of dignity for the dead, or that by
doing so, by framing the shot in just this way, that it could then stand
for the thousands, tens of thousands, of unknown children who had
died. Or did he think: “What a great shot. A still life of legs and
doll.”14
For inspiration, plot points and characters, Irish dramatists tend to gravitate towards
either primary materials (as did Shiels, Harris, Minogue, Vorozhbit, and McCarrick) or
literary Famine narratives (as did Yeats, Boychuk, Murphy, and Mac Intyre). I find it
fascinating that while Murphy mines primary sources as well for his Famine, he later
claims that to do so is “sheer indulgence, gratuitous,” an echo of Eliet’s concerns.15 If the
famine play is to be anthologized at any point, I would argue that at least selections of
source materials must accompany the playtexts, gratuitous or no.
The sociopolitical and ecological systems that comprise the world today are so
different from those of the past as to raise questions around the contemporary relevance
of the Irish or Ukrainian famine play. The Countess Cathleen, widely considered a
historical curiosity at best, was produced as part of the Irish Repertory Theatre’s “Yeats
Project” in 2009. While reviewer Charles Isherwood acknowledged the “mighty
challenge in making these plays sing with a fresh, compelling voice,” the “stilted and
mossy” effort was “to little avail.”16 Turning the newspaper page, however, we discover
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that famine itself is sadly not an event of the past, and accompanying environmental
crises are quite present. The success of a project like Passion Machine’s “Songs of the
Reaper” indicates opportunities to imbue dramatic work with ecological concerns that
refer back to famine without historicizing it. The causes and effects of food insecurity as
well as the complexities that inform the food system as this project concludes are distinct
from the more isolated agroecosystems of twentieth-century Ireland and Ukraine, and
these relationships demand revisionist dramaturgy.
Though the famine play has contemporary ecocritical potential, the concerns of the
famine play continue to be mainly those of the past. Namely, significant
commemorations—the sequicentenary of An Gorta Mor starting in 1995 and ending in
1997, and the 75th anniversary events of the Holodomor throughout 2007 and 2008—
establish thorough documentation of the famines as an imperative in which the theatre
arts are encouraged to participate. I anticipate that the strength of these commemorative
impulses may yield a binary in famine play creation, distinguishing the memorial from
the independent aesthetic or dramaturgy of other famine plays. In my conversations with
theatre artists associated with plays of the Holodomor, often the first observations of my
participants concern the status of commemorative events, expressing the consonance of
their memories of the famine play with the participation in memorial talks or other
communal experiences.17
Given the strong presence of academic studies of the Irish and the Ukrainian
famine narrative as expressed in the fine arts, folklore, and other primary sources, I
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believe that much remains to be studied with respect to the efficacy of these narratives in
the dramatic arts. Perhaps the most consistent finding of this project is that one of the
dramaturgical goals of many contemporary famine plays is to attend to these existing
sources through drama. This characteristic intertextuality of the famine play deserves
richer exploration. Jim Minogue’s response to Marianna O’Gallagher’s historical findings
in the form of The Flight to Grosse Île, for one, exemplifies the desire of the dramatist to
portray the many relationships that comprise the famine experience, connections which
translate across ages, decades, and continents.
Mary Holland claimed that the performance of that classroom-originated play at
Dublin’s Mountjoy prison by inmates constituted one of the most important plays of its
time, in particular for the connections it drew to present-day issues of immigration and
refugee treatment.18 Other challenges have produced greater apathy. For example, The
Grain Store’s tepid reviews reveal that the famine play predicated on restoring history
risks collapsing under the weight of its own ambitions. Significantly, the fact that the
original title of the RSC-commissioned cycle was “Other Russia” demonstrates the risk
of implicating the very rhetoric that contributed to the crisis in the first place. Given the
relatively recent independence of Ukraine in 1991, plays of the Holodomor are just
beginning to reach audiences that will shape the goals of discussion and commemoration
of this tragic past. Notably, Ukrainian former President Viktor Yushchenko attended the
first play about the Holodomor to premiere (or perhaps even be publicly supported) in the
country, Lenin Love, Stalin Love, in 2008.19
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Despite occasional assertions of intimate interest, characteristics such as distance
and inversion have and will likely continue to characterize the famine play, both in
timing and in development. The famine play is nonetheless crucial to an understanding of
how the informal history and ecology of the source event is negotiated, in particular
within the commemorative framework. Some wish to see such mediation dissipate, such
as Vorozhbit, who hopes that her representation of the Holodomor might change an
audience approach to “aesthetics rather than politics.”20 Of The Grain Store, she asserts
that “it would be very good if the audience forgot that this was a play about Ukraine at
all.”21 This perspective does not assume a lesser importance of the famine narrative so
much as it insinuates its intangibility, our inability to comprehend its gravity or detail
relative to its status as staged representation. In response to a revival production of
Famine in the 1990s, critic Bill Marx considers the intellectual, metacognitive challenge
of the famine play that to “write about a debilitating history without distorting the
truth.”22 While factual accuracy is practically a prerequisite in the development of a
famine play, imagination is an equal imperative in its retrospective dramaturgy.
I am hopeful concerning the future potential of the famine play. In the audience of
the Druid Theatre’s 2012 production of Famine, I was shattered by certain moments on
stage during which one person was motivated to murder another, driven by the
quintessential motivation to survive. Just as the structure of this conflict reminds us that
life may begin and end with hunger, so too does the famine play struggle in development,
both at its conception by theatre artists and its maturation in front of an audience. The
ability to assess food scarcity as economic, natural, and sociopolitical disaster does little
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to lessen the burden to attribute these factors to motivation, causes and effects: this
constitutes the ambition of a famine play. But the famine play can serve as much more
than a warning of or a meditation on ecological destruction. I believe that Fintan
O’Toole’s analogy insisting that “Ireland is often something that happens elsewhere”
parallels the famine stage.23 Drama’s penchant for intimate detail characterizes many of
the contemporary projects concerning the Holodomor, each of which are nevertheless
often diasporic or distant from the horrors of starvation. However earnest the
documentation of the drama, the absence of eyewitnesses becomes yet another loss
endured by famine history. The famine play thus mediates not only our understanding of
a past crisis but also that of present possibilities on the stage.
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